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Republican Journal.

Raising Poultry.
In reply to a eorrespondeut llenry Stewgives the following practical ideas about

poultry
»n two acres of land it would m
>lly to
<•■wipt to k« j> l.uoo fowls with 'he exposition Hi at they could be permitted -o have
•n\ rauf!«
It closeiv penned up l.ooo fowls
>
:ic be kept on Two seres by the exercise
the utmost car ami by an tperienced
s- ••;»» r.
Hut there would be no accoinmoda:on
r vomij; chick'.
cnl the necessary
Tf is possible that
'o;»s to shelter them.
tooth ns could lie kept on two acres, but not
hi"
I have had some experience, and
w
J * r:*lhoi have at the rate of one acre to
hi* l have no doubt that
! w
t han less
<*•'! succeed with 400 on two acres. The
ground should be enclosed with a picket
nee. •!*'.! i}:• buildings p aced on the north
Md»* and fa s t» u to the south. The height of
e five feet for
tem
should
Brahmas,
•!
niu
feet or mav for the more active
1
mud
roosting-house
hleer i-ct lout; tw. lv. tcet wide, and
«• :!;■• back, and twelve at trout,
ght
'a o
icji11..‘ ri• •'f. and built of coin*
if.'iifd. but \\ith the
uUicient accommodation
mi
warm
enough for l'<K) fowls.
!< "■ \ asMv
»
impui tauce than
'v
hCh
lc a ciima*1 much colder than
\«-w ) ork. I have never m.u! a fowl’s
h:'
>
en in Sin h a house as this on the
when the temperature has
■"bow
'•!".and a stton*; wind blowing.
hi
di warmth induces disease ; catarrh,
j> and dvsentnrv are caused by impure air
‘'"I wannt.h. prodmaai by
huddling in a
Artificial warmth is hetaparMu. lit.
hanswi*: in g in this manner. A setting
•Hse ad
en.ngthe most iug-honse. and of
same'■i/i
*u
d ••to be provided.without
windows, ami with a shelf all round, on
w;,:< h iplaced the nests, raised two feet
'in the ground.
.Another shed, adjoining
In
.ag-house at the other end, open in
b. trout. should he
provided for shelter on
.i\ days, and foi the fowls to wallow in.
1
Ini', these three apartments
adjoining each
•iher in a line arc needed for ‘JdO fowls, and
c.iding additional sets the colonies may
dr-reused so long us there is room lor
I have found light Brahmas me be-t
h<- whole.
They are good layers, very
and tame, and easily handled, weigh
r right pounds when matured, and
n
itv not able to get
ver a live foot fencev are hardy.
1 have succeeded well with
i a Kings hut they are more inveterate
and not s>»a>il\ broken up as Brahtre not so heavy a! two years old, not
pmiiiU- lay« r>. and are more tender,
btiess I'm- ven he>t fowls for common
Vi commence with arc good young nuns supplied with Brahma and l)orkk-. each year, alternately.
Btr
>
great ariet \ of opinion in this
v
and beginners should experiment
spt
t c
It is entirely sale to sa\ to hei:.,
comnieina- to go jnto tliis business
hial'v and learn as von go along,and as
ss
oiiies.im la-ase as may he desirable.
e\\
iM'giimer will inevitably fail it lie
i. n.a
on a larger scale than with til
one hundred fowls.
»■
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Horses.

Christmas

I he condition of the horses iii the wide
region where til epidemic has prevailed
will not permit with safety mucii
negligence
in their winter
It is likely
management.
tlie effects of the disease will he seen for
'Oiue time after the
malady itself lias pass'd.
There will be liability to other forms
jf sickness, and many valuable animals
may
>e lost if they do not receive the best of
■are. Among the points to be
closely look'd after thorough
grooming is prominent.
The skin should be kept clean and the
pores
so
that
the system can throw off the
ripen,
the
disease lias generated
poison
readily.
Otherwise an additional
slightly inducing
as
a
cold
or
cause,
chill, may throw it back
in the vital
organs, and result in serious deWell
ventilated stables should
i'ongemeiit
be provided and great care taken not to
tlie
animals
to storms, or if so exexpose
pos,,!, to protect them thoroughly- from a
i-liill until they are dry and rested. Tlie
food should lie varied and of a nature to
give strength and keep tin- bowels moderately loose.
Farmers wtio have been in tlie habit of
taking their horses off grain on the approach of winter should not follow their
usual custom, but give in addition to bay
some more nutritious but not high y stimuCarrots are extremely valualating food.
ble. Oat meal sprinkled on moistened cut
bay- is also good feed.
The best practice
with 'he disease has been to sustain the
and
of
tlie sick animals
strength
appetite
by cooling yet nutritious food, groom well,
moderately exercise in the middle of tludap. and keep them comfortable in the stable.
These simple and reasonable means
have been worth tar more than all the drugs
prescribed in curing the sick, and will lie
needful for some time after convalescence.
In fact it is best for the interests of all
horse-owners to adopt the treatment above
indicated as a permanent practice.
1 liura!
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England.

1* •ston Advertiser shows that New
'. *i<; requires :ii present about titty mil!■- o? bushels ot wheat ot its
equivalent
t
feed
population, in addition
Wtia'
is ra.-ed in the several Slates.
It.
tu.i>im d that Massaeliiix Us raises only
\i -'nil
wheat t.» supply two meals tor her
population. Aecordini; to the ceii7‘>. this State
raised only -*»4 ,000
ot
wii-ti. whin
siie purchased
••‘•■.mi
Tii wii.de amoun: of wheat
’In
States oi New Fninland in
a
ml PUT r.s-i bushels. (’onnecticut.
■.a'
jre\v win at enough in that year to
"«
;
her population »r two days.
But
..M.iw.mx table wiH point out how much

naimlaeturin^
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to

run

States
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t*-

1
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ni.

vtieut,
l
iiiii

ii.
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HU
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n
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tin
>

vs.

d
u.;vs,
mj ai 1 u)

How

n.it

1

r.:.Isamu
rymUjUiio

>

a

tie

'•»

tin*

am

*nd

ir

mon

western

urraiu raising

It is more
k< i.
available, while fliov is
_iii

m ti

Mon.

Tie- population
puistiiis : hai iandei them

oi.oe

are

en

emisum-

en
p the connection
i! t. tin :m ami ineehaniea 1
4iIt<it li mu' t be \e,y intimate.
M
imwi'e leii: -latum
the employ'd tins population, or render them
rod?
and it will be seen that we
-ill!
11 me one
»f t he most
"
>
e lor our
ii.ark
ii
surplus
i: i* w ni Id ••■•eessarily
be
•'
tor win at ami Hour.
Even the
! \ e\\ Y e■>.. \ ith her immense
n i’ -! v, cannot supply
herself
iiipr.
v
i.-. adstutfs She arrows less wheat Than
M
?i .: in.
only twelve millions of
"it
whiI• Me hiiian arrows sixteen miins
>u>lie.s.
Yet Ni w York has fifteen
ni. 11
<
aeres oi improved lands, while
M
ha- 'iul\ live millions of acres.
i_:»ii
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uneeds t

!m 11:tti

«r

if*-»nt

Mic let

<

11 n 14 ot

millions of
New York

twenty
1.11:111 s!i<' raises.
Ki:U- ini toget l:ej consume liiorwh it ot fin VV<
annually than
wi.d tie \\ 11 1 *• foreign export trade
H« nc» win n we talk of doing
.landtin; g To diseoi. 1 .life 01 cut oil' the riiailll1 in::
cut. rprise d the eastern States,
I..
1
stiie that we are not fitting oil
.\\u
nose-, a;id destroying our best
markets, whii n
.re
Hose at home. The
mark* : 01 mr surplus wheal rules
*<' a certain < xteiit, hut not. altogethand \\e think it will he seen this present
11
ets may prove out
'•est ones.
1- not so largely grown
»r vvliea
"• ’’
v
*e
ha’i
aide to spare a great ileal
’1
<.1 i;
deliidi ucies of foreign
u; ; d
Mit ’ligati Fanner
;

is!.

1

ns •!-••

New

1

■

Fertilizers.
the most interesting (acts which
iordinari!\ wet season has brought
11 1-, tl at fertilizers applied t«> soils in
\
snimners without, appreciable eifects,
•*iid< red av riilalde in those t.hat are wet.
plants upon wliieh our fertilizers have
0 pin1
during tin* past years, when
.tin-’.all has been -o deficient, produced
1 ,* rfulty
this season.
The lertili/.iug
have been lying dormant for the
lin
•van! .d v. a
to punier them soluable or to
>td !hem
n
solution, and this year the
i. b’l-M s :,ave been
vorable lor promotiig tIj
.nange-, chemical and mechanical,
ut
«i\
for plant. lood to be made avail.1
‘‘wing 1 > the dry weather the past
\ e«tr-. it. lias been diltieult to conduct
riineiils wi ll manures and reach anyilk.1 g
liable reslllls.
Hundreds of
nn
av.
en
mi-u ! and have con- :
to..
:»s H ori.lil.-s>
iii.iitliri.il substances 1
allie, bit! which IH'Olh'd
posjt i\
11
u il meteor
n-al changes to render!
Pi>
ssiiailabh
l aiui tiling and stable
^
nano•.
u- Weil as
Iiemnal ‘ertilizers have
v
n il
III !l idlueln-e Upon soils
h!i
!
he\ itave I.. applied because ol
abseiue ot rain.
'Phis sea -on they have
n
Mnu •uglily s,,}ijeete.j 1.0 the action of
waiej
and «Top* have been benefited
by
"lanrm.t: agents applied two or
-go
Manures are not lost.
Ah «-:i i* 1 1)1 d a 1 promptly, unless they arc*
iw iv P
wi
winds ,r are washed into
in
mldef? uni violent showers,
tooks
•>
n
linn > lan upon the baked earth
i! they remain in or upon the
1,
1
11n 11
ut.
la
Table
casons which are sure to
up to plants
the food they contani. and the husbandman
ree.-i\.< his re Min 1 m almndanl crops.
H«*st 1,11 .journal of (tli ministry.
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of
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Pluck

Poultry.

That fanner whose poultry is not troubled
with the gapes, that has not been visited
with the chicken cholera, knows what il N
to prepare forty 1o lil'ty pair of fowls for
market, since the days of scalding have
•been vetoed by the buyers.
I have known
persons or market day go out. and kill a
do/rii or fifteen at a time, and bring them
into the room, where there would be half a
dozen women and boys pulling
few leathers at
a time between the thuml/^ind fore
to
huger
pr«-vc*nt, tearing them. Now. lor
the benefit of such, I give i*;ii- jHuo
flung
the fowl by the feet by a small coni; then
with -i small knife give une cut across the
upper jaw opposite the corners of the
mouth; alter the blood has stopped running
in a stream, place the point of tin* knife in
the groove in the upper part of the mouth,
run the blade up into the back
par! of the
head, which will cause a quivering aud
twitching of the muscles; now is your time,
for every leather yields as If by magic,
and there is no danger of tearing tin* most,
tender chick, and before it attempts to flap
you can have him as bare as the day he
came out of the egg.
The wise ones may
discuss the reasons, 1 only know the eHeels.
| Cor. N. Y. Tribune.

anight.
r»ijo,(iiiu
•I,t*fi0lniiu
:is:ai,<Kiu
i.a*Hi,1min

Will be seei that tins matkel,
h line market, is of much more
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dependent

\\ illlaM.
ti i.t
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are

dimply by taking good

and saving in time by having them ready
for use when needed will be as much more.
; Bui ai Home.

States for the food that enables
their towns

sin

M

cost,

~
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Tools.

The amount of machinery which a hundred acre farm now requires is so costly
that the proper care of it becomes an item
M great importance.
At this time of the
year the farmer needs to set his tools in
order, and put them in a condition and in a
place where they will not deteriorate by
keeping until again wanted fur use.
The tools, such as the reaper aud mower.
m-1 other having aud harvesting machines,
with such plows, wagons, scrapers, harrows, cultivators, rakes, &c., that will not
he wanted again until next year, should Ikhoused, and at the iirst leisure time they
should be fully overhauled, cleaned and
oiled, to prevent rust, the wood-work
painted, aud any needed repairs made. In
order to properly and economically care
lor his tools, the farmer should have a
work-shop where the painting and repairs
he dune with comfort, in
may
cold or
stormy weather.
Besides tools for working wood, the
fanner’s should be fitted with a forge, ho
he can work iron.
By good can* and personal spervisiou a farmer owning and using
a
thousand dollars’ worth of implements
can save yearly in their wear and repairs
mure than seven per cent, interest on their

■

Wheat

Farm

\MKIiH AN Bl'TTKU IN IjrKKA 1 BlUTfVN.
In v« iir issue of the -<ith in*t., allusion is
mail.- to the exertions the Americans are
making in the conversion of milk into butter and cheese.
Our transatlantic cousins
c in make both very
good, but neither coinmain I a high price in this market, for one
simple reason. Tlie trade, when purchasing lines, so to speak, of either, can never
depend on two casks of the one or eases of
the other, being alike in taste, tl.ivor or
color.
Such irregularity detract train the
value of every parcel or lot brought to this
country, and although this lias been repeatedly pointed out by dealers, no marked improvement has taken place, and this
in view of the fact that the quality of particular packages has improved, in this respect., the French butters are markedly suThe examination of one may be
perior
taken for that of all, hence French parcels
Continuous arrivals
pass like bank notes.
also have this characteristic. The price *1
labor may have something to do with this,
but surely our fellow farmers in the United
States can adopt some plan for mixing, and
thereby enhance the value of their dairy
In France, we believe, not only
produce
is great attention paid to uniformity of
color, taste, «.Vc., but the kegs are all one
exact size, and as they are tilled by machinery, cadi must contain the same quantity.
This also is
great desideratum in American
shipments of butter, as no exact,
Tin same reweight < an be arrived at.
marks apply to cheese.
[ Scott ish Fanner.
Misfortunes
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Cpimm; Mkai.
The G#*rl-u graph gi\«- Hit* following
1 tiring
beet or pork:—To
ii>-i turns lor
ike 1 1
gallon of v, il-'!
lbs. o| .-salt.,
-ii: 11. 1 J w. ol saltpetre, 1-2 oz.
■■■! ■« -:
!u tin- ratio the pickle can be
ii< 1* :ix*d
Let
any ipiantity desired.
ti-1
lobed together until all tiie dirt
m.
Tie
rises
to
the
and
is
sugar
top
-k Mine d oil
Fin'll throw it into a tub to
1.
when < ohl, pour it over your beef
rk. o remain the usual time, say lour
Tlv. \v.
Tic meat. must, be Well covi with j -1 k 1 e, and should not be put
w 11 lot
ai
.east two days after killing,
dm ing which nine it should be slightly
sprinkled with powdered saltpetre, which
eu 1 ovc•* all the surface blood, &c.,
leaving
Hie meat fre-h and clean
Some omit, boiling the pickle, and Dud it to answer well,
Plough the operation of boiling purities the
e
kle, by throwing oil the dirt, always to
te h<uud in salt, and
sugar.
If this receipt is properly tried, it will
ie »er be abandoned
There is none that
surpasses it. if so good.

bt.
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u.t
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«
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Herald, j
A case of marital infidelity was brought to
light Saturday night at the South Fml, where a
hush old, armed with search warrants in the
h ind
of ('unstable < 'alel. li. Watts and Sergt.
Fmer-on of the <">tli Station, entered the St.
(Jeorgt Hotel, No. I Itlo Washington street, near
Union Park stnel, in search of a truant and
erring wife. As near as can he learned the
•dory runs as follows: Horace Pay, a young
man working as a cabinet maker in this city,
met a handsome young lady last
January,
named Miss Georgiana F. Sylvester, w ho was
cousin in this city.
Young Day bevi-iting
came enamored ol the charms of Georgiana and
soon told her the story of his love and proposed
honorable marriage.
Georgian:! reciprocate*I
the affection of her lover and they went to her
father’s farm in Camden, Maine, where the pair
w. re married in
February. The husband claims
to have acted very
handsomely with his inteniled bride, having made her presents of money
»r
an outfit.
The pair came to Boston and
lived quite happily together until last dulv,
when 1 lie wife her tunc discontented and suddenly left her home. She was soon after discovered by the husband in a house of ill repunon Lowell street.
He ottered to restore her to
the dignity of wife and forgive her, but she
would not listen to his appeals. She accepted
mflieient money, however, to pav her expenses
to her home in Camden. Subsequently sin* leliirned to Boston, and meeting a young Boston
lawyer named W. li. Dalrymple, whose office
i- No. 7 Uourt square, she seemed to find her
atlimty in this disciple of Blaekstone and permitted him to represent her as his wife. Securing rooms at the St. George, they have liyed tol gether for a number of months a- man and wile,
undisturbed until Saturday night, when they were
surprised in a most ridiculous blit most criminal
situation. The constable, the police sergeant,
the husband and a friend, forced the chamber
door of the couple open, when Georgiana and
her lawyer were found occupying the same
chamber and the same couch.
Dalrymple
sprang from the side of his fair one. and seizing
his pantaloons ran with surprising agility behind the door, seeking to hide himself from the
stern gaze of the male visitants. The guilty
pair were ordered to attire themselves in a reasonable time, and the visitors retired into an adjoining room until Georgiana and her lover
signified that they were in proper costume. Mr.
Dalrymple and Mrs. Day were then escorted to
the 5th station where they were incarcerated
for the night. The recreant wile gave vent to
her feelings by proluse tears as she beheld her
resting place in one of the cells ol the station
‘"house. The appearance of both parties indicated respectability and culture, the woman being
quite above the average point of beauty.

j

; From the Boston

Carol.

BY .1. G. HOLLAND.

I.
There's a Ming in the air!
There's a star in the sky!
There’ a mother’s deep prayer
And a baby's low erv i
And the star rains its lire while the beautiful

>hig,

l’or tin

inauger of Bethlehem cradles a King!
II.
There’s k tumult of joy
O’er the wonderful birth,
For the Virgin’s sweet boy
Is the Lord of the earth.
Ay! the star rains its tire and the beautiful sing.
For the manger of Bethlehem cradles a King!
III.
In the light of that star
T.ie the ages Impended:
And that song from afar
Has swept over the world.
Every hearth is all tine, and the beautiful sing.
I
the homes of Hie nations that Jesus is King.
tv.
We rejoice in the light,
And ue echo the song
That comes down through the night
From tin* heavenly throng.
Av! we shout to the lovely evangel lliev bring.
Andwegreel in liis cradle our.Saviour and King.
[Sc ribner’s for January.
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you unwell?’' his wile asked him.

while Rosalie undressed her.
lie was still silent.’
“Leave me!” said Madame de Merret
to her maid; “1 will curl my hair myself.”
The expression of her husband's face
told her to prepare for some misfortune,
and she wished to be alone with him
When Rosalie was gone, or supposed to
be gone, for she remained some instants
in the corridor, M. de Merret took a scat
in front of his wife and said, coldlv :
Madame, there is some one in your

timidly,

dressing-closet.”
She looked at her husband calmly, and
said, with an air of simplicity :
“No. monsieur.”
This “no” dumbfounded M. de Merret.
lie did not believe it and yet never Imd
his wife appeared to him mon dignified
and innocent than at this moment. Ho
rose to open the closet, but Madame de
Merret took his hand, held him back, and
looked at him sadly, saying to him in a
tone of peculiar emotion :
“If you tied no one. remember that all
will lie over between us.”
The incredible dignity of lii-: wife’s attitude created in him a profound sentiment of esteem tor her, and inspired him

DECEMBER

IIo put in hi;', hat. and took three steps
toward the door: ho then changed his intention. and took the crucifix' with him.
His wife trembled with delight.
“He is going to Duvivier,” she thought.
As soon as her husband had gone out,

Madame de Merret rang for Rosalie, and
then, in a wild voice:
•The pickaxe ! the pickaxe 1” she cried,
‘•end to work ! 1 saw yesterday how Gorcntiot set about it: wc shall have time to
make an outlet and block it up again.”
In an instance Rosalie brought a kind
ot chopper to her mistress, who, with inconceivable energy, undertook the task
ot pulling down the wall.
She had already displaced some ot the bricks, when,
just as she was gathering her strength to
apply a yet more vigorous blow, she saw
M. do Merret behind her.
She tainted.
“Place madatnc upon her lied,” he said

coldly.

Foreseeing what would probably happen during Ids absence, he had set a trap
for his wife, lie had simply written to
the mairie, and sent a messenger for Duvivier. The jeweller arrived just alter
i order had been restored in the room.
“Duvivier,” asked M. de Merret, “you
bought some crucifixes from the Spaniards
A Terrible Vengeance.
who passed through Vendome, did you
not i"
“Monsieur,” said Dame Kepas, “the with a sudden resolution.
T
not
will
“Nro. monsieur,”
“Then. Josephine
open that
Emperor sent some Spanish or other
••Thank you, that will do,” he said,
prisoners of war to this place, and I had door. In either ease we should he sepListen to me! I know darling a tiger-like look at his wile.
to take in. at the expense of the govern- arated forever.
•dean." he added, turning to his confiment, tt young Spaniard, who came here all the purity of your soul: 1 know the
on
parole. Notwithstanding his parole, life you lead is religions; you would not dential servant, “you will let me have
he went every dav to report himself to the he guilty of a deadly sin to save your my meals in Madame dc Merreps room ;
she is not well, and 1 will not leave her
sous-prefct. lie was a grandee of Spain life.
At these words, Madame de Merret until she Ins recovered.”
—excuse me a moment—his names ended
looked at her husband with haggard eyes.
The cruel husband remained twenty
in os and dia: it was very like Bagos de
\t first, when awful
“See, here is your erueitix,” he went on. days with his wife.
Eeredia. I have it down in my register,
and you can see it if you like. Ah ! he “Swear to me before (foil that there i I sounds came from behind the barricade,
no one there; I will believe you- I will | and Josephenc made motions, as it she
wasp handsome young man for a Spaniard ;
wonld implore for the stranger dying
they say they are all plain looking. He never open that door.”
Madame de Merret took the erueilix and there, he wonld not allow her to utter a
was only live feet two or three inches in
single word,lint always said :
height, hut he was well made: he had said;
“I swear it.
You have sworn upon the crucifix that
small hands, and he took great care of
“Louder,” said hei husband, and re- l I hen is in. one there."
them—oh! you should have seen. He
had as many brushes for his hands as a peat mv words: [ swear belore (bul that
The Turner Tragedy.
woman has for her whole toilet.
He had there is no one in that Inset.”
She repeated the oatii without a sign of
long black hair, and his eyes were as
P
it. In-i., ,n<c. e.
roi respomlenci1 ol the New
Vork Hun.
bright as lire; his skin was slightly cop- disquietude.
•'ll
M.
is
said
do
Merret
well.”
coldly,
I'ln coroner's jury investigating the
per-colored, but I admired him all the
same.
The linen he wore was the finest and then, after a nioment’s silence:
ease of Prof. West, the man who killed
whieh
“You
have
a
crucifix
there,
I have ever seen on any one.
After the
pretty
his colored employe at Dover, Del., in a
lirst few days of his detention, lie began I have not seen,” lie said, as he examined nm.-t peculiar manner iast
Thursday,
to be later out of nights.
T was uneasy it.
were nnahle to decide upon a verdict beIt was of ebony inlaid with silver, and fore the Professor
when 1 saw that he did not come home
returned from his travtil! midnight; but we got accustomed to showed great artistie merit.
els in Maryland and gave himself up to
“1 picked it up at Duvivier’r ; lie b.night the Sheriff
his whim,
lie took the door-key with him
of Dover.
On Wednesday
it of a Spanish monk, when the prisoners
and we paid no more attention to him.
evening, helore the exciting event, Dr.
lie was lodging with us in the house we passed through Yeti lome last year.”
West had been at the Capitol Hotel in
“Oh!” said M. de Merret, hanging up that
had then in the Hue des Casernes. Then
place, and a man who was there at
the
its
nail.
crucifix
one of the grooms told us that one evening,
upon
I 'lie time lestilied that he seemed in good
He
the
did
not
bell.
Rosalie
when he went to wash the horses jin the
rang
keep -pint-, hut rather excited. He believed
river, he thought he saw our Spanish him waiting. lie went hastily to meet the body before the impiest was the body
her
of
took
into
the
embrasure
the of West.
The body when found was on
grandee swimming at a distance just like her,
a
lish.
When ho returned, l told him to window which looked out upon the gulits hack, witha parcel of burnt pine wood
:
said
to
her
a
in
low voice
den, and
take eare of the weeds, and he didn’t seem
under and about it, arranged with the
“1 know th.it (iorenllot wants to man
to like tiie idea of having been seen in the
skill of a wild Indian.
The left arm was
water.
Finally, monsieur, one day—or yon, and it is only poverty that prevents lhrnw:i up as though over the head, and
rattier, one morning— we did not find him you Irom settling down- vou hav told the right was extended outward and
in his chamber; he did not come back at him that you would not l.e his wile until downward.
The bowels were exposed,
1 searched everywhere, and found In1 has made himself master mason. Well,
all.
fhe ribs were detached from the breast
find him. and tell him to eome
and
of
in
go
written
a
on
hone as though with a saw or a cleaver,
something
piece
paper
his table drawer, in which there was also here with his trowel ami the rest of his j The flesh on the breast and hack was
Take
rare
not
to
awaken
tools.
anybody i n a ted hut not charred.
fifty golden Spanish coins, called PortaThe whole
else in his house- his tontine -hall be i
gucs. worth about live thousand francs.
body presented the appearance of having
wish.
more
than
rail
Whatever
von
There were beside some diamonds, of the
you
been skinned.
Not a particle ot the eu
value ol ten thousand francs, in a little do, keep your tongue quiet as you ■’•omit, tide was to lie seen.
The head was enJ
sealed box.
The writing was to the effect otherwise—”
j tircly gone, and not a trace of it was to
lie knit Ids brow; Rosalie w:>.
.-.dug lie found m the room. The neck looked
that in ease he should not return he left
his money and liatnonds for masses to off, but he nibs I her back.
as though the lead had been severed from
The
thank Cod tor his escape, and to pray for
“Stop,” lie said, “lake mv kev
with an axe.
both feet were taken off
jit
count went to the door which <q ‘-tied on abic.
hi> salelv
the inkle joints, ;md no trace of
j
the corridor and • died loudly, “.lemi
At that Lime my husband was still alive,
then: w re in the room.
There was not a
Jean who was Ins eoaeliman and his
and lie went oil' to search for him—and
panicle ot clothing about the body. Not
Id- game of a
eoniidential
servant, left
this is the ipieerest part of the story.
My
>inale article, uch as a knife, a watch.or
husband brought back the .Spaniard’s
busiqne and came to him.
a hnnoli ol key ..usually
at t ied by gent Iehis
m.asmust
all
to
lied.”
said
You
go
(•lollies, which lie found under a big
j men. w.'i to In* found on the body in the
a
time
to
at
the
same
luakinv
sign
ter,
stone on the bank of the river, near the
tf com ■■ the appearance ol Wet
mi.
j
chateau, and almost opposite Ija Grande him to come nearer.
re t
ill wild ami speculative thuo|'ui
oh-r
And
tin
it
addod
in
a
Inu
Inil had gone there so early in
lireteclie.
iic
especially as lie furnished the followanall
“When
the\
tiie morning that no one had seen him,
asleep- asleep you in'' detailed account of the affair which
and when he had read the letter, he burned understand -eotne down stair. and let me in col\ es hi confession :
tiie clothes, and we declared as Count know.”
I'KOf. West's I'ONKKSSION.
M. de Merret, who had m-o-r lost tight
Feredia wished, that he had escaped. The
I.i.vi Court Koo.xr, Dovkk, Dei
t;.
sous-pretei put all gendarmes on the alert ot Ins wile while he gave his orders, returned quirt ly to her as -lie sat before the Mel*u * twenty jurymen summoned by
but they never canghkdiim. Lepas thought
ills, Cmoiier ot Kent county.
the Spaniard was drowned. But I. mon- fire, and began to toll her about lliogane- Stephen
|sae
C. West, dr., tiventv-nitie
sieur, am of a different opinion; 1 am in- of billiards and the disen.-sioti at the club ; D 1.
clined to believe that he had something to and when Rosalie came back she found ye n old on May Jit. 1*7.’, iiorn in Susdimly. Del., stated as follows : < hi
do with Madame Merret.
Rosalie has I he two eon versing together verv an drably. -e\
I was taking a
told me that the crucifix her mistress was M. de Merret bad lately bad the ceilings Monday. December
throughout the reception rooms on tin* imeket ol water to my room in the mornso Ibnd of, and which she had buried with
Henry Turner, the deceased, came
her, was made of ebony and silver. Now ground floor repaired. Plaster is a rare ing
dung and said, ••Jioss, I will carry that
when he first began to live with us, M. commodity at Vendome, and its price is
Feredia had a crucifix of ebony and silver. considerably increased by the necessity of up for you.” 1 told him I would carry it
ami I have never seen it since.
conveying it from a distance: he had ac- up, ns I had some work for him to do. if
My hostess talked with me a minute or cordingly got. in a large stock, knowing hi' would do it. Turner asked what the
I told him 1 had a large box
work was.
find plenty of purtwo longer, and then left me, a
prey to that he would always
Turner said he could
Tbi- circum- at ('apt. Mattell’s.
vague and sombre thoughts. It took me a chasers tor what remained.
full month to gain Rosalie’s good grace and stance suggested the plan whieh he now not carry it around then, that he was cutHe said
ting up meat lor Airs. Mullen.
confidence, lint when 1 felt that 1 might nut into execution.
“Gorentiot is here, monsieur,” said he would do it some time ill the afternoon.
do so safely, 1 broached to her the subject
I went to Mrs. Million's about 1 o’clock.
Rosalie, in a low voice
of my unsleeping curiosity.
“Toll him to come in,” answered tin- There were some colored men there, who
"Rosalie,” said 1. coaxingly. tell me all
said Turner had not hern there anil they
count. in his natural tone.
you know about Madame de Merret.”
I met him
"i )h ! don’t ask that, Monsieur Horace!”
A slight pallor came over Madame de did not know where lie was.
street about b o'clock,
on tie
lie said he
Merret’s face when she saw tin- mason.
she answered, with a look of terror.
He
“Gorentiot,” said the husband, “go and iva -tea !y to carry the box for me.
I ler countenance fell, her bright lively
wheelbarrow from Mr. Collisonand
get
color laded, and her eyes lost their liquid letch some bricks from the eoaeh-housetook the box to ray room for me.
My
sparkle of innocence. Still, however, 1 enough to build tip the door of the closet
You can use the rest of the plaster 1 had room is in Kirbin’s building. 1 took out
insisted.
tie.
pocket-book ami paid him twenty live
"Well,” she said, “since you wish it. T to coat over the wail.”
lie said, “Moss, you seem to he
rents,
Then drawing Rosalie and the work
will tell you: but you will keep my
man aside:
pretty llusli.” lb. said, “Won't you give
secret?"
“Listen. Gorentiot,” he said, in a low me a drink, nr something to get me a
Pooh' tuv dear child, ] will keep all
said I would if lie would go
.drink J"
your secrets with the honesty of a thief; voice, “you will sleep here to-night. Tothe bar, next door.
lie said,
shall
have
a
morrow morning you
pass- down to
nothing can be safer than that.”
"It it is all the same to you,” she said, port, with which you can go to a foreign thou, alter be got his supper he would
“1 would rather you keep them with your country, to a town that I’ll direct you too, cone back and gel water to ti'l my gasI will give you six thousand francs for tin- ometer- that li would not charge me anyow n.”
In the following story the reader will journey. You will stay there ten years. thing lor that, as I was so good to him.
If you don’t like the town I choose, you Wf went down together, and I paid tor
find a cold abridgment of the awful story
The sun
which the girl told me in her garrulous can change it for another, but it must In- Turner’s drill! at levy’s bar.
in the same country.
You must pass was then about halt an hour high. We
way :
Tl c ited-room occupied by Madame He through l’aris, where you must wait for rami' out together and then separated.
out ot the door he said.
we came
Merret at I.a Breteche was on the ground me. 1 will meet you there and execute a A
"Moss. I will he on hand in ahold halt' an
A little closet, about tour feet deed hy which six thousand will he selloor.
sunset,” 1 met Turner again,
hour, or
deep, let into the wall, served for her cured lo you on your return to Franco, between by
that time and sunset near the
wardrobe.
For three months before the supposing you have fultilled on your part
otliee. lie said lie was ready to go
evening the events of which 1 am going the conditions of our bargain. In return I post take the water
I told him 1 was
and
up.
to relate to you, she had been
seriously for this you must preserve profound not
ready, then, to go to the room. In a
indisposed, and her husband accordingly secrecy with regard to all you have to do
short lime alte." that 1 met him near
slept in a chamber on the first floor. By to-night. As for you, Rosalie, I will give
He was
one of those accidents
which it is impos- you ten thousand francs, to he paid to yon llotl'eeker >V Stewart's store.
sible to foresee,lie returned on the evening on voti wedding day. provided that you talking with some colored man. I passed
in question two hours later than usual marry Gorentiot; but if you wish to marry him and went up to my room, in Kirbin’s
from the club which he frequented.
His you must be silent otherwise no portion.” building. I had just, got there and unlockwile thought that lie had come in long
“Rosalie,” said Madame de Mcrret, ed the door, when Turner name up. I
went u)) stairs ahead of him and unlocked
before, and gone to bed, and that lie was “Come and dress my hair.”
Her husband walked calmly up and the room door and went in ahead ot him,
asleep. But the invasion of France had
been the subject of an animated discus- down, watching the door, the mason, and I hail taken my gasometer to pieces that
a small sledgesion; the game of billiards had been ex- his wife, without, however, insulting her day, intending to fasten
1
thereto the weights.
citing, and lie had lost forty francs—an by any sign or suspicion. Gorentiot could hammer had taken
I'lii
hammer was sitting just inside the
not help making a noise. Mail, de Mcrret
enormous sum at Vendome, where everydoor. The other weights were over in
body lays bis money by, and where the took advantage ot the moment when
liie corner, about eight feet further on.
habits of the people are contained within Gorentiot threw down his load of brick
tin* bounds of a praisworthy moderation— and her husband was at I lie other end ot One of the weights was a bolt or piece of
It was about two feel long and
an axle.
the source, perhaps, ol a real happiness the room, to say to Rosalia:
I had
“A thousand francs a year if you cm an inch and a quarter in diameter.
undreamed ol by any Parisain. For some
lime past M. de Merret had contented manage to tell Gorentiot to leave a crevice just got about where the bolt was sitting
when I turned and saw Turner with the
himself with asking Rosalie it his wile at the bottom.”
Then she said aloud, without betraying hammer in his hand. As soon as he no
had gone to bed, and after the girl’s
lieed that I saw him he said, “(rive me
answer, which was invariably in the afany emotion :
I
“Go and help him.”
your pocket book or I will kill you.”
firmative, lie had retired at once to his
M. and Madame de Mcrret remained snatched up the bolt or piece of axle, and
chamber. But this time it occurred to
him to go into Madame do Merret’s room silent during the whole time Gorentiot just as I did so lie struck at me with the
was walling up the doorway.
The silence hammer, lie siruek me on top of my hat
to give her an account of his ill luck. Instead of calling Rosalie, who was at. this was intentional on the husband’s part, for denting the hat in but did not touch my
I then
moment in the kitchen, looking on while he did not wish to give his wife I lie op- head, as 1 was stooping over.
the cook and the coachman played a diffi- portunity of using phrases with a double struck him with the bolt or piece ot axle,
cult hand at brisque, M. de Merret set meaning; with the wife it was the result intending to strike him on the head lint
down his hand lamp upon the bottom step either of education or ol pride. When missed his head and struck him on the
neck, I think below the ear. He fell, and
of the stair-ease and walked by its light tiie wall had risen to half its intended
towards his wife’s room.
His step was height, the cunning mason, waiting tor a I don’t think ever breathed after that.
This was just about sunset.
He fell over
not difficult to recognize as it echoed moment when his employer’s back was
along Ihi* corridor. As lie turned the turned, struck the tool he was using on his side. I then felt of his pulse and
handle, ho thought he heard some one against one of the two windows which lound that lie was dead. 1 did not intend
close the door of the closet; when, how- were let into the door, and broke the to kill him, but only intended to knock
him down so that he would not kill me.
ever, he entered, his wife was alone,
glass.
Madame de Mcrret knew that Rosalie I left I lie body lying there, and came up to
standing before the fire-place. The husband. in Ids simplicity, thought at first had spoken to Gorentiot. The three saw Win. Fountain’s lioteljuid got my supper.
I did not go back any more that evening.
a man’s face within—dark and sad, with
that Rosalie was in the closet; but when
he looked at his wife, he saw in her eyes black hair, and eyes of lire. Before her 1 went hack again on Tuesday morning
husband had turned round, the poor lady about 10 or 11 o’clock. I then thought 1
a look of indescribable|troubleand dismay.
had time to signal with her lips to tin- would cut him up in pieces and carry him
“You are very late,” she said.
Her voice, generally to pure and sweet, man, as if to bid him hope. At 4 o’clock, off and liury him. I cut oft’his nead and
seemed to him to bo slightly altered in its toward daybreak—for it was in the month feet with a penknife and skinned the body.
M. de Merret did not answer, for of September—the mason’s work was T had broken several of the bones with
tone.
moment Rosalie entered. The finished. He remained in the house, under t he bolt or piece of axle previously; this
this
at
just
revelation struck him like a thunder-bolt. tin- eye ot Jean, while M. de Mcrret slept was not all done before dinner. I do not
He began to walk up and down the room itt his wife’s chamber. The next morning, know how much 1 did do before dinner.
I went to my dinner that day, but do not
between the windows at a uniform pace, as he rose, he said carelessly:
“Ah ! 1 must go to the mairio for the know the exact time. I was not there in
his arms folded before him.
theatternoon to the best of my knowledge.
“Have you had anything to annoy you. passport.”
■
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in the afternoon I got
of Mr. Fountain and

NUMBER
a

horse and carriage

24.

apprentice, but n}i]>lio«I himself diligently
to study. <iml finullv graduated at Dickinson's (',ollf*<re, lb* taught school for some

went out home to
Hazletville, thinking it would he dark in
the evening when 1 came back to take the
remains away and bury them. I t‘ ink it
was about <i o’clock in the
evening ot
L brought
Tuesday when I returned.
down the skin of Turner in the water

time, hut .v is not financially successful,
and turned to the development of this new
product for his foriune.

bucket; had a piece of paper over the top
bucket, which was about even lull.

BEFORE

of the

The horse smelt it and would not let me
take it.
I set it down just inside of the
outside door and looked the door. I then
brought the horse and carriage up to the
stable. I went up to the. hotel and prepared myself, then thought 1 would carry
off Hie remains in a bucket and
bury them.
I got my supper at llazlctrille.
I think
it was about 8 o’clock, I went back to my
1 then took the bucket that had
room.
the skin in it, and started out on the street
with it.
f had not got tar before there
were

two

dogs

after me.

I

was

going

KlAliK

vov.

Charles

P. Kimball.
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‘ntlemen of the < dnvpntion. Kor Hit honor
have conferred upon me of presiding over
th»' X dional Convention of Carriage Manufaeturer-.aecept my sincere thank-, ft Iris been niv
good fortune to receive «onv* flattering expressions from ay fellow-men. and many calls to
preside over conventions of \ :ir us kind-, but
this | regard as the highest !i.m *r I have ever
received.
This is the first National (’-invention of Car
rirnre makers ever held in tic* United States, and
Com its action here to-day much good is quite
-ure to come.
It should be our earnest endeavor to so conduct its deliberations that all
future conventions of one brother manufacturer- mav look back to out course with
pride and
<i
vou

,.

>

.>>ouo;tti .T,ina,¥.iou<> aoout nan ot wmcii
is in favor of my wife, the other |>arl in
favor of self. The policies are all alive.
The .Etna policy was taken about live or
six years ago; the others last Spring,
I
hail no quarrel with said Turner, nor no
enmity against him ; just simply knew him
by name, never having exchanged a hail
dozen words with him before that d:iv.
When I struck him I had the axle or bolt
in both hands, and hit. him on tile right
( hie blow
side and the hack ot the neck.
was all 1 gave him ; that killed him.
I
don’t think he ever breathed alter 1 struck
him. 1 felt, bis imlse as soon as I could
compose mysell, : nd bis pulse had cease.1
T am not certain whether the
heating
lamp was burning or not. 1 bored the
bole in the floor about one month ago with
a
brace and bit borrowed from (‘apt.
Bartel. The hole was to set a post in to
hold the retort. The powder, about a
|
quarter of a pound, was put in the hole on
Saturday, the doth of November. The
bundle ot clothes I look with me was circular- -one coat, pair of pants, three -liirls.
1 bundled them up in my room in Kirilin's J
building. About 10 o’clock on Wednesday
night I took them down hack ot Holland’s
slore and left them in the graveyard. j
When 1 heard the wnislle of the train I I
got my bundle ol clothes and took them
down and laid them on the platform The
same bundle of clothes, with an addition
j
ot one pair ot pants, tire at the depot in
Dover. They are in a bag. The hag 1
bought at Salisbury, Md. 1 lore Turner’s
clothes up in scraps, so they would not be
recognized, consisting of coat, pants and
shirts. The shoes of Turner I cut the
tops off and threw the sides out in the
I left the uppers with the torn-up
street.
clothes to carry otf and bury. The front
shutters of the room were closed when 1
left and in time ol the lire.

ANOTHER STORY.
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teer.

The estahlishm *nt of hackney-real,,... i. i
that of stage-coaches; and Mr. Markiaml, in invaluable. papers from the diary of Mr. Win
Dugdale, says that they were in use as ear:, ai&V.): for under May 2d, in th at year. Sir William writes. **l sc: forward towards London
Foventrv coach'*: he also notes various otic,
journeys performed by the same in
i| t
lOvSU. And from the diary of a York-bincierg> man, also-quoted by the same author, w
lind that in tlie winter of HXi :i journey from
Nottingham, 10s miles, to London in a stag
coach occupied four whole days.
Wood tells u
that the journey between Oxford and London.
"»2 miles, occupied two days; but a eoiivcyam
Mr. Markland tells us. \va- afterwards inven'
ed, railed the Flying Coach, which completed
the s;une journey in thirteen successive hours.
The o|.| fashioned objection t<» these convevauces -till continued, and a writer di dare- th e
“these coaches and caravans are <ue of the
greatest evils that hath happened ot late v*irto the kingdom : mischievous to the pubhe. i«
strintive to trade, and prejudicial !<• iandFir si. by destroying the breed ot good l*>.
the strength of the nation, and making men
careles- of attaining to good horsemanship.-a
thing so useful and commendable to :: geiiti.
men.
secondly, by hindering the bn «i ot w
tennen, who are the nursery for seamen, an !
the
bulwark of the kingdom. Thirdl). !•>
they
lessening his majesty's revenues.**
The carriage in u-<* by the upper ei is-ethis period were unlike tho-r oft
h\Flizabet,!.!. inasmuch a> H had spriim-, -■*
the uncoint >rtahle jolting »f the passen-,
saved as they passed over the ruddy p«.
streels of London.
If is provided with a ho •'
Hies.* bools are often duided to by satiri-il lius Ta\ lor »ay.s oi tie* coach, ‘Like a pen
ual Clieatee, it wear- two boot- md in -put
sometimes having two pair of i.-g- in -*ii
an l oilentimos makes fair ladies \\v r : *.
and if you note, they are carried bn. k to b..like people surprised by pirate-, lo
ti.
that miserable manner, and thrown into d
-.

..

The >tnuii 11 irrovv carriage “!ii»
o
mentioned by D’Avenant. ol a b.-• •.
•»
:
» n
onsii’UiMed lor State occasions, may t»c
I'enshurs
in Kent, where it is si
I.
carriage given bv Mary tjtici n of s.-,,
Darnlcv. Nothing c:in exceed the iin.-ii
1 « orations.
Tin- Inn.
beauty ot th
h •'
ni-'projecting ornaments, tertninatin.
the Uoliiau Knr>- t ors, and tin cars ins. m
a
ornaments ha\r a iinish that could nm
celled: although an im; ta.venvnt in sine
si/e is here and then- visible. tii>-r>
an m.
w
about tin w hoi
;!m
ruling »-lum.sin<
contrasts very forcibly with the un-i. m
About the eomineileement of'tin 17
b
there was a marked improvement m urn
but they were slill of tint Innvy
mi n u
Used by the ancieui'. Tin
..id.w.-i. aim
l>
imiiassable in IT";;. When Pnn-t,,
set
out
to
meet tin* King >m -par
mark,
..orn r in
Windsor, bis sen tan s, nt a
valu e to have tin* p< opleuii 'In high rnon
.\
knew tin In ties ami sloughs t out in lor■, to im
his (ira.-e 'villi long poles and Min
mine m n
help him on hi- v\ a\ I am tin tm. m
to think that otn n-ht airy
cn In
lie
ill day w oiild hardly In\. ne- w ..t b,
t...
rile lalililv e II'I
poses of that time.
lTtll eeliturv Was indeed u gleal atfui
!!..
were built to suit the w hims of tin* nob-iir
o.
m n of wealth, and remained in
family .u
age and were new covered lioni liine in [mi
tiiowne Willi .pit eee, utri -Janinpiai v .|»:
m,
thus des.-ribe.S:
Pin- eharnM ,.i Mr. \\
so
singular that iroiu U In a i> all. d l.im-e
t Mi
fhariot. Il H e his \\ Idim In
Ins arm mi hi
ites
a
eoliin. and painted plain h! n k."
II,
S
•luamtain e. hr. hai r ill, luiniorousp, ~a,ii,
it ill one stall/ Ot “an
\ll.-nt Pad id to
tune ol flievy flease,” intended i'
g..o,|-n
lured joke on Willis, and which read dm1

-.

s
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■

>
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“His

ear himselt lie did p
<> stand m double r*t.
i• t
That it should carry him
A ml bury him .\ iicu dean.

!,

.>

A lighter eotivevanee was now mii • Pi
m
capable ot being drawn bv one Imn
tying generally one person or. a; m
with a sipiee/e. The body ol tin e im
a reclining
,n
\ in.
slope like tint in n

bill ii must ha\

,i
w

t,

been a nh-« r ibl,
mv <
spring-, and puled only to a
hur-e. upon whieli the drivi
-e
*
w
11
ot a box
It.
Snell W a
II
ti
in use !1
the middle class,., on oidm >i\
I'he lirsf record we ha\.- of c aches b.-nia
■ions.
hung with straps
\ hat we now .-all Rmrough
Mr. M 11. Ad a III s, ill >|, c \ ce It'll I | j
bi aee
was the on
II
Isie|, |...||i- V I \ III id.
<>t Pleasure *' im.ag, s. has imte I llie lum- n
hi- entrance into R-iri-.
and incuin lliehee ot
trl
nl d .oi
About the midul"
tie
(Tin
tilnr\ eaiTilb' -e wo! d
“In hid M ha lot am « :
called “Whili
were tu limited u-e in
rode in iinilkia m
we.
ai a e
glass
Ko"Iand, and in tin- time of Richard li his
im more than t wo p« r-o.itId -it
h>
mother wa- earned away in o.t.-, m the [light ,
«
o|
din
«t
Ihe
lii
wit
<u
lie
I
arriage
ni>
“I the royal family in tin- rebellion.
I .t opold, win* Was a! o a Span |s; pi m
I'he modern coach inav be traced back to tin
I together with i.arm-.-, ne .rl\ tvemv th " ,i
oi
Kli/ab.-tii.
days
“Stowe." in bis chronicle-, I
dollars.”
llnis ivlatos the history ot its intr. Iticlion :
1 n the impel d
In no; real in ;i,m
“In ttn vear lb If. (Juilli- m R- o' u. a l>uteh
! W as lo be
,11 ; 11
w
e a <
j
i.
• nan
b.-eann- the Rhie.m’s o tehUi til. alld w aelotii and blaek nails.
The harm- w i- i>
di' lit* t that brought tin- u < of ..aches into
in
w
tinork
t
.ere
w.is
mi
i',, p.
Ragland. Alt r a while divers ..ere t ladies pur- [and
"1 g 1 a
uni on tlii- a.
w
Mini tb.
'dta-'-d tin-mselves -ai n lies and rode in them up ! •■!'
ailed the impi rial d'," uwlio.
m n -i
mid down the -ouuiry to the great admiraiion
th
harm
w a
m n nuculed
w ill)
il
u
"t all
Id<
|
||e by little tin v grew u-iial
The uni" : d coaches w e,. di-f ing.i.
I
•oi ong the
nobility, and within 20 vears tin re i having 1*“tlIn r tra.a
but
tinla
in
;
b.
u
m
be -ame
great trade at cOa> •hiiiaUir.g/' Tini;d suit,. Were oblig. d to be
Olltcnl
W
body was low and In-ax y, and tln.-re was great | pel
the
truces
carriages
ot
winch
wei.
unde
about the whole -'UP get on. that I
elunjslncsI'upes.
v/e tind common to ad oo-,ein- until a
»-onipai-p
•Vboul tin- middle nt tin- ITlti e, murv Mu* hi
! x -lv modern period.
attempt at a common u-age oi covered wb.
I'he great rapiditv witli vvhi li the use of |
images among tin* Parisian eiii/a am
'-o:e-h spread in fin- latter part -I tin* reign a
il. the introduei a n of a \. hide < ill. d P,i ,mc:
Fli/abeth be, am. the subject- of remark xvith
or Uoulettes.
The body ..ftliis u
tin- people, and xvas taken hold of bv the satir'‘hair placed upon two wheels an I w
isis and uttim-itelv
by the legislature. Mas-ingI'll.- propi ietms ot se.ians up
luep.
h>
•:
has notice ! tlh'in in lii- -'t’itr Madam" :,
1" ha\. them prolllbitial. Pol a W Idle !."\ w.
furnished with their full amount of nttendaiuihrbiilden, but Weit
d in Inn", mu
exa ii xvh' ii ii-' d
by tin* richer Londoners. Hi- hiTl they Wa re ill gellt permit',
I'd 11Unolig
iu.ni /•'.*••■[t<il demands of ln-r courtly admirer
iv "lit,
the
of Hi
IMipin,
liroin
v » urocii
hh aiis to e,- ntriv>‘ them
i,af tie i, 11,0' 1
Drawn by -fix l-'!uinters mares,in v coachman
was tolerably easy.
ml
bis
ingenuitv
-.m,
d<
Postillion, mill footman.'’
his ait s, Well, o rather lie Pa * is| ni
I an
Am! Bishop Hall s:iys, ill ,»ne of liis Mliil. >. "f that time had s,(
i, *,, .-n •. rpr:-- at d
ll>'( not :i shame to sec each homely groonnl.y* that lie was th- oiilv one wli m ,d, Pe m
>it perched in .10 idle < hariot romur,
These p.rou, ties, or Poulett, >. w,*re imi-.hrThat w ere not meet some panel to bestride,
tu England and oei isionally w tin mi
Sursuigled to a galled hackney’s hidi
but were nltimalely inipnw ■>!. and m 17
>1
L’.ifiiainoiilary interference w :t- ask. .1 fur. but sv» re in use in |. union ,s wei :-s |*M1
| >,
when tin' hill to restrain the e\e.*«.sjve u>e <.|
were propelled
a
two men; the mm
coaches w ithin this realm of England. was in a-!
iron! supporting tin pole or shafts, nut
r,
oil Hie Till of Nov.. Idol,
Was rejected.
But
Ik hind Ueady mg lie- can um an I
rent elaniuf was
1 agam-t them; it wait.
Pm:
-be
oo!
m
Idigli-h
,||.|
p
J
alleged that they endangt ed life in the street. at this
day to bormw the h’renen ,,t
u
I hat they enenuragt d idlem-s atnl
luxury ; im
English
po\n ri-lual the poor and destroyed the trail-1 .-!
the London parishp. remove in
k ,,
a \ erv imhist riotis el ins, tIn- London w.aienm n.
town I attpers, m
ib.-m unpo| n
I hit the eoaeh. in spite uf all
opposition ,«-on tinn- they soon disp *i*s. d from tin- Mivei> ; |
ed to roll on w ith gr ;.i sinnss >«» rapid w
but ’ll Pari' they continue I in use ami ml",
iln ir inert .use in the earlv part ol tip- 17th eonwent rapid ef ng, s.
| a about IT-U n
lnt v. <ay> Dr. Marklami, that in 1T.:{!»
uj w ,r ls
horse gig was mtrodueed in l-’race. an : w
..f diioo i- ..aches were kept in London and tin
1111iIe largely u>e.i in \ u ion tornis and und
neighborhood. Tliev were genera Iv dosed <>u diffei cut n lines, p
|||, d
I
mi
all sides, and t he windows were finished with
Whisk.v, 1 > ,iu.mi. Hu
\.a
m
cushions and leather Minds l<» elose tinm. wltieli Stauhop,.
was nime
d ihaiiaiiv oil
ouimouly
rendered them liable to all sort- >1 evil imput.i•
ev
r
itrodm
e.|.
ii
w
au
a
riage
t i.
tion
the sin guilty eoaeh** being one ; hut tin
t Ibldf s-pei »p|e as Well as !»y the higher
ism
mo«t popular and enduring was the coar-e
n
Pn*vious to the I i■
i, re h id
n
mi!'
Drill, **Ue|| art.” a word probably tirst coi-e |
a'.ib.
oaehc—no interniedial,
trieiI
Mr them by John Taylor, the Water l*o.-i a
truckmen u-mg cart-, the nobility u-o
i,
>ninn* he obtaim d from having t-riginullv Man
s.
the middling dat iding
Inn
a Thames wan •email, and whose rancor ag mist
walking.
coaches was sharpened by rem* mbi mn
..l his
»** w
Ill*'
li ‘M
•'!
it
in
1111
early career, and found sent in a satirical p nn- on hose of I hi*
|iici 'oiiv rcntun ui. t inr 1
phlel published in blti.i, with the .jnaint title ,»l «*• >11" i«
* l :l
flir I;: f »i I |||os| apj
.• |
The World rtinnes mi WneeK; or, o !<is 1.
olil fashion* .1 com |)«M
!• in ni cri,
twixt « arts and Loaches,** and which
adornafterwards un rodue. I I: ;iil< r whir!,., m
ed with a most ungallant woodcut of the world v
trioit
11:111)1'-*, :tti ini|*i'o\• mini
v\ liitli n- 1
dragged along on eoaeh ..Is bv the ties il ami >lowr iii.-ir. In-- .,ii ihr r..niin -iif Dim in :
a fashionable lady.
The people’dislike.! them
r«-m.,• l.
country. The origin al l‘ha* ion w.m
so much that if seems to have
operated on the able iuon-4r«>sjtv, showing ui'-rr
U :n-|\ th m
mind of the King, ami in IT.'D he King publishever
intmtif;i«*tiir*'«I in U, i,iiii..i
anything
ed a proclamation m svhieh he declares that the
4*arri:iir**, before or -imv, that people will i, |.
great number ol* hackney coaches of late tine
in any kind of
image that (In
ipii.r
‘•'■cn ami kepi in
London, Westminister, and
lasD* ,»| Dn* arri age builder nia\ -ugj.-t.
I i,
their mluirhs, and the general ami promiscuous !’ ar'on
lir>t mino into use in Lmglaml ahou
Use of couches there, was not. mils a
great dm
IThO and \v:o tor a tinn' quit** popular with n
lut bam-, to his Majesty, his dearest consort tin
w a- m
l.- .uin.
young aristocracy. Tin*
‘Piecn, tlie nobility, and others of place am! dething in the form of a one-horse chaise. him
i-fee. ill their passage through the street, but tin'
L
high
lart
tin*
wry
-pii'i->—in
Imiloni ot ih
•Ireels themselves were so pestered, and the
body I»• i 11^5 higher Ilian a man*- lira ! m l D
pavement so broken that the common passages nio-t unsteud\
t
mu-'
tiling
possible;
i,,>,
were hindered ami made
dangerous, and be- 'ecu worth a man*' litr to i,!«• in it. n |,ud
sides, the prices of hay and provender made
l*o\ on tli*‘ a\lt‘ in trout ami In.
large
,.n tie
exceedingly dear.
Wherefore,” concludes the back lio\ room lor lw«.
Hi
n.jri
proclamation, “we xpr. --Iv command and for- reached hi> seal hv a liuMi-rfootium;
ami held Dir
,i,-.
hid tliat- no haekiiev or hired coaches In* used
while a man rude one ot tin Ira.I !ioi
*) uiin
in or s u tie red iii London, Westminister, or the
then, as now. were torn! of >|imv ;in.
people
suburbs tin te d, except the\’ he to travel at
ami thought nothin.*' of risk mg Dim
least tluee miles out of the same: and also that display,
necks in this rra/v machine.
It w,
it
.m,
no person shall go in a eoaeh in said shua t e\time the fast driving carriage ol tin Prim ot
‘*ept die owner of Hie eoaeh. and In- shall con- Wales.
A' people grew niorr
n-j!»a
ti.
stantly keep tom* able lior-t s for the vers ice ot Iieisht was
gradu.tllv reduced, ami il i.
the erosvn when required.*’
various
until
lo-dav
forms,
the
word
I'iia*
i..n
Sm h an edict as this, so insolent in its tone,
rovers, in this country at least, a miiltiiml
so
arbitrary and absurd in its exactions, enables carriages.
us to measure the distance between the
Kith
AI m nit th*1 commencement ol Du* l‘Mi, i-utm >
and IMtli centuries —between English freedom
carriage making assumed a more important poth«-ii and as it now » xi>ts.
sition ami hecame one of Die great mechanic
in HIT! the lirst haekm-y eoaeh stand was esindustries ol the lim
not only in Knropc )»i
talilished in London. Oatrard thus describes it
in thh eountrv; although we made dow
pi
in a letter to Stratford.
stress here until within the pa-t tifr>
u*-.
li
“I cannot omit to meiPi m an\ nesv thins that
time would permit I would he glad
g;w \(
comes up ‘hough ever o trivia'.
Here is one mm*h interesting -lati-tieal infoi mat mi ,-,>n
< apt. Bailey, he hath been
o-n captain, but
•
eniing the eariv I>iiildin<r «»i carriages m Du*
now lives tm laud about this
city. svh. re he tries l uited States, ami would gladlv | a\ a iust h
experiments. He hath ereeted according to hM huh* to the ndehrated and historic uaim
ability suite lour haekm-v eoaeln-s, pul In- men Brewster, (ioold. Ahhott. howniug and
livery, and appointed them to stand at the w ho may justly be call, d Die fathers of other-,
Aim iMay-pole in the Stiand, giving them inslrue- ran carriage
building: the> wen- men of genius,
tions at what rates to
carry men into several ability and integrity, gaining almost
world
parts ot Hie town, wln-ie all day they may he wide
reputation, and stamping their impre-suii
hud.
other hackney men seeing this, they
ail modern earriages, ami to whom we are all
jloeked to the same* place, ami pertonn their
indebted.
journey at the same rate, so at times there is deeply
Numerous forms of carriages haw been intwenty ol them together, which disperse up and
troduced. both in Du- country and in I mop.*,
down, that they and others are to he hud every- during the
t halt century'; tar loo mam
p
where, as watermen are to he hud at the water enumerate here.
In 1 sj:; ,hr one hor-e eat*
side.”
vaine into use in London amt had a great run
The popul ti clamor against e..aches still eonthere, and was soon introduced into this counIi>iiie«l annum the lower classes, und Mr. Colhut never became popular. The twi»-horse
lier ill his eurious “Kook of Koxborotigh Bal- try.
hackney coach soon nearly supplanted it, Ih-ing
lads,” has printed one railed
The (douches* much preferred bv the riding
The
public.
Overthrow”:
omnibus originated in Paris in |s_‘7. and in ls;to
“Coach-makers may use many trades,
came into use in London. New York, ami otln
And get enough ot means;
large cities, both in this eountrv and in Kuio:
And coach-men may turn oft' their jaded,
and their manufacture in this eountrv becalmAnd help to drain the tens.
great branch of carriage making.
doune
den
Heigh
y, derry doune,
The growth ol the business in the Luited
With the hackney conches doune,
The scythe and flail.
States, during tin* past titty years, has hern
Cart and plough tail,
steady and healthy. Americans arc most emL>oe want them out ol toune.”
pliMlicallv a riding people, and displav great
e
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Isaac 0. West, Jr.
(Signed)
1, Stephen Catts, Coroner of Kent County, State of Delaware, do hereby certify jin
that the loreging is the voluntary declaration of Isaac C. West, dr., made before
me this, the Cith day of December.
Wit- |
ness my hand.
Stephen Catts, Coroner.
On Saturday, a friend visited West and
was with him all day. Alter his departure
tlie prisoner had another story to tell. He
says that he inhaled some of the gas to
see whether it was of sufficient strength,
and that tt drove him frantic. Turner
happened to come into the room at the
time and lie killed him. The triend who
visited him told several persons, also, that
West had been insane since a hoy. Ho is
a young man, only about ii.r> years old,
and has a wife and one child. He was
first known in Dover as a blacksmith’s

1
’•
The coach of the time of (diaries is «1**air!
us **mie:isily hung,
narrow tuni I took them for Sedans on win el-.**
The streets were widened alter the gnat tin
and coaches became broader, ami v/**re do-i f
all round and covered with leather, omarne.,:I
with bright nails and red wheels.
The roach
man took his seat
ith a
upon the box eov■:•••.i
hummer-cloth. The seat was really a box and
a thing for
necessary use, lor in it wen* carried,
hammer, nails, pincers, rope, and other articlewherewith to repair the coach in case of a
dent and, the hammer-cloth was devised to conceal thoe necessary remedies lor broken wheels
and shivered panels—accidents common in «iof bail paving and worse lighting: when sewer-*
were left open when undergoing repairs, with
no light but a farthing candle in a dirtv lantern
to give notice of danger to the hurrying eharn»-

by ‘•D'Avenunt”

>.

Address of Hon.

down Lockman to New street, and then
turned into New street.
I found the
ground was frozen, and 1 had nothing to approval.
There is no branch of manufacturing indu try
I then turned and
dig a hole with.
that ha.- made more w mderful strides d .ring
I
brought it back to my room again.
He pa-t fifty years than carriage making; and
then remained up in my room thinking I h. lieve it is admitted
by all, that no oiintrv
what to do. 1 then concluded to tear a excels us in the manufa- iure of light, graceful
and
elegant carriages. Perhaps a shorL time
large box to pieces 1 had and make a box
that would hold the remains and ship them spent in bringing be for* vou a glimpse of the
not only of the ancients, but of those
carriages,
on the Delaware Railroad to some
point made one or two centuries ago, will serve to
1 bring more vividlv to
undetermined, and then bury them,
your vit >\ the constant
found i! was getting late; and 1 could not uni successful march wc have been making
stay any later that night. 1 then came during the past fifty v. ars towards the perfect
up to the hotel, and went to bed about 1 I carriage.
The origin of when carriages N so reuiot<
o’clock on Tuesday evening. On Wednesthat it- precise date i- nut known. Wo find
day my foot was hurting me. and l did mention of chariots in the most ane-ent records
not go back to my room until about u of the Iiiiium
race.
Th -y wer.* esod by the
o’clock, and found the remains smelling so Pharaohs of Kgvpt, aid it Solomon* tine- were
that I could not ship them on the Delaware exported to f-vria. It appears from the ancient
Kgvptian -eulptm*- and paintings that the conRailroad. 1 was about at different plan s strnetion
of < hart »fs of He t tiny embodied the
in town that day until afternoon, (lot tnv same principle of modern carriages. Wheels
dinner at Fountain’sllotel as usual. 1 went were made with hubs, spokes and felloes, and
back to my room about g oelock Wednes- metallic tire.-, md the poles were crook.- 1 near
the axietree, a form not introduced into Kngday afternoon. 1 took tnv knilt at.d cut li-li
earritiges until about tie* eouuuenccment of
some pieces oil' the abdomen.
I cut the me fi •■simm <rmwr\. \ <u\xvmg ot a
carnage
lips and nose off the head. I then took with t<*ur wheels, used on v for religious purthe bolt or piece ot axle ami struck the poses, has been met with, and others with an
head.
I am under the impression 1 struck umbrella top, the rudiment of tin* top of more
modern veld* !■
From tb
-!al»- of
the. head before lent the lips and nose, Nim vah exieenee is obtainedsculptural
of the u-. of carto
mash
the
so
head
that
it
l>\
the
riages
intending
up
Assyrians and other contempocould not lie recognized. I then put the raneous nations.
The Elamite-. we find by the- ha —reliefs,
head in a bucket and took it down to a
lime heap near the railroad, and put lime used even in war besides these chariot-, carts
drawn by mules, consisting of a flat stage raisovei it. and put it hack in the bucket, and
ed upon lofty wh -I-. ■•apable of earn ing from
then carried it back to the place where 1 live to seven persons. They were fanciful in
buried it with a spade I got trout the side finish, and many of them were adormn with
1
b>f 11
of Mrs. Jones’ outhouse, under a heap ot ti iuged and embroider.The Romans mad" ip ot several forms ot
|
[Inn;! I.,.:.,...
i in* bw r/n-itf u 1,1. a rxyo wae.
carnage-.
ear
street and the railroad. 1 then came back to With arched covering, was
largely t d I v tin1 had nobility.
my room about It* o’clock at night.
Covered carriages, highly lini-ln- I and *rnaa candle and two
lamps; one for the pur- mental.
h-a-am*
p,
Roman num*
pose ot burning alcohol and the other tor an ! -plendor, but appendages
under the feud d -y-vm they
kerosene oil. I took the bucket and pul bee Illle distasteful I
tin- people. Old X\e|.'
tne skin in it to carry it. away.
1 went banished under tin plea- tin; tin x -.***\.-d to
make the people cthmimaie.
out on tin' street with it and saw some
the middle ages ihe only riding \vaone
coming. I took it hack to rav room 011 Ibiring
horseback, and when near tin-el.nc of the
again. 1 melted some tallow on the door loth century carriage- again began to appear,
and stuck the caudle in it, and then took
they were eonsider- d only propm foi women
one ot the feet and
pout ing nine alcohol and invalids.
In the l()th eenturv the (> rm.ai: prince* were
over it, set lire to it.
1 thought that would
the great patrons of tin coach male rs, and
change the color, of it. and spilt some on seemed
to vie xvith each other in the splendor
the iloor, and that also caught lire, 1 had of their
carriages. In 15UU -arrifiges appeared
the night belore that time piled the box gilt all over, other- were in -rim-on. The one
used by the Imt-he-' <•; Mecklenburg being
over the body, and put the pieces ot the
hung with ml -alin and gorgeously ornamentbox on top ot the Imx.
1 had intended it
rile Use Ol
oaehe then Imealin popular
the alcohol changed the color ot the kin ed.
in most pari **t Lump.-. The inperable earrp
on the loot i was then
the
to
going
age roads and tin narrow -up
l- in many of the
spread
skin out on the door, and put alcohol on it cities were serious i oi pediment s to their general
introduction.
Kv.
n
aI
atin1 loth century
to
the
color
of
it.
by burning the
change
alcohol. I found the hurtling id alcohol the people of the highest lank in Krai ce r ..|e
'Ui
Inn-, buck; uni about til.
-li
1.V.U
did not change the color of the kin. only
there were oldv three
,ehe
in Rare : !.ui
1 intended if it did to pul the -kin back
tbeir nuniher -eein to h .a- un.a-ed trom that
d‘i!c.
on the body, and lit it as well a- I could,
rhe alcohol on the Iloor caught tire.
I
tried to put out the lire with my h
and
could not.
Then 1 gathered up lie- feet
and hand
and ot out of the ri• ->111 soon
as 1 could, tearing the lire might
itch to
the powder in the hole, and walked toI
ward the Methodist graveyard with the
I
feet, hand and skin
After I got off ,>oe
distance Irom the house I saw that the lire
had gone out. Del not see more than one
light hurtling. ! started to go haek to the
room again, but 1 was afraid to
go back,
knowing the candle was setting on the
Iloor. I had gotten lip near Mrs. Jones’
new house, and 1 saw the tire flash up
again. I then turned and went hack toward the graveyard, where I li ft
the
hands, led and skill. I then took them
up and carried them over into the Metlm I
dist grave-yard, and waited there until the
lire was pul out. 1 then went and buried j
the skin along the side of the railroad. I
started up to get the hands and feet to
bury them. 1 heard the whistle of the !
o’clock down train
1 raked some lime
over them between two lime piles; I then
went nil to the depot, and waited there
until the tram came, and got on hoard the
train with a bundle of clothes; got on the
train next to the town side, and went to
Delmar ; there got off and walked to Salisbury, Maryland, down the track to the
railroad. 1 went toTraev’s llolel in Salisbury, Maryland, and remained there until
this morning, Friday the tith, and then got
on the train coming north.
Came tip to
Farmington and got off the train there. 1
then walked up to Harrington, got on
evening train and came to Dover, and delivered titvself up to the Sheriff. 1 had
previously called lor a constable at Harrington to deliver myself up to. M\ life
is insured for sbJb.OlM).
In New Kngland
Mutual Company for .'JIO.OOO; in John
Hancock, .■SoOOO; in Delaware Mutual,
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in their turnouts: and in
the art ni » arriage making been
studied
and improved upon,
thoroughly
in iIm
v. ar lso<» there were 92 carriage estabin : ie* United states, employing 3*274
; roducing 13.331 carriages of various
illumining in value to $1,70S,741. In
'v'
b..d •net-eased to 1S22 establishments.
>01- U.O<*n person-, and producing earti.e amount of about twelve millions
Kreia lsnO t't l'siiO the increase was
-' ••wing in
that the number of ear-•
.tuna, ts»v.-1 >
ii id increased from less
•*
:n 1 sTm) to 7234 in ls(M). employing
mm» persons. ami
producing carriages’to
i• *•1
nt
ot thirty-six millions of dollars.
ls'*o " ls7o we still inoreased rapidly.
w. bad lost out valuable export trade.
were 11.Uestablishments, em4
p« rsoijs. paving $21 .S35.355 for
aia
; i.)<iiteing about SoO.OOO carriages,
$‘i7.4‘H;,54>. It is now estimated
\\
h .\. built during the past season about
•in
m 1!it• 11
arriages, employing some 75,000
and that the total amount of the produot
aim >t 1m- mueli short of one hundred milu dollars.
This makes one carriage to
'ei \ 40 pei*st• ns in the United States, to
»'
n -iliing
: sk iglis oi various kinds, of which
«\e m> positive -lata; bur i!
is safe to say
an be
reckoned by tens of thousands.
:
\ on will boar in mind does not include the
v tens
manufacture of axles, springs, wheels,
wints. bolts, clips, leather, cloth and the
•>
ot articles made in parts, that are
-w
iir< lias.-d in a
partly finished state by
iiaiiutaeturt rs, tint must of course em1!• •;
thousands of men. This shows *on*
II
e are entitled to be rated as one
> tliv
inanufa -turing industries of the
•imiii

1

>i*■

—

.•

c

s

•uutr\.
I !i
w
n.deriul iiicit is, of population is being
"os
bv imH maker-.
New labor savm i' Inm
ot all km !.- have been introdm-cd,
m and ingenuity can inv. m
i-'br info reipiisitioii. The labor of days init.» hour-; from
early morn until late

■

w*
u

>•

busy

ire

with

'iisumers, but

»T

We arc
hi- increase ot

producing.
t

-mo facilities we are
certainly in danger
"'c-rdooig the business; producing more
a w.
,ii pc»ssii,jy eonsume.
There are now
iair. -h<*p- that produce in 7 or s month- -ill
oi -c
in a year. lea\ing men during four
'ivi mouths out «*t employment and out
:
P i- -late of things cannot continue
■

•.

v. it bout serious di 'asp r to the trade,
he ‘jm -’ion now comes up with great force,
prevent it: or, in other word-.
•'
tie- be-; course lor the American

•i.

•'

iiiaiiulaeftirer, under tin cireutnstanr.
111> opinion, as poor as it no
•da i-. I would -av to all those who do not
»'♦
market
for all you produce, at a
>'e:td>
ii r*
a
ban they cost, reduce vour
W.

■

d.*

t

want-

A'iiv

;,\

">

of

firs

customers

vour
ago

we

had

at

large

a

eoiislautlv ilici’ea eel Until
;ho '•mire Me\can trade', -i v< n

d'\
I
\

r.ac!•

iti

and

competed

success*

odd-lot the West India and
A
ni trade-: while our trade with
u
am' Nova Scotia worked off large
o’! •...’-•
N'earlv all this wr* have
;•• inc
in the one million < ur-u;• j•
id lliis \car. 50h wei" « \por1<*d. This
*'•
t'iotis !o-s to our trad- : one that
iiii-t

••

■

1

•tllllot

1

•:

i 1 > dpi
uuitv

«'>

'K

-■

careiu'iy

Him 1

C

We

l!

remedy for—siinir way

*in»

to

the-e ioreign market- to American
skill. WY often hour it <
we
i'll the |»:tuper labor ol
111p« t*
I: !-ulticienl answer to thi- to sa\
did compete with i'.
From teii
''
-!•
ago we hah a im»>l flour-h
\ ; or! 11:i. I<* a
before -tate.l. while otir
■'*1 n t* r producing wen- in no
way
wi'h w hit they are n»w.
Tin ••au^es
i'*•— ut thiexport" trail are several: The
tiia;. on I he list die decline in Amer1
L1.
W hen our shipping trade was
nw oim
a
captain- all became inter*
J hi
*-t' rn cargoes.
I hese <ea euptaiii"
-u
,)|v |,i| good- to load their
-hip!*>d n a a- ouile common for these
-hips
dw '•
to ! ho-e
foreign part" lull eal goes
;'i
good- | ui based by t iie eiitei pi i'■
1'
horn loj* their tri>‘n,is and"
ae'jn.aiutan<.
n io| i!
tarirVat thi- time on foreign
■|,T d"wn the
importations verv largely
*1 nmeh
'*
•[ our direct trade with
"inn
.ml other more favored nations
t
■. i,
trade we one
possessed. Tile
loot,
trifl i- a -object on which wc
ii_*iec. but |o my mind our
posj<-iu ire• \ e|« ar. and it -lioidd be one ot tin*
••! tlb
( ■•nvi'iition to
appoint a como
'o m\e-iigate the
'"iism ‘te*
hearing of
'r:tl "d oiirhn-ines>. and recommend -ome
■:
?l,(- trad- in which \v«- an all act in
one a
aa
body, representing -lie of the
\ .ii’ ri< an industries.
Should wc be able
< 'on-re-- tie
•"
nece-spy for a reduction
the t .rill oi
*mc of the material used bv
us,
*'
m ere ce
the tariH'oii tinislicd carriage-.
la
d *'.iht they Would certainly iIIVesti*
''«-<•
nd act for what they believe to
the ugest number, li
i!'‘;'
t..mv mind tbat something should
1
ii.of living, and the o.-t

tjj

:t

iiir

i.

nil

•*

1

*'

-.

1

■

■

•1

1

I

m ”ii.

'ii ..nr

1

too

*—t

,j„.

carriages,

or wc

can

export tra.lc.

prominent bool and
Mas-a.*|iu.-elIs took the
"1 m ISTl.and
!|
presented an ad4
-i'.
"mo forth -ome of tin* evil
t ?li*- l.ioli taritVon their
business, and it
fa
able consideration by that bodv.
trade
\er.
important, and favorable
1
le
-hotild be given upon any
a -t
we -hould make of them,
tie
wa- tir-t made l*\ other iiianu.tv i
o',
rid them-.’ive- of the five
o’
revenue tax, our trade was
•: i'iuuthey said were a luxury and
,.|

,,|o-i

:

1

’At

1 ■

-•

’■

1

tew of our carriage niuimmutter in liund. presented the
'ommittce in ('ongro-s, and

v

h

l:ranted.
that must h plain to you all. I
in--!
.r11•
t
lfi ommcnd the orgunizaa1
cig.' Bud.I.*.’- National A—ocia!
'"-day. wh’.-e officers should consist
'ut V>e|-etarv. 1'iva-urer, am! one
Ii! 11"*’iii cadi State, and all cxecuLet there be a -mail initiation
\
ind
-I're-ident in caeb State cnr to
I! manufacturers join thisorganI h.-ii we -hoiild bold a National eoncoiisidi ration
V > "ar. !o lake ini
tiinir I" the welfare of the
!"
id.
! a in
.ut: lent ! hat Midi an organ i/at ion
-i wa-

mi

i-m-

—

.-

e

■

•"

-■:

U f

ahic
b
.i

p* our

fraternity.

honest rivalry, and an
7
fh'i
t"
vc( ! our neighbors
in the
>uiineiidahje.all bickering and iealon-y
nd !' « Mig towards each othei is
iinate. and e-peeialiy so when
,,lfi
lie*
tiL*er concerns towards the
t !• dutv of large concern- is to
help
!-..n d I
way 1 he small ones; rc•
that
-o
always
doing lhe\
by
-’tie
h*« n -e i e- and greatly bent lit their
<iii’*"'itinat< brethren.
W« should as far as
iii"
'her as many other niaiinfac.
mter*-!- d-..harmonize one with another,
'»< 'not.
rfe.-i *t. • jnaintan *e with each other,
1 ': "‘d logether. battle in union ami harmonv
iier i, interests of our trade.
Knt. r111e•• vi»*ws l have from tin* start f.rvor* "■ Mention, and bejiev* ii tie*
precursor
i!
"I t<< American carriage manufaei

"•

’•

••

1

■

■■

'.'••in

111

11

who

have

'■I

earnestly
debt ol rratil
ru -1
will *•.* ex pi •■>-.•.! in ome
•i
r
riii I
f*»rr we a«I,<>ui*n.
i InVf not :li-'lulu it proper tor me to make
11 v
-u _•:/«•'I i-in :* lx mi t tin* :i rt of
m rri
'*
•
:-.
i!!- van all understand it. to mv tin*
quite a- well a- 1 lo. in.I I -tnrorelv hope
-ball ill m 111«• time arrive at that point -u
-<■' i' 1*'-eriI>• .I I• v Holme-, in the •*! teacon’s ones%

oor-e

SIeiywhen

we

»we a

In* says

Now in huililiii- o| chaises, i tell von what
is itlwax soni^ickerr a weakest spot:
! .■ hub, tin*.
iu -pring or thill,
me!, a- oioss-bar, or floor or si II.
1 ii -i i.
w, holt, thorouglibraee, -lurking still,
Old it somewhere you must and will.
vt
or below, within or without,
vnd that*- the reason beyond a doubt,
v ”h o-e breaks (/own but doesn’t wear oat.
'-’•it tin- Deacon swore fas Deacons do,
With :.n I do vuai,' or an ‘1 tell veou
lie would build one shay to beat tin;
taovvn,
N” the IveouMtry n all the
Keountry rotin;
li 'houl'l be
buiit that it couldn't break down
t ur.' said tin Deacon, Y.s
mighty plain
li t tin- w. ike-' place mu/ alan* tin- strain :
'• the
way t’ lix it, uz I maintain,
Is only jest
•
make the place ih strong uz the rest."
]>*■•«■

•«

I hi*ingl.- extract from the great Poet rovers
ne ot
tin* mo>t prominent suggestions possible

make, ami fully and quaintly explains the de*•
t- in nine-tenths ot
imperlee.t carriages made;
In relore let us all study proportion.
Ngain thanking you for your kindness and
<■ tier,uis
attention, I will not longer detain
von. but proceed a! once to the buxines- of the
nveiition.
ii.r >i

j«_

vyorrespoiniencc lias passbetween two of the most distin-

'd, recently.
guished preacher* of tin- Congregutionalisl de• ominalion, Rev. Dr. X. <i.
Burton*, and Rev.
E. 1*. Barker, both ol Hartford, Conn., and
Hi hop Williams of that State, with reference
io the ieeeptiou of Holy Orders in the
Episcopal Church by those gentlemen. Mr. Parker
has long ieeogni/' d ih«* availability and advan-'<
--I Lilurgie worship in his own ehureh, hy
alter the
u*diig the Psalms, Apostles Creed,
ustoin of the Episcopal church, and on one oca»ion, at least, when he officiated in a Congreatiunalist pulpit in this city, he used a selection
prayers irom the Prayer Book instead of the
i-ual extemporaneous prayers of the denomination with which he is connected. [Bangor
«
-mmcrriul.
■

■

An

Unlucky Cargo.

Camden, Dec. l;’».
From the schooner
Julia Newell of koekporf yesterday reported on tire, part of the lime was saved,
which was at once put on board the sclir.
Tiger. The Tiger had only proceeded
half a mile when she was blown upon the
rocks, and is now on lire. Both vessels
are

considerably damaged by fire.

Tiger is owned in

Rockport.

The
No insur-

Vkshkl Seized. The schooner Emerald, of
<»<mld>l>orougli, was seized last Saturday hy the

United Stales revenue steamer McCullough,
brought into Portsmouth, N. H., and placed
m charge of tlie Custom House officers,
charged
ui ti a violation of the revenue laws. Captain
Anthony says that he was on his way from
East port. Me., to Lynn, Mass., with a cargo of
smoked tish, turnips,ect. The revenue officers
laiin that the vessel has not only changed
owners without taking out the necessary
papers,
hut that she did not have a manifest of her carat*. in
accordance with the provisions of the
law.
She will l>e detained until an investigation can be had.
:u.d

<

The Death Trap at the Fifth
Hotel.

Avenue

So far as can be ascertained the terrible
tire at the Fifth Avenue Hotel originated
in a small closet on the third floor, near
the private staircase leading to the servants’ dormitories.
Through the opening
tor this winding staircase the flames ran

with great rapidity and soon reached the
upper floor. This floor, on the Twentythird stieet side, is cut up into small
rooms, each eon tabling jtwo or more beds.
The ceiling is about eight feel
high, and
the passage-ways about five feet wide.
There is a great deal ol light wood-work,
consisting mainly oi partitions, and the
ceiling was of common lath and plaster,
offering no resistance to the flames, which
soon ate their
way through and seized upon the beams, joists and rafters.
Fed by
this light wood-work the flames, soon after the tire was discovered, had
spread for
a distance of
nearly 100 leet, darting
rapidly through the narrow passage-ways
and tilling them and the rooms with a hot
and blinding smoke, to inhale which was
certain death. Here was the death
trap, the
lata! room in which eleven women perished.
This stairway is situated in me centre
of the southern hall of the hotel and extends from the laundry in the basement to
tin* root, seven stories above. It is intended as a private passage by which the servants can pass from the lower stories to
the sleeping rooms without
interfering
with the movements of the
guests of the
house. The stairway is very narrow and
winds so closely around a
supporting shaft
of iron that is mounted with
great difficulty. The landings are very numerous,
being built on every floor and also between the stories.
Opening upon every
landing-place is a small, low-studded
room, six feet by nine, in which slept on
the night ol the lire
girls who during the
dav worked in the laundry. The rooms,
stairway and platforms are completely incased in an envelope of wood-work, making the passage-way resemble, outwardly, the well-hole of a large elevator. Inside there is a tremendous draft at all
times ol the year, the construction of the
stairway making it in facta huge ventilating shaft. The guests of the hotel would
not suspect the existence of the
stairway
were ;t not tor a small door on
every floor
I which opens upon one ot the platforms ot
the staircase.
Had it not been for these
doors all the servants who slept in the
little stairway rooms would have perished. As it was, the peril ol many of them
was great.
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Interesting Liquor

Law Decisions.

The provision ol the Maine law which
endeavors to outlaw all transactions in
trade of which

declares that

no

liquors form a part, and
such debt shall he recov-

ered at law, is being overturned by recent
decisions in the courts of New Hampshire.
The

fiftieth volume

of

Supreme Court ol that
which

case

reports
state

of

the

contains

a

has excited

great interest
among legal men, as well as with those
engaged in trade. The facts are these:
Win. Stewart, a liquor dealer in New
York, where there

was no

sales of intoxicants

ing

statute render-

illegal,

visited
D. H. Emerson, a saloon-keeper in Manchester, when and where such law was in
force, solicited from him orders for intoxi-

windows ol tin* women’s
sleeping
apartments looked out upon the root oi
the hotel, and were
a wire
Iht*

protected by

fastened on the outside in such *i
manner that they could not
readily lie removed by either the inmates of the rooms
or
any one seeking ingress Irom without.
It was the opinion of ail who examined
these gratings that they were the principal cause of this terrible loss of life.
Some of the unfortunate were found directly beneath the windows, leading to
the inlerence that they had, on
awaking,

netting

THURSDAY MORNING

EVERY

one

cating liquors, and soon afterwards, in
New York, sold and delivered the liquors
to Emerson, believing that lie intended
re-sell them in his saloon in violation
but Stewart did no other act in
furtherance of their unlawful disposition

to

of law:

Irritating

Wounds.

the

Christmas Sermon.

A

The recent proposition of Senator Sumner, that the national colors and the walls
of the national capital should bear nothing to remind that there had ever been
lraternal strife in the land, is the wisli he
expressed even while the war was gi ing
on.
It is no doubt the wisest and best
We can well understood why
policy.
those who fought for the Union should

Letter From Boston.

BY A LAYMAN.

Correspondence of

“So now is come our joyful'st (east;
Let every man be jolly;
Kach room with ivy leaveB is drest.
And every post with liolly.
Though some churls at our mirth repine,
Round vour foreheads garlands
twine,
I 'row n sorrow in a cup of
wine,
And let us all he merry."

Christmas is indeed
It

means more

our

joyful’st

by many fold

feast.

to every weak

human soul ot us than all other holidavs
in the calendar of the
that will come within the bounds of
year. At this time something
there seems to be a subtle joyful essence a tire-stricken purse. It is amusing to hear peotalk about the necessity for
economy, the
in the very wintry air which thrills us and ple
bore it is to make this yearly
exchange of preswar.
But viewed from the standpoint of makes it a delight to be. And how fresh
ents, and then their logical reasons why they
the statesman rather than the soldier, and this time brings before us the picture in must give to this one or that
one, though times
considered in the light of the influence that story, that story so old, so very old are hard, l'he consequence is the shops are
now
crowded with purchasers in spite of the
upon the whole people and upon national now, yet for all that forever new, forever
dull season predicted. The trader
says, howunity, the better way would be to let the strange. First we see the angel holding
ever, it did not begin as early as last year, and
converse
with
ot
amazed
startling
oblivion
rest
the
strife which
pall
shepherds. the
upon
tendency is to buy cheap. Whatever may
Then again at night a bright star
shed so much fraternal blood.
shining he the case, the slreets are tilled with mud, horThe wars in which Englishmen were with the light of intelligent human eyes rible
mud, and still more horrible people teararrayed against Englishmen, are in that and travelling across the heavens on its ing about like distracted creature^ and if procountry remembered only as facts of his- important errand as guide to Wise Men. fanity could avail, I am sure, our narrow dirty
The many civil convulsions of Then a mother,—once one of the lowly of thoroughfares would he made sweet and vacant
tory.
ill no tune. But the profane man is no better
France are not perpetuated on national the lowliest, but now in importance the
served than his more amiable, self-controlled
most
transcendant female figure in all the
flags or emblems, or in the pictures of the
brother who lounges about trying to
keep his
public galleries. Only those in which the ages—a mother fondling a new born babe head above water and his feel out of a
slough of
in a manger.
arms of Frenchmen were turned
Then the wise men of the despond—in vain. Filth
against
reigns, and cleanly
foreigners are thought worthy of lasting east entering and falling down before the Boston is becoming as disgracefully uastv us
remembrance.
young child, so mighty in his very weak- New York—a tact I volunteered to a “perliee”
in my transit over a muddy
crossing to as
Mr. Hale, of this district, on Monday ness, and offer in S' unto him adoration
muddy a sidewalk the other day. The monster
ottered a resolution upon the subject as an gifts,gold frankincense and myrrh. Wierd
grinned, and said, more truthfully that gramoffset to that of Mr. Suuiner, as follows— scenes these are, hut are they not burnt
matically: “This tire done it”! h'ire. indeed.
Whereas, The national unity cannot fail to hr into the soul ol every one of us, as in- What hasn’t it done, or what won't it do that’s
the
remembrance of the serstrengthened l»y
vices of those who fought in the battles of the eli'acably as t lie memory of our own untoward for the next twenty years? Meanwhile there is not a petticoat in town but what
Union in the late war of the rebellion.
mother's lace ?
Therefore, he it resolved, as the exposition of
brings daily home enough real estate to pay
Christmas! How the magie word
I lie sentiment ol Congress, That no measures
taxes upon.
And you know that does not
lie taken toward removing from thearinv regis- quickens
and
how strangely arc make
memory,
ter or the regimental colors of the United States
any woman happy.
The -hops are
back to us
desire to perpetuate (he memory of their
battles, and recur with pride and satisfaction to the parts they severally took in the

the

of

names

Adopted—yeas,

the

battles of
115; nays, 53.

tile

rebellion.

The affirmative included all the republicans and four democrats, GeU ot Penn-

sylvania, Hibbard and Parker

Hampshire,

New

of

and Munson ot Indiana. Not-

brought
days.

our

own

childhoods’

brilliant

best be

strengthened by a flag which

only express

shall

the idea now, but which

shall bear

nothing to suggest that there
discord or war among its people. Peace has her victories as well as
war. and Mr. Sumner’s proposition, carried into effect, would be one of them.
was

ever

“Sweet memory, waited t>v thy gentle gale
Oft up the stream of time I turn my sail.”

All, years ago when Christmas Eve
came we began to live in romance!
Every-

—The

Galaxy will entet upon the eighth
of its publication with prospects as brilliant as its name. No monthly of the
country lias higher claims upon the reading and thoughtful portion ot the community. Its contributors include the very

seem

short)

our

mother’s voice

all

through

state between

the

to

not

too

large
was

ior the convenience of one
the bed-room id no less than

person,
ten human
beings, who were still in death,
the charred remains scattered about the
lloor and oil the beds, being all that was
led to tell the story of their cruel and mi
timely late. 'The dull dickering of a iireman’s lantern furnished light lor those
who witnessed the scene, and added much
to the ghastliness ot tin faces of the dead
l'lie couches were ranged close
together,
side by side, along each wall,
leaving a
between
the
two
rows.
Two
passage
bodies were found in the beds
upon I nilill t and three upon the other, 'l’lie visitor

stumbling

into

something

in

the

way,

Ihe lantern was lowered,
bringing to light
tlie blackened body ot a girl who in her
agonies of suffocation had crawled partly
underneath the bed, when- she had died.

Near the window

through

which the

en-

trance had been made, was the most horrible sight oi all. Two girls, who had
apparently been awakened by the heat
and smoke, but were unable to
escape,

shall do any act to facilitate the illegal
sale.

and that all argument is useless. Attorney-General Ogden, of Louisiana, who

Having passed through all legal stages went to Washington, was so informed.
its final alfinnation by the full bench of
1 iret Harte’s recent lecture in Boston
the Supreme Court, the principle which
consisted mostly of tunny stories .bout
underlies the decision may now lie conearly California life.
Speaking of the
sidered the law of New
to

Hampshire.

If

the principle be sound, similar cases in
Maine and all states having the same provisions of law, must follow licit ol New

Hampshire.
Maine outlaw

We think the statutes of
debt anv portion of which

a

liquors forbidden to be sold. So
large grocery bill which chanced to
include a quart of cider, cannot be colis lor

that

a

lected.
•

To

be sure, the case which we

I note above relates to

a

transaction be-

citizens ol different states, in

tween

ot which there exists no law

one

forbidding

raiment, of the miners, lie said
Their dress was peculiar, and they were so
handy with their needles that the amendments
introduced to their clothing frequently became
tile most prominent part ol their costume.
Flour sacks were their principal reliance, and
two men lost their identity from being named,
alter their favorite “Genesee .Mills" and "Kagle
Brand.”
—It

ing

on

said that a struggle has been goamong the stockholders of the New

is

York Tribune, to get a controlling interest
in the stock.
It is said that Mr. Sinclair,
has won, and that the

publisher,

paper

will go back to its old

<nles.
But another, and we think a later
decision in the same state, seems to turn

instead of

republican ground,
continuing to be an independ-

ent paper.

Probably

point which may occur between
inhabitants of the same state. The case
ol Ilovey and others of Boston against

—The tunnel of the floosae mountain
is through from the central shaft to the
eastern side.
A blast of the rock on

Grant, just decided

last settled the ijuestiou that
the engineer had calculated so accurately
that the working parties were brought

upon

as

a

at

Concord, is briefly

follows—.

Colfax will be editor.

Wednesday

The .defendant, bought, large quantises of
liquor in the tail of 1S70 of Boston dealers, and
the plaintiffs brought an action of trespass for face to face in the bowels of the mountain.
the value of the liquors, claiming that the deThe whole work will be completed in the
fendant never intended to pay for them when
he .bought them, and that therefore the sale was coming year.
The defendant claimed, among other
void.
—Maine has a larger per cent, ol pauthings, that, if at the time of the purchase of i
the liquors he had in view the law prohibiting
than any New England state except
healed, smoking garret, the terrible stench th'-ir sal* and intended to resist payment, by pers
means of the law; i'. was no fraud
New
the
alter
a
lew
moments.
upon
Hampshire, and the smallest per
becomingunbearable
The lew who witnessed ihe terrible scene vender. But the court 11« id that such an inten- cent of criminals of any of them. That’s
tion on the part ot a purchaser was fraud upon
were awe-stricken, and even ihe
police the seller which would justify him in
why we don’t increase faster. The poet
and firemen who are accustomed to such the sal*- and r'-cowi ing his liquors or rescinding
the value
says—
theieot
in
m
action
■*!
things were horrified. There was notone
trespass. The jury
who was not glad to escape from the found a \ i-rdicl lor I he full amount lor the plain- “This mournful truth is everywhere confessed,
ami the Supreme t’oiul has reaffirmed the Slow rises worth by poverty depressed."
tiff**',
death-trap, and each will remember the I tW as laid down at the I rial.
—Rev. Mr. Root, Rector ol St. Paul’s
experience to his dying day.
It would seem that :i trespass of this
church, in Portland, recently
Episcopal
kind con’d be a* well committed by one
The Great Diamond Swindle.
arrived home in season to attend a parish
citizen ot Maine on another one, as upSome time ago certain adventurers, the
lie complained during the
on a citizen «d another state.
It it be so, gathering,
ehieis ot whom were two men named i
of a headache and pains in the
evening
there
will
be
a crop of actions
Slack and Arnold, cheated certain perprobably
back. Next day lie was sick of small pox,
sons, principally in San Francisco, out ol
grow out of similar cases in this and other
and on Saturday last he died.
some $050,000
through representations states, in which cunning purchasers have
were

found

firmly clasped

in each other’s

arms, ami in this position bad become insensible and so died. Anolhei woman
was lying upon her side drawn
up into an
attitude indicating the terrible anguish ol
her death.
It was impossible In remain long In the

that

they

iiad discovered extensive dia-

mond lields near the Dome Mountains,
in Arizona, besides a deposit ol rubies and

garnets unnnmerable. They employed
confederates and so worked the swindle
that various part ies took stock In l he mines,
paying tor it money to the above named
amount.
The parties to the cheat went
about the affair systematically. They first
brought a lot of rough gents ot a mixed
description in Kngland, with which they
sowed the surface of their pretended dia
inond placer; and, this being
carefully
done, so that the rogues could easily reap
where they had sown, they took with
them an expert, one Janin, who was
amazed at the productiveness of the land
in diamonds, rubies and other
precious
stones, which Arnold and his associates
managed to pick up. On Jauin’s report
numbers invested, some of tin m largely.
One of the persons engaged in the cheat
remained on the ground; and when
another expert named Clarence King was
sent to view the
ground, that confederate
ilso managed to pick up several
precious
stones—knowing of course where he had
previously planted them, So great was
King’s faith in the affair that he at once
located a fine mill-site and one hundred
acres of land
adjoining the diamond claim.
He then went to prospecting on his own
claim, but found not a thing. This it was
that first aroused a glimmer ot suspicion,
and then he went back and gave the
diamond ground a thorough overhauling,
but nothing precious could be find there!
The crop so carefully and systematically
put in, had been harvested, This blew
up the whole scheme, and the swindlers
decamped. It is doubtful whether any
recourse can be had against them, as the
proof of purchasing and planting the
precious stones by the swindlers would be
difficult to substantiate. The selection of
the ground was so well considered,
geologically, the -‘salting” so well done, and
all the conditions ol the affair so well calculated to deceive, that experts express
little wonder at the success ot the swindle,
which had drawn in so many prominent
men to large amounts, and it is asserted
that $180,000,000 ol diamond stock would
have been put upon the market but for the
i-xplosion of the plot.

Edwin Forrest, the great American
defrauded dealers of their goods under a
law professedly made in the interest of actor, died suddenly of apoplexy, at Philamorality. 'This style of doing evil that, delphia, on Thursday last. He was in
excellent health up to the time of the
grace may be abound has come to an end.
attack, which seized him while dressing
The (act that the Credit Mobilier com- for breakfast. He was tin years ot age.
mittee sits with closed doors is a suspicions one, and detracts much irom the open

Mr. Miller, over at Waldoboro, has
doubled the size of his paper, and a good

fairness

deal more than doubled the

with

the investigation
began. What motive there can be for
concealment in an honest investigation to
get at the truth in a transaction alleged to
have been corrupt, is difficult to conceive.
which

Whoever the whole truth may accuse or
expose, is no legitimate concern of those
investigating. The truth is what they
should seek, and what the whole country
demands. The public want is not the committee’s conclusions from the evidence,but
the whole evidence and opportunity to
draw itsov/n conclusions. This privilege
the committee has seen fit to deny, and
the fact throws a taint of

the whole

suspicion

over

proceeding.

The Portland Press.

This paper will
enter upon the coming year with the certainly ot maintaining its high reputation

to be

given away, and

tion is

one

dollar

a

now

—The police have got hold of a lot of
of persons who have corresponded

with the counterfeit money swindlers in
New York, and they will probably be

published.
to make

proposition

post-masters

elective by the people of the cities and
towns, is meeting with favor in Congress.
We have no doubt that the plan would
work well.
is troubled

—Bangor

greatly by small

pox. Fourteen cases were known to exist
in the city on Monday, besides many in
adjoining towns. Much excitement exists,
and the public schools have been closed.

—The reporter ot the Lewiston Gazette,
first-class commercial and news pa- seeing some boys skating on thin ice,went
The departments of ship news, and
per.
got all their names and ages, so as to
markets and state news are very full and save time when
they got drowned.
accurate.
Nor are the departments of
—The constitution is receiving contingeneral news and selections neglected, ued attention in
Congress. There are now

as

for

a

notice that when advertisements
crowd, a large supplement makes up for
the deficiencies of the regular sheet.
Under the management ol Mr. Pullen and

much abused instrument.

Col. Smith the Press will maintain a leading place among the papers ot the State,

lecture by

we

pending twenty-four

amendments of that

—The Lewiston Journal calls Rev. Mr.

Murray’s

discourse

on

Deacons,

“a queer

queer parson.”

a

—The Camden Herald was fragrant last
and give increased satisfaction, we have
week. A man advertised in it for a thouno doubt. Its politics might be improved,
and we trust may be in the fullness of sand skunk skins.
Conversion is usually slow work,
but we shall watch and wait.

time.

—There
small pox

were
in

better too.

We

are

only

grown up children.
We will not dwell at length on the
grand lessons of self-forgetful generosity
towards our friends and charity for the
poor, which the season teaches us. We
all know our duty. Another lesson beside that of broad charity for our suffer-

ing humankind is taught by Christmas It
is the duty we all neglect, that of putting
ourselves to the trouble of being agreeable and sociable toward those persons
who are not especially attractive to us.
We daily meet those who are at anti-polarities with us.
Instead of coldly in-

trenching ourselves behind our pride and
letting such people “severely alone,” we
owe it to ourselves, if not to a
higher
power, to meet them in

a free and social
spirit,
bring into use that natural
unguent of manner which smooths oft'the
uncongenial knobs and knots which such

and to

are

unlucky enough

with them.

Should

to

daily carry about

not be kinder to
each other, think you, if we could only
read each other’s hearts,—if we could onwe

ly know the secret trials and may be
physical surt'erings of our sour-faced
neighbors ? We all need to cultivate a
truly social spirit. This is self-loyalty.
-“To thine ownsell be true
Ami it must lollow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

With this principle of sociality in practice
your bitterest antagonist may become your
sweetest friend.

After the Master Himself, our greatest
Chiistmas preacher was noble-hearted
Charles Dickens. Untraunueled by theo-

logical creeds, Charles Dickens was able
to speak to the soul, to the Man within us
all, and to the heart. Beside, he helped
us to celebrate this time with most hearty
cheer. Were there ever more touching or
more effective sermons preached on < Charity than his •‘Christmas Carol” and his
“Chimes”'''
The secret of their power
not in the interest of the

plots,

but in

sweetness, charity and good will tohumankind which permeate their

ward

names

—A

us

tifty-one deaths from

Boston last week.

I'hf < 'ester train

every page as the leaven
loaf. And he helps ns now

permeates the
just as before,
though dead,to celebrate our holiday; and
he is now, through his works, as he was
ot yore, the personal intimate and friend
in

household,—though
ever fortunate enough to

every

tew of us

look upon
He said of himself (and he had
right to say it)—
”1 have always had and always shall have an

were

his face.
a

earnest and true desire to contribute as far as in
me lies to the common stock of healthful cheerfulness and enjoyment. I believe that virtue
shows quite as well in rags and patches as she
does in purple and tine linen. 1 believe that
she, and every beautiful object in external nature, claims some sympathy in the breast of the
poorest man who breaks his scanty loaf of daily
bread.”

By these

vital cords of sympathy
Charles Dickens held humanity to his
heart. That heart is still, but his novels,
those little gospels of charity and good
warm

will to all mankind, still speak in thunder
tones to the consciences of men—
‘God bless him Tim” I for all the good
His gray goose quill 1ms wrought;
For all the lessons, grave and gay.
His geniul Ups have taught;
For all the light his sunny face
Has shed o’er lonely hours;
For all the rugged paths his bauds
Have scattered o’er with flowers.”

YV.

—It is rumored that Father Burke, the
who has recently
been crossing swords with Froude, will
lecture in Baugor some time the last of
this season.

distinguished lecturer,

very recent recovery, squeezed into a horse
crowded with ladies and children. A ladv
beside her, after a rapid survey, sai l in aloud
decided voice audible to every person in the

“you have had the small pox, or have it
You have no right here!” The woman
now.
made no reply but instantly got out. leaving
consternation behind her.
car,

A fashionable tailor in Treinont street made a
year ago a gorgeous robe de chambre of brown
silk velvet lined with Hi** linest quilted satin for

lady to give her affianced husband. A tier six
months of married lit«* this one has become

a

twain again, and the luxurious garment, with
its accompanying smoking cap and slippers, has
been returned to the maker. He now proposes
to put it up at rattle, as the price,
staggers
his extravagant customers.
Kum-v what an
amount «»t sentiment and velvet <»m-can have
tor only five dollars, and write vour cheques at
.1

once.

Disasters

at

\ v

wharf, her stem swung in shore and caught on the
rocks. Every effort was made to get her otf but she
remained fast and at low water heeled off shore, at
the same time slid ahead about tour teet, which
split her keel, started steru-post &e., causing her to
leak badly. About four hundred casks of her cargo
was taken on board schooner Tiger and about lorty
on board sclir. Ant.
She was then stripped, us all
hopes of saving her were given up.
During the eveuing of same day, the Tiger went
adrift, and ashore near Balance Point, tilling with
water. Consequently the lime was :t total loss, excepting the 40 casks landed by Schr. Ant, and about
100 casks saved from the Tiger in a damaged condition after she got on shore.
The Tiger was sold
on the rocks at auction Saturday, to Mr. Kuos Cooper.
She was owned by Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Abel
Merriam. The Julia Newell was owned by Jeremiah Mclntire, Mrs. Page and Capt. Spear, and
was valued about $5000.
Not insured.
Since writing the above the steamer Kalph itoss
lias succeeded hi pumping out the schooner Julia
Newell and moved her Into dock, where she will n
ceive necessary repairs.
Dec. lOth, 1872.

About that Tram.
Hon. F. A. Pike whs on board the train in
the Pullman car at the lime ot the Seabrook accident. and was not injured, us this escaped
being wrecked. [Marinas Union.
VVe are not so anxious about the cause of that
disaster us the wrecking ol our political train
last September, on which Mr. Pike had a berth.
Can any one tell who left the switch wrong on
that occasion? [Belfast Journal.
It is generally understood that lion. Eugene
Hale did the switching of Mr. Pike last September. [Kennebec Journal.
Wo suppose that Mr. Pike’s political train
was wrecked because the new ties did not hold.
The road was not properly ballasted. [Portland Advertiser.
No, the trouble was with the engineer. He
expended all his steam, in whistliug and blowing, aud wheu the Hale train came along, Pike’s
train was terribly telescoped. [Ellsworth American.
It is surmised that one Mr. Greenback is very
largely responsible for the September disaster;
He influenced the switch tender. [Machias
Union.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond is engaged
history of Masonry in Maiue.

ou a

the disease has disappeared.
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Steamer hatahdin has altered upon h. wm
ter urraugeiuetit of otn trip
vveek. leaving
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day.
Boys slide on tin Main stn-ei walks
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There is a great lark ot freight ears *m ft,
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not
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Turkies retail at twenty .-ills, and a ri<m
brings sixteen wt we are told Hi
Pl'OVideiiee tempe,- things to the shorn lulu!
tliat cannot raise tin wind.
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announcement
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on
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sheet and pillow
Year's ev. will

a

found in to-day’s paper.
dieted for all who attend.

good

A

time

pi.
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Mr. B. K. Wells has
handsome s pee inn
of eotton as it grew on the shrub, -rut Iron
Cu liloi ilia, whei
they glow a!ino-I *-verythin

|

■

peltaillillg

1'U:k in Hoiii/ion.
1’he < ary irri.^t m ill, loon tin
Medu\ nake.ig. About two mites

•

known V\.»iid.

to the

Davi< had ren-ufiv

•.
'ot .>i > ,v mi* e ti\e I
wires, that wiggled -o naturally that himglit. The mill was lull of grain at the time, Thomas cut -mushed them all '.**
piee* •, (hint
which, with the building, i> a total loss. There
lie was in tin* line of his husine*-.
W:ls no insurance.
The loss is supposed to be ; ing
not less than 810,000.
apt. Fred. Barker, now located at film.r.
N V., was ill our e tv the present Week. Win
William II. Aborn, of Providence. R. I., a
venerable gentleman, started out tor a walk:
tie left town on Wednesday, a Belfast lad\ a*
reaching a grocery he sat down to rest and died,
eompana d him. See man iag noti,,
am! an examination of the basket on hi*
arm
discovered
b
Hi- motive for carrying it
boaling ha** begun on tin pond- m tli
about with him lias not been surmised.
tiler*- is no ww
neighborhood.

e:|[*-<l
trom

Iloulton,

was

destroyed

bv mv

v.

Oil

Thuisday

1’iobalny

The Providence Journal says it has
good rea**nis .or believing that the
small-pox has existed
in an hotel in Poston, with the
knowledge of
the lity authorities; that the clerk of the hotel
'bed ot the disease, and that the proprietor was
wi v sick, even to delirium, with
ii, and yet it
il was kept concealed from the
public, ami the
business was carried on as usual. The Poston
Advertiser -ays :
I'hi-. it true, would not be
at all surprising to Bostonian*-."

whietl

resolution of censure upon Hon.
Cbarles Sumner, for his recent action m
tin* Senate,
concerning the perpetuation
ol the memories of the late war, was reported in tin* Massachusetts Legislature,
-G<>v. Pelham lias nominated

The Unitarum* will hold

Hall

whose first term expires on the ‘Jlst
Two persons died in Bangor of small
pox on Monday, and one at Hampden.
The disorder is spreading m the latter

place. In Brewer tom new eases have
recently appeared. Bueksporl is reported
to have lour eases in one neighborhood.
‘liens in council” is the disrespectful
aiiusion made bv the Bangor Commercial
to a woman’s suffrage convention.
As

though

roosters alone bad the right to de-

liberate.
•Mr. Geo F. Wood,clerk ot the •teamer

Ivatahdin, who has been ill
Camden, is < eovering.

Bangor
the

is

at

bis home in

vaccinating everybody

Companies.

From the Host on I’oh!, Dec. »>th, In?--'.
The IiNintnre Spectator for December has
lit*■ follow mg deserved and appropriate mention

the

Hartford companies.
Certainly, they
are entitled to all, and even wanner
praise than
is uttered :
“There is something’ almost siildime in the
attitude of the Hartford companies at this trying time. Not a company is embarrassed ; not
one talks of discouragement:
losses will be
paid dollar for dollar, as soon as adjusted ; January dividends an* stopped, ot
course, hut
otherwise the 83,000,000 lost is treated only as
an incentive to new enterprise and braver proof

gress/’

“The Old Hartford sustains its grandeur of
prestige in spite of Boston just as it did in
spile of Chicago. These immense conflagrations which wipe out of existence entire cities
and destroy property to the amount of millions
of dollars, compel people to examine into insurance a> they never did before.
And, when this
imposition is made, the old Ilnrttord endures
every test and every criticism in a way which
i* almost sublime. Prompt and sure to pay in
lull; backed by stockholders who are ready to
guarantee all contracts ; managed by men of the
very highest ability and honor, served by agents
of unexceptionable character and capacity : ami,
in all particulars, filling the ideal of a true insurance
company, the Hartford only gains a
stronger hold upon public confidence with every
one of these great historical tires whose
pathway is lined with bankruptcies.
No one who
holds the policy of the Old Hartford need doubt
that he is really insured.”
Our correspondShocking Accident
ent at Charleston writes that on Friday

last an infant son —only seven months of
age—of Mr. Leonard R. Rich of that place,

terribly burned as to cause its
Mrs Rich went into a neighbor’s
house for a short time, leaving t he child in
cure of a relative, who tied the little fellow
into his chair and set him before an open
fire. She was called into an adjoining
room for a moment, when
hearing the
chilil scream she ran back to find that it
had fallen forward on its face into the hot
tire, which was roasting its tender flesh to
a
crisp. The little sufferer was shockingly burned, but lingered in great agony
until Sunday, when death came to its rebel. [Whig.
•a
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able since the epidemic
Blanket* have grmv
ill si/e, alht are tenderly 111.• k« .I in about H.
animals. The love ol dollars i> iu«.i. p..i<
thull love of the animal.
<'buries Leighton and Daniel I
Putter-.h.
before the Police ( oiirt on files.lav

were

I

complaint of officer Mrkemiey, chained wit:
drunkenness and disturbing the p-*;i. c. 1- m.
guilty ami -cut to mil for do days n il.
The hoys arc getting extravagant ii Lie
sleds. We notice a double one, with a nishmi
ed seat and a head light carrying
uumb.
\
man

wouldn't perhaps teel -u badlv lob,as by one ot the
ommoii kiud.

by that

LapNi.’HKI*. on \V .• tnesdav, tioin the v ,i
P. (’artel A <‘o., -i till, double dt ek« I
three masted schooner ol d »o tons, called tic

ol 1.

Florida.

As hci num. implies "he vv ill .-m
Florida et»;i-iii,c tiu*l«*. miut.ii.•!<• t
’apt. l*’red Ciilmore.

in
<

the

A lady ot tin \iemit\ who i- -killed
•.electing and arranging ot nitumn leas«

m
s

tb
ml

and in an ingim ten
reaths, crosses, A.for preservation and ornament, will otln
lection tor sale at W node n*k’s -tore on Mom! »
the TUI. All who appiv< iale w-.rl. ol the km
ar
invited to exuminc
w

daV lu-t Week Dllillt'V I iVlII it the lb
the Tide, shot an eiiorinoumie t ti u
ti
n.
f.» h|
measured -even met thr. hi :
i.
It i" supposed that it had be,-u puvmii-|>
One

ot

■.

mestmuied, having
pine ol leathei aioim
leg to which a piece ot wire was alt u lie !

one

A physician ot this city thinks when -lob vv iafflicted
with sort* boils Hum the sole of h
foot unto his crown,” that he had -m.ili po\
Hut it is also recorded that his three cueiun
who came to exult,
sat down with him up. »
the ground’4- which might have made lie.
visit expensive it the conjecture is right.
41

44

at

city’s expense.
Insurance

III

-till bit-.

Christmas iw«-, at which tin- veiita'
Santa Claus will appear in
ostuiue. and !

As-i

tor six years past Reporter of Decisions.
He will take the place of Judge Tapley,

wilh

new

over

as

mile dlst

over

lamp post has been erect.* ! on M
u
Martin Whit*
it
not yet been lighted,
t he pipe tor moihei
i> laid *m Church -treet, n«.u 11. »>. Aldm
llOUse.
A

but. withdrawn after discussion.

sociatc Justice of Supreme Court, Gen.
j
W \V. Virgin, ot Portland, who has been

ret

ice-boat

as on an

street in trout of

substitute
system which lias
attracted much attention in the scimtiiie worid
abroad and in this country for some time mist,
b worthy of examination. We are informed
that the Moult* Barth Closet, advertised in another column, has been for several years in extensive use in the Government and other
public
buildings ol Bngland, France, Prussia, and the
Cnited States, amt that the use of it in this
country for cotton mills and other factories, in
machine shops, railroad stations, schools, colleges. hotels, and in our finest residences, is
already very large,and lhe|svstem steadily growing in favor with the public.
—A

ran

person

quietly

As in inexpensive and excellent
lm- the water closet, the earth

Hartford

Thursday forenoon, the 12th inat., as the achoout-r
Newell, Capt, Spear, with a cargo ol tuoo
casks Lime belonging to Shephard Jones A Co., [or
rather to tin* Lime Association) was leaving their

open his new '•tore m.
anil elegant ink. *-.■

new

apacity ut iln- worla.
rtie Board ot Health has taken done the nflag from (.'apt. PattersonN h-'ii-e and announ

c

Maim* Central Railroad C
ompany lias
more than a year's
supply ol fuel on hand, having about .»0,ooo eords ol wood and :io00 tous ot
* hey will
purchase during the year noun*
V’ui*
l-,i>00to i,),ooo cords ot wood,to keep their trade
n\ ith regular ciisiomer>

Rockport.

Julia

o id e

.Mr. Castle is closing t|j,* purchase of the ItKotiiuln
in*I .n uiginr to ml ir
[in

1 lie

bronze is still in great favor. The card receivers, tazzas or great plateaus for embellishing a
drawing-room, vases, and designs for cigar ash
holders that are rich and beautiful. One ot the

car

obstructor,

Springfield,

i 11

\n

,n-du>

!

on

good ilt'ii

w

u,

word* ot inolumn ot to

fa.-t

..

hounds; one with his nose to the ground pointing; the other has “found” and is crying for the
pack. Tt is a spirited conception, and I wen
much admired by good judges of art. Gilt

or a

at

mother

in

tug pot :itt)r'i tor '•all*.

•oimsel tailing to eon vine*? the
murderous youth iluln't know the 'dirterciic.*
between right ami wrong.
I'he dedication eeremonies of the new
norniai
sehool-liouse at <’asfine, \vill take p'aee m Januai >. at w nit h time the
Governor, eouneii, nieiuhers of the Legislature and friends ot
education
throughout tin* State will he present.
I he Press says a
youth of twenty ami a idrl
ot titteen attempted to get married at
one of”he
I oitland churches on
Tuesday evening, hut the
goTs mother put in appearance and stopped the
ceremony.
Thereupon the would-be bridegroom got drunk.

little statuettes of real artistic silver bronze that
very charming. One of our best jewelry
establishments has a pair representing two

and walk in a state of irruption into doe’or’s
offices or call at your doors for alms and travel
about loosely in public conveyances, unchallenged by the authorities. The other day a
woman with the fearful marks of present illness

lonyi.-toij

few

sav* a

Mr. .Morrow lit lakrii hi- wintei quait*'here, and i> r.til\ tonegoliate with tho-e a

Mr. .1.-ti. .tilth Morrill ol Watervilte died.
afternoon. aged ninetv-six y»‘urlho UniversalM SUci**ly,
timing the
l*ast year, the Mini of
lor a permanent
luml lor its support.

are

dared Yount the tender offerings of that hapless
ward, ami somebody had to jump to a wild
conclusion regarding the exact amount. This
week, however, will sec the matter cleared up,
and we shall know whether we owe our mayor
to the righting of a single mistake or to a universal distrust and disappointment in an otherwise honest man.
As to the siuall-po\ its about as had as it call
be and not create a panic. People are careless

t’ulvin Hervey
Saturday, with m
advertisement.

I Imi-siluy
II** gave to

and have tinv silver canteens, horns and flasks

always be a mystery^but they do say this particular wire was pullet! !>v no less a personage
than the small pox. and Mr. Gaston and the
democratic party—to which I shall belong when
I vote—walked again into office because no one

iiiilii'uUil that the
tttUU tile water

I'he Kennebec Journal -avs that Arthur
aleservv of Jetlerson, iceeiilly killed a
loupeer\ier which had lieen reiideriug the
neighborhood uiH-omloti-iihle for some time.
Cio I*'..
term of the S. ,1. Court for
K luix Co. eouimeiieed Tuesday the
toll. Judge
1 • ieker-ou presiding.
The gland jury found no
ml i< tine* ii t -. The number of new niti it** i101.

w:i>

A.(i. levvetl
k raise!

days jtaper.
Company of
day, weak brThe hea\ y mi'll from tin* harbor

The .Norwegian ship Franklin, which was
wrecked in the North Sea, with a loss ot eight!
person-, a lew davs ago, was built in Rock
land ill ls.VI.

richly embossed dangling at the end. Such
costly baubles are only worn at parties, while
the others have been already
displayed in the
street—a most inappropriate place, but where
things of this kiud are sure to appear it best,
Oxydized silver frames tor piciurcs ami beautiini ornaments for the mantle
piece come in new
design. A novel pair of caiulle-sticks have the
armor putte: n, shield supported
by spears and
lances, and capped by helmet, gloves, Ac., and

is to be overhauled and the votes recounted.
Wonders will never cease, and polities wili

Hon

aged wonuie named llngai,. who has l.eeu
iuiis«iu}r lvuiii lift liiiiui- n, Bangor sine* Mtnw
iluv, was lound tirovvmnl in her
intern on
I hursdav

•

a new lot of ih»* legmt I
tpane*
Hi* -to. U of .■••od in ’ltd Ini' i~

terest t<» >b'«

Ai|

brellas, vinaigretts, fans, or a baby even- -the
last is, however, optional. These chains are in
great variety, long, short or a simple hook and
link for the belt, and when of gilt and Russian
leather they are verv pretty, .More elegant and
expensive ones are made of real silver and gold,

two

Burkett has

perfuniei \
very large.

grudge.

j

and make

Those desiring (hrutmu* .nd New Year
are advised to «onsult
our ad*.
rti*iu/.
columns.

gifts

he Indians revenge curiously. One
recently
let loose a hox ol iltle.-nakes in the house ol a
Wisconsin man against whom he had a

Russian leather in which
Another novelty carried !.*

the liveliest dav in town for a
The stores were full ut buyer* and

was

sellers.

I

of

are plenty in the market at eight and ten
per pound, and smelts at about the -am

Saturday
long while.

I'ltt* Kllswortli American says that Col. Bn,-tvland > surveying
party has gut over some live
or 'i\ miles of
country and are expected to
resell Kllswortli about the :Jl)th Inst.
All larm utensils, horses, cattle, amt household goods at
Chappuqua, were sold at auction
■Saturday, bringing ridiculously low prices.

rases

on

price.

think, caps the list of old masons in

Ilio < -lark s Island UrnnikI homuston paid out
$22,000 one
ton* last, to ltn*ir workmen.

tor the ship M« N<u eame
steamer Katahdin last Saturday.

seamen

Reis
cents

Indiana farmers band together and run saur
Kraut lactones on the same
prmeipl- that, hees,.
lactones are eomlucted.

is the fashion for chatelaines; everything is intended to hang down from the waist
at the emf of an oxydized chain, bags, um-

night
strange
sleeping and waking, be-

.Sixteen

front Boston

IV Idle the east suffers from the
high price of
provisions, Iowa people pay $n.;.n a ton for corn,
to burn up.

excess,

in that

The average of dog tight* in the square is now
three a day, and are usually well attended.

The tii-t train over the Boston and Maine
extension ran into Portland Friday night.
I he Somerset Kali road is so far
completed as
lo allow an engine to run to
Xorridgewock.

amends for these

trees,
playing among
turning up !
their bright young faces to look at these latter specimens is quite amusing, having a little man fiercely spearing at a huge black tly
towering monarehs of the forest with their
multitude ol little tapers brightly burning contentedly seated on a lump of sugar, and
others have half drowned dogs or gondoliers ol
among the branches beside the wonderful silver against which toy
you are requested \>
trait
This
would
make
us- think
toy
sight
knock vour cigar.
that the millenium had come. Let us all
We lmye had the city elections and survived.
respect and foster the harmless illusions Much to every one’s surprise, Mr. (Piston was
ol childhood, for these make them better, re-elected by a late majority, -o very late, ward

price. It used lies
the subscripthe

year.

lose one’s s»*|f.

we

Monday

on

Durham has surmounted hi* fish market sign
with the skin of a young seal stuffed.

the state.

and the variety of pocket books that are a fearful sarcasms on the present state o| tinanees!

good-night was transformed to
the voice ot the Queen of the Christmas
fairies, marshalling her hosts. Then we

The four inelie* of snow that fell

night, helped sleighing in this vicinity.

George Bodge, of Warren, and is now a member
of Ilermou Lodge, in Gardiner.
Sixty-four
years,

sale.

favorable time to subseribe for the

a

Republi can Journal.

A correspondent says that Peter Adams, of
Gardiner, was made a mason in lstOK, in tin1 St.

and then the big and little inkstands that hold
from a drop to a pint of that dangerous fluid :

Oceans, continents

This is

By the breaking down of Parsons A Co.’s
wharf, at Gloucester, IlnOI) hogsheads of salt,
went into the harbor, causing a loss of f:t'2,000.

for the pocketratlier a spooney idea by the way-lovely chatelaine bags, gorgeous work boxes, match boxes,
elaborate calenders that are turned like a hand
organ and telljeverything but your fortune:

as

were

Small pox has appeared in several localities
in Bangor, and all the public; schools have been
closed.

known and

ing cups, photograph

she hid us

lay

some

John West advertises some desirable

property for

It is said that Mr. Cushing and
partners will
make over >0,000 out of the Coliseum
building.

unknown purpose. Little
padlocks for watch cases, jewel boxes that cost
$75 or SUM), thermometers for travellers, drinkevery

dered il old Santa Claus were not clad
in lire-prool armor, else bow could lie
come down the hot and
smoking chimney ?
And when we went to bed (we went early
as all children did on that
night, so that it

might

enough

to make

unsuccessful newspapers died in

A Wilmington pilot host and live pilots
lost in a recent gale.

disagreeables T and the goods therein are truly
tempting to behold. The fauey goods stores are
running over with beautiful Russian leather articles, the fragrant material being used for

thing around and about us took on enwithstanding this, many years will not chantment then.
No persons or objects
elapse before the unwisdom of the resolu- wore their common
aspect. The tire burnt
tion will be seen. National unity can
brighter on that evening; and we wonnot

Kirly-one

Items, Ac.

News of the County and City.

Octol >er.

perplexity

has a hand to hand tight with temptation. Gifts that don’t cost a hundred thousand dollars apiece, mind you,
something cheap,
pretty, desirable, something that won’t be
sneezed at by the expectant friend, and
yet

Local

Tile last ol tlie John Brown raiders is dead.

night,

by Emerson. Stewart sued Emerson for
tween tail v-land and prosaic earth.
Now
the price, ami on serving an attachment
anti
then our eyes would open and we
and finding their rooms and
passage-ways on certain saloon
goods, Spear, the deputy
would watch the great yellow moon as
tilled with smoke, endeavored to open the
windows, only to iind themselves baffled sheriff, was sued in troycr by J. (!. Hill, highest talent, among whom are such she took her long slow
journey across the
by the wire screens. Others had crawled a former partner ol Emerson's, who writers as Hon. Gideon Wells, Jeremiah sky. Our pulse beat
as now and
<.|uick
under their beds and were there stiflocaled.
claimed the goods by purchase from S. Black, J. W. DeForest, Mrs. F,dwards, then we
we heard the
thought
flic bodies were all bound in l wo rooms
jingle of
Emerson. The question at issue, was, ol Justin McCarty, Carl Benson, Richard the sleigh-bells on
near the head ol the staircase.
Santa Claus’
Nt arlv all
good
Grant White, Junius Henri Browne. The
of those who escaped were aroused
magie little raindeor team. But the sly
barely course; Shall a New Hampshire court
in lime to get out on the reel
through a enforce the contract of sale made in New high reputation of the Galaxy will he in- old tellow, took his time to come during
creased by the fresh, crisp and interesting
passageway, or down the stairs toward York ? To this the
one of our naps, and in the
majority of the court
the Hroadway trout.
morning our
In a few eases the
programme tor 1873. Terms $4 per year.
have
answered
lull to overflowing with treaswire gratings and windows were broken
yea, namely. Judge Foster,
stockings
Published by Sheldon it Co., X. V.
in by those on the roof and tie- inmates Sargent, Doe and Ladd.
The dissenters
ures proved conclusively that lie had
really
were rescued.
In one or two instances are
been his rounds. And the Christmas trees
chief-justice Fellows and Judge Jerethe inmates of rooms seized chairs or other
’•'he Louisiana revolution is still going
miah Smith.
of our childhood! We never have seen such
missiles and broke the windows or wire
on.
United States troops hold the State
The majority opinion is a re-affirmation
their
beauties since. No never ! But the great
hands
and faces, and
grating, cutting
State
House,
Arsenal, and all important
finally clambering upon the roof. Those of Smith vs. (iodfrey, (g,s N. If., :179),
tree which is set up to-day in a
green
who were burned had not siiiiicient
points. The Legislature which the Presipres- and may lie directly stated thus: Bare
million homes looks as bright to millions
ence ol mind to
adopt the expedient. It knowledge on the part of the vendor that dent backs is in place, and has impeach- of childish
is more than probable
eyes, as did ours years agone.
ed Warmouth, late governor.
they were so blind- the
The Presigoods are bought for the purpose ot
ed and confused by the smoke that
It would lie a wonderfully
cheering
they
dent says he is inflexibly determined to
scarcely knew what to do. or perhaps they illegal sale in another State will not defeat
sight to see all the Christmas trees ot one
were
hall unconscious, when aroused. his
support what is known as the Pinehbaek
of
the
unless
it
he
an
recovery
price,
city, brought together, making one
Irom the effect ol
State Government, with that well known large
inhaling smoke.
ingredient in the contract that the goods
l'lie most ghastly and
great
grove. With the merry children
thrilling feature shall be
adventurer in the governor’s chair,
of the
illegally sold, or that the seller negro
was the
the
and

tragedy
appearance of the
bodies of tlie servant-girls at the time
were
discovered. 'The only inode
they
oi access to this fearful
spot was by the
way of tlie windows opening upon a lower
loot.
Through this apperture the spectator was obliged to climb, and he then
would have tumid himself in a small, low.
ill-ventilated apartment, which, although

Generalities.

Journal.
Boston, Dec. 10.
The approach of the holidays is now heard in
the land, and cries for gifts suitable to lhat
joyful season goOup from morn till
w Idle
the

so

death.

A rural miss stepped into a Troy drug store
the other day and asked for a bottle of “jack
nt clubs.”
She wanted jockey club perfumery.

Si*li. Sarah Buck. <>f tin- port, i«*i»oifI ruidowu ami xi(ik "If Mmihegut by
N<»\h Scul,
W :i>
ill old \
sclioom*
bllilt till' l v I'ii
Veal's
I

allies

She

ago.

White,

\V

\\

.t

owned 1»\ Hit* CapPmi

and A t >i

r

(» ilinoi

•.

«

\\

learn that tin* owners haw* libelled the >t
that run her down, ami the :t*>e will (.•• ti n
the admiralty e ml at Portland;
<

We are indebted to Mr. W W. Ci-th w i*
has just returned from a lodiim and ''In *Un.
tour in the west, lor -•»un «-hoi
sp«* •mo nAlinoi: then: I- a white lisi.
Lake Kile fish.
the most tat and ilelieimis «il the tinny tribe-. m
the lake, ami a inuscaloilge, ol giant pirkeref
*Ueh as we never see in the waters of Mann
«

Mr. Castle

is

an

enthusiastie and suiTt-dm

sportsman.
Last week, Mr. Caldwell

-eiil

couple of nautirul almanues

to lb

for

the

Ion I'm
new

*

-hi,

McNear. In the haste ol putting them up it
"mi. d bom.
the publishers, two copies m a
and idled
closely resembling it on the
“Coinomdore Kollin.tr Kin’s Nautical Xlniana.
After a Hose examination,
vycre sent instead.
the eaptain eoneludeil that In* eouldn't tind Inway to New Orleans by their aid,ami now John
lias them

for sale.

Ifast

shipping, lor the past lew days, has
judergone a series of disasters. In addition p
he sinking ot the sell. Sarah Km k, as will be
<een in our shipping list, the sell. (Jeorgia, Irmn
Bangor for New York, put into Newport, with
oss of deckload, boat, sails, A<
and afterward-',
while at anchor in the harbor, was run into by
mother schooner.and received serious damages,
she has gone into dock for repairs. fSchr. Boa/
L>ut into Vineyard Haven, with mainsail torn,
ihbooni broken, boat stove Ac., having been
lb

run

into vvliile at anchor otfthe harbor.

The mail facilities have been increased to
-ucli an extent that even so bulky and frail a
bing as a lady’s hat can be sent by that conveyance to

California. One of these head gears

recently gotten up at the establishment ot
B. b\ Wells for a lady on the Pacific slope—a
Irab Alpine, with velvet trimmings, black o*;rich plumes, white skeleton feathers, and jet
was

ornaments. This gorgeous affair was euclosed
u a band-box and sent u« ros> the continent foi
deveil cents

postage !

of t he pretty and harmless dove' that
* ties
and gables of Cilv Block, in

m

ortieo I*- siruaied, were
:ti- pi let ol lit'! Sal*ba:':i. l»\ a gun tirod from
w
nd
ot tlii
American House.
The aet
:i' a 1< i‘li>h one. and ill* iildod
111;411 \
wrongs.

whir !:

'in

rim I to

kill the bird>: it was a violation
agair.'t bring guns
n

">!iit:tn-■"

'.!>
v

here to

see whom they can benefit.
Thev THE
spend their time in looking around the
'laughtored country to see who they can help. They

til*

uni!

d*‘M> rated
r"'l i'iTmiii' i;i

libalh

v

da>. and

it

have

have

They
-ive

ter._

found

dropped
are
philanthropists and want to
away their money! [renewed laughare
These^men
1
have

hey

gamblers.

of railroad
got Gideon Mayo,
a

set

railroad medium,
[here taps were
; hv, on<
*l whom w a>
heard on tin1 table, made
probably by the
! being hu.
W e hope ih .t in future
speaker.] (I don’t say he is a gambler)
biaii' w iii so iu'iit r both lit' own ’..mse. to hunt
up the green creatures of Bangor
uid tie 'trangei- within his gates. that the
and persuade them that
they want to
'hall me occur attain.
benefit us.
These men don’t want our
\kw !Mh,
Bella'! Is to launch another bonds, they refuse to take them.
They
want u.« to subscribe to the stock.
w i'ai •• r
The Advertiser, hitherThey
n11*i'pri'*
t want
don
ot
the
bonds
ot
the
towns
any
eirl !\. w .! he enlarged and issued a*, a
on the route, tor then
they would have to
ti. 7th, with G org< W.
issue a first mortgage.
They will build
v’!' 'h< -. and Linen Boardman,
the road tor $20,000
per mile when it is
\\
learn that several prominent men
well known that these roads
throughout
h« i »p' 1 ’’\ contributions from
Mi' un
the West
average but $13,00o per mile.
«
-'lid inii'e w ifh the determinal am to make
Some day they will take our stock and
:n
;o-.H republican'. and we
issue first
mortgage bonds tor just as much
l»
i:
.»!
faVOl'ahle lllU* as tin y please and then sell them.
pleiil:
Then
:**
Vdv
im'i w
-me a
epuhhean pur *do0,000 is sunk. These men are bene!
1 Kt
!
v
[laughter.] Our taxes are now
11;.Ilrrred tWO faetors
so
heavy that the authorities don't dare to
!■'’.!•
iuuIiia and !slainand it
to the
people with them, but issue
:h a
w h
h ■••lhl. W
it lie- lea'! libonds and by their sale
pay our ordinary"
\
I with.
;•
Newspaper
yearly expenses. This was done l ist year.
w ho
he niai U
is
\\ ell
riiese gentlemen talk about
“develop
1 ike : tie Lilli It! H nd.hr-t'. to
d
1!
•«!
ment :
they want to develop us. We
•r" rr h tlli-ou Ilf I o\ el
: hill this
want no more such
development for we
uh mm\ more than tin ordinarv
have been developed just about to death!
i><

■

..

»

■
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u!

in.

-mve-'

-!

W ha':v

oiI'M' h

he

i
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St
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hr.
tn

Margaret
In iga.iiei

t.ainaged. ami iv now on 1
Brie
!). Hart,
l'leshoro, with
mi < a am ho Nev
H:i\en.exp' i« rnaol
"
',*u
‘>'-1 pari of .leek load,
sprang
nd put into 1 hi" port Sunday lor re-
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i.n
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run
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iwa\
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lue_ and ha\ i' bring hauled
The
anvini
hie l»a\
l' Ulieoimnonlv e'ood. threi
‘t int;
shipped in one do imm Lam-"'
'h 'i

■dm

«|uhe briskly.
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io»i>. Mathew- A B do ai
loading
lot Bo-ion ai 1 i.'den-•>. -. and
Hitv --m
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Mr-. I.vdia Hamlin, nit hi* lo\vn. <ii• I m
on the Pullman train while -i I'ortlaiul
Monday night. Sli** had he. n to Boston

erth

hr re

tin

tier

•I

operation
.from

ar.el here

by

tor

eaneer

train

on

perlomieil
Hei remain

\va

which ••-lie died.

Tuesday.

Bangor Discusses Railroads.

Bangor is ju t
piestion -t aid to

♦

now

considering

the shore line

gauge railroad. Irom that city

lo

the

narrow

Calais,

meetings are being held. One of
these on Saturday was tin occasion of
itniy discussion, an I
brought out.
iewa on each side of tin*
juestion. We
amt

1

Indore given the argument in favor
! the road, and perhap- it would be well

nave

*

print

At

tin

ton.
m

bv

opinion* oi h<vvho dissent.
meeting ol Saturday. (bn. l»oynthe

who led the van ol the

ed his mind alter this

style,

dissenters,
as

reported

the < ’ommere'ml

Alter what this city ii;uI undergone it
time in stop hurrahing lor railroads.
Hi thanked the gentIonian wlm preceded
him lie Iiavi ng spoken of the “mistake”
It was
m
locating 'lie l'isealaipiis m ul
pi'ettv serious mistake, lor it. eost this
in Si.,0,000. yearly, to pay the interest on
the hoods loaned that road.
Why eatmot.
Kllsworth and Manillas litty goods :is
heap in New York and Boston as we
can? Maeltias lias a heller port than ours.
It was a
It is open longer in the year.
simple tael that they had vessels coining
to them from New York and Boston after
lumber, which would lake freight for
ballast. Let the road he luii.t anil we call
■•my out molasses cheaper in Kllsworth
than here
The gentleman told ns of
empty stores and houses. Why is this?
K.very trailer here will tell yon that railThe
roads have deslioyed our business.
lien did not want to be understood as
opposed altogether to railroads, lor they
did help develop the country as a whole.
K
very body seems to want to do something
toi
Bangor to help her. [loud laughter.]
lust as soon as this railroad is built New
York and Boston runners will go down
there and dump a chest of tea at every
man’s door.
Reverting to the “empty
stores and houses” the speaker said that
there are not as many goods sold here in
proportion to our population as fifteen
wa-

■

years ago. We don’t want to buy anything of our eastern friends. Wo don’t
want deck plank, lumber, or
ship knees.
We’ve nothing that they want except nonsense! [laughter] and we have
plenty oj
that. These New Yorkers come down
i

.Loss of Api’KTITH, Heartburn, Palpitation
the Heart, Dizziness, Sleeplessness, Constipation, Wind, Mental and Physical Debility,
<md Melancholy, are caused by a disarrangement of the digestive organ.-. To
thoroughly

A Woman

to

be Avoided

by Clergymen.

The Chicago correspondent of (tie
Springtiehl Republican, writing on the ;{<t
iusl
-ays:
t he case ol Rev. I>r. Gilbert 11 Robert
son
o] Louisville, Ivy., whose sad tall
From irrace and consequent deposition
Irom the Presbyterian ministry the Republican recently made tint subject ol sonic
editorial comments, is one ol the most
singular cases that has ever come to light.
It will In- remembered that throughout the
whole investigation I>t Holier) on persisted in the declaration that the partner
ot his guilt in the scandalous sleeping car
ride from this city to Indianapolis, on their
way to Louisville, was a “Woman ol the
very highest respectability and social
position.'" lie further declared that his
visit to this city was made in response to
a request Irom this woman that he would
visit her to “administer sniritnal consolation.” and that, while with her he came
under some “baneful intliieiiee” which led
to his tall. These statements were ot such
a retnarkahle character that they obtained
Inti little credence, especially alter the ad
mission of the delinquent that In- had falsified the facts in the ease in a conversation
with :i certain reporter.
Very few per-

sons, therefore, except those personally
cognizant ol the facts, regarded his persistent assertions as to the character of the
woman in any other light, than that, ol a
desperate attempt to ease his tall by attaching the blame to the woman.—whose
name, by the way, it will be remembered
lie steadily refused to gi\e, or indeed any
further information than his oil-repeated
statement as to her respectability and
social position.
Vet it is a fact that Dr.
Robertson's statement was true in so far
a< that the “woman of the
very highest
respectability and social oosition" is no
myth. Ami it is doubtless also true, as lo
the words of her communication at least,
that lie was summoned to this city Ijy her
to “administer spiritual consolation,”-whatever that may be.
The people ol
Springlield, where Mr. Robertson formerly preached, appear to know all about the
The lady in question is beautimatter.
ful, accomplished and fascinating. She is
connected with the first families of the
Slate, and has otten graced the White
House under a former administration. Rut
she “hath a devil,” and the peculiarity of
this devil is that it goes out alter ministers
—pastors of tlie church to which she belongs. She has been in the habit of sending for them, in the absence of her husband, to “administer spiritual consolation;” and Mr. Robertson is the third
minister who has lelt the clnnch in Sprit)"'lield which she attends on her account.
One of them made the remark that, after
being sent for, he always spent an hour in
prayer that he might not yield to temptation—and probably Itr didn’t. Rut Mr.
Robertson, it would appear, was not made
ol equally stern stutf. and succumbed l o

the temptation.

SHIP

ot

M vsiiingtok. Dec. i:i.
The testimony
of Col. McConib before the investigation into Lhe alleged bribery of members ot Congress by Credit Mobilier stoek

Connecticut. dwell, Boston; Hero,
Salem; Nathan Cliltord, Ginn, Ellsworth.
16. Brig S D Hart, Burgess, Calais,

the cripple to walk, tin- lame to leap.
Hearts to thank, instead of eyes to weep,
Only. Centaur Liniment.

Excepting! Vnlaur Liniment:
Assuages the pang- ot a broken Invit'd,
Flow- die lacteal lluid—gives nights of re*,!.
But <'entaiir I.iiiimeni
when ehilMains sting or hot steam
What is il sootlms. tor svliat an w
» all.

When the car crushed old Tilden’ nun.
Twas saved from amputation bv this dial
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FURNITURE!
Best Stock in the

QUIET DOMESTIC

k«*H. Main

DOMESTIC

A
A

DOMESTIC

Have
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B
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o

hit

u
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PRODUCT MARKET.

M<>;, i»A v Dor. It., i.s
BL r I KK
VV< quol line hill buttei at T.'a.'Hc p» r
lb; line summer butter :M f.e. medium do Isreoe;
common
u-rn
l.’.ilac; choice W
:<»,•; baker
10a15c per lt».
CHEKSK-Wt1 quote line factory
it
H
;
medium Me; choice iluiry
ie; ^ood ilo ;ii lie corn
moii a. Haitin per lb.
EGOS -We (plote Eastern at ;k.adtic per do/.;
25a'29c tor line •! «gg», Western at .Y.’adle per do/.
BEANS \V; '|iiote choice mediums $2 ;'o, good
do at $2 5u; prime Western pea beans at ?•;{ 5<>a.: r.o;
and common do at $2
uo. yellow eye- ai $:t p’.t

I'owt'iv
}••
.M

the \ Kin
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sold
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at

LOU

'all and Examine.
H

PRICKS

Sc CO.

GOLD & COUPONS WANTED.
SUBSTITUTE

PERFECT

TOR

You
HKKKS

R

A

Of

can be used in any
room in tin limer

EARTH

JSt T X T O XX

X* O O ISL

H'it!. the leas! and most simple machinery ot any
HI I n.K Si-wing-Machine. It, therefore,VV EARS
!.KHum anv any other, and combines, with its
remuikable simplicity ami ease of running, great
-iiii-tn- ss •>! operation with a wonderful range of
\V<- .re also \geuts tor tlie improved Singer
vv- rk.
He sell on very libera! terms. Don't
Machine.
tail :>
til and xami.ie

tfv

I

Look! ?

A T

O U

K

or

<’<>.,

A

A*

Allowed

on

Estates

ok

Ma»ldocks, late ot Belfast; Nahcy Bicknell, late of
Belfast; Samuel Paul, late of Morrill; Thomas B.
Eun r> iate of Belfast; Elias E. Patterson, late of
Stockton; Heirs ot Thomas O. Whitcomb, late of
; Delphena Reynolds, a minor; minor heirs ol
Woodbury Webb, late of-.
Adminiyteatols

Hesioned

on

Estates

of—

James

White, late of Belfast; Edward Kinney, late
Franklort.

of

A DAI INIS

1

LA

OK

Dim

HAKOE1

ON

ESTATE

OK-

l.ydia Crehore, late of Lineolnville.
\N

a leant ok

ok

Reuben

Insolvency Ism ■

Tibbetts, lat<*

ol

mi on

Estates

Frankfort; S. I. Rob-

Its, iate id StocktOU,

|

A

Christmas

Present

:i Florence Sewing Machine for a ChristPresent. It is the licit present you can
make.
Examine them.
W. K. Morrison

Buy

!
;

RUSSIA Lf AEHFR

M A K Ii I la I

GOODS,

&c.

COME AND SEE

To

the

Ladies.

bargains in bmnan hair all i in port «mI.
Old switches dyed and made over. Combing*
straigtencd ami made up. Also dress cutting
Room No :o, American House, Beltaught.
<«ival

jast._
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
How unnecessary the Anguish many persons
undergo from rheumatism, gout, neuralgia,
toothache and earache. We say unnecessary
because the application of Mexican Mustam;
Liniment to the atfeeted part, or .a few drops
of ii in the ears or tooth, affords instantaneous,
and what is better, permanent relief. For cuts,
wounds, bruises, swellings, and all injuries or
diseases which require treatment externally,
this liniment is everywhere regarded as the
most potent and reliable healing agent in existence.
For all external injuries or ailments of
horses and cattle, it is infallible.

Vogetine is

prescribed in cases o&Hcrofula, and other diseases of the blood, by many ol
the best physicians, owing to its its great success in curing all diseases of this nature.
The following strong certificate as to the
urative of Miss Sawyer's Salve, we clip from
now

Patten Voice:
Reward of Merit. We are happy to lav
before our readers the following cure, effected
by the use of Miss Sawyer's Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been ufllieted for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer. He consulted the
most skillful physicians in vain, and was finally
induced to try Mias Satoyer’s Salve and now
after using the fourth box, he is entirely cured,
tf50
and enjoys perfect health.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
A substitute for Castor Oil. tt assimilates the
food, euros Wind Colic, and causes natural
sleep. It does not contain inorphiue, is pleasant to take, never gripes and never fails. The
best physic known.—2ini7
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Fancy (mods!
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BARRKI. HOOPS &

.Si"., H'ri.i
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that

reason

Burkett

asi-.

has lett for Boston and

lO< K

Confectionery,

HOOP

N ew

Y ork

such

goods

selecting

Fra it. Nuts,

DANIEL HARADEN.

Figs. Raisins,

S ANF O IF?, ID’S

as

Santa

&c., &c.

Line

U tilt 1

-u

ill

si

11,

V ERY

I'O 11

Wholesale and

at

Retail,

directs for both

LOW FOK CASH

Ft A.. FOLLETT.
Mo. 80 Main St., Belfast.

Boston & Lowell!
ARRANGEMENTS!
Tuesday, Dec.

Soap! Soap! OLD & YOUNG.

Steamer

1

KL A. T
<

H|»

IE -X DI i»
If, II. HOI

K.V.'illMo.N Itiiil’s. I.ALN'DUV iuAP. H«-,t in
market Kir wishing purposes
Mt.ll'l'MM! wiAl*.
Best in the
world lor scouring ami polishing ill metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as l v mugh.
h' l ’llhX MIN F.ltA K so A P. Superior for cleaning knives ami Forks.
WORKMAN S FAVoRl i
| he In-M Hard Soap
lor .Mechanics,
Kugitn is, Hoot and Shut
Maker-, Pa inter- and Printers, il removes
all impurities and render.- the skill clean, soft,
ami smooth. A nin- cure and prexentivi tor
chapped h intis. Whole ale ami rt tall at

2

%

Will niiiki but one trip p.-r week, leaving BOu.-.t lor
Boston every TUESDAY at 2 P. M
Returning Will leave Boston everv FRIDAY at
1P. M.
UFA). (1. WELLS Agent.
Belfast, Dee, 10, ls?2.

i

M. E. DODUK informs It is obi lrientls and
customers that he has leased and titled up the establishment next door below T. W. Pitcher’, store*
where he will he glad to see them.

a

lady friend.

I'.lritaiK

An

are

$4.00 to $70.00
Lad)’a instrument.
$0.0o to $50.00
( Fur thr /.Y//S'ami i.'irls.)
Ilruiin. < oim-riiiiui, Arronlraini or liu>
f iu.ih, < T.irioiM'tn. I'liite<i. I'lageoA

1

ndm.

Now

a

I'ifen.
ul all varieties,and ol the best manutogether with an unrivalled stock ol

All these,

facture,

II A A II
ar«

for sale

lyl75

(’<»i

.(

I HM’Vlt • *1 Kl'I'K,

moderate prices by
JOHN
HAYNES & HO.,
.,[opposite the Court House], Boston.

it

i: r S

N O T ICE.
l.U BER.SUNS iiulebted to the estate of the
^Y. late James K. Burgess are requested to make
immediate payment to
ELIZABETH A. BIJKHESS.
Administratrix.
!■>. 1S7-’. .tw.'l
Belfast,
4

Dec^

We will meet you again, dear tirade,
When this .life in-no more;
I know
you will watch and bid us welcome.*
When all our troubles are o’er.
In Kllsworth, Nov, 29th, Mrs. Mary Hurley, aged
.33 years..
At the National Military Asylum, Nov. ltit.li,
Dexter M. Harrington ol Camden, late ol Co. t}.,
73d N. V. Yols.,'aged 17.
Ill Hope, Dec. 9th, Mr. t.leorge Bowley, ageil &&
yrs. and <► months.
In So. Thomaston, Htli, Bernard Ingraham, aged
79 yrs. 10 months and 9 d »\s.
In Thomaston, Nov. JOtli, l’eter Williams, aged
SO yrs. 11 mos. and 70 days, the oldest resident of
the town,
Nov. doth, Susan F
wile «>f Henry
Lermoud, ageu 4.3 yrs., lu mouths and ‘-’o days.

»> i-.nti.km i.,\
I hav« oti my farm two pure blood
Bulls, one Aycrshire and one Jersey .J The first, us a
call in the Autumn of l»GU,at the New England Fair
Cortland, took the first premium, over all the Ayershire bull calves in the six New England States, and
is a magnificent specimen ot his breed. 1 paid fifty
dollars for him. then less than tour months old.
The second came from NYinthrou, the head quarters
of Jersey stock in this Stale. The service of either
of I lies.- Bulls can be had for one dollar in advance.
I have also, a Stallion ( olt lour years old last June,
raised by me train one of my mures --a line sample
of such horses, as we most need iu this county and
State, and v«*r) handsome and kind. 1 shall allow
him to serve only a few good breeding mares and
these on reasonable terms.
My sole object is to
improve my own stock, and to aid in improving the
stock ol tin* farmers of this county, anu to contri
bute my mite, to influence tin* people to raise useful
rather than fancy stock that has no intrinsic value.
A. G. JEWETT.
Belfast, Dec. IV, 187*.
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variety
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CHRISTMAS

GOODS!

|

How

in **ihm It

a

I’liHof

imortoieul

Wax Dolls!
Linen Dolls!
Rubber Dolls!
Dressed Dolls!

Pei vate^Su ppfirs
A T

Shoe! Notii-e !

Im*I l.s IIKAUS, 1IA IS, SHOPS and BOD1KS.
Also I' A NOV IH'XKn, CHINA 1KA SKI'S and
thousand and one articles at wholesale or r- tail.
Remt mlit the Doll Kniporium Is at B. F. WJ. 1.1 S'
Fancy Hood Store. 1. Alain Street..

PRESENTS

UN HAND.

a

$.0.00 to loo.00
wonderfully poweiful and

uilar.
ITices from

r/r,n

OYSTERS SERVER IN EVERY STYLE! China Dolls!

ToihmI Munir Hoi.
Costing from

The large boxes
harmonious.

;i, i

\

No. .-tt) AIm ill

RESTAURANT

Hie best ol everything usually Pu nished in Inline will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply ol ERL I I may always
1m- found on hand.
Belfast, Went. :i 1872. tPJ

T d the Farmers of Waldo County

the mother ol sixteen children.
Passed to spirit land, trom her home at t’astine,
tirade Eva, little daughter ol Horace I,., and
Margaret.). Macombor, aged '£ years, 0 months and

'HAWKS

JUST RECEIVED

I wet

( Obituary notir.es, beyond the hate, Same ami Aye
must be paid for.)
In this city, 7th, Margaret, witeol Andrew Hates,
aged iill. Sin- was a native ol Ireland, and had been
—

1872, and

for the Year

A.KTKu

yy\ El.LOW

CALVIN HKRVEY,
Belfast, Dec. I>» 117”.

A

Brooklin.
In .Sedgwick, Dec, 1st, Mr. Iviftridgc Hooper ol
Sedgwick aud Mrs. Comiort f. Carter ot Brooklin.
In Newton, Mass., Oct. 29th, Mr. Byron o'. Morse
and Miss Mary P. Jarvis, both ot Surry,
luKoeklaud, Dec. 5th, Mr. VVm. L. Skinnei and
Miss Fannie Mclutire, both ol Rockland.
In Union, Dec. 1st, Mr. Adclbert It. Creamer, and
Miss Henrietta Nash, both tit Waldoboro. Dec. 7th,
Mr. David U. Fisher and Miss Agnes M, Ntarrett,
both ol Warren.

SATURDAY,

The s.toek is t-utiiel) new, just purchased ill
Boat on, and embraces ill the new styles in every
department of my trade. It cannot fail to supply
the walits of those desl-iug t■ • make the purchases
of tlm season.

>

eity, Wednesday morning by Lev. Dr.
Pallrey, Mr. Frederic Barker ot Elmira, i\ N and
Miss Emma C., daughter ot.l. W. While, ot this
city.
In this city, Nov. 15th, by Itev. Wooster Parker,
Mr. (ieo. W. McKenney :t Belfast, formerly ot
Lewiston, and Miss Ida E. Patterson of Waldo.
Iji Ilubbardston, Mass., Not. 27th, Mr. CharleA .Spooner ot Oakham, and Miss Sarah D., oauglt
ter ot donas B. Wilder, formerly ol Belfasi.
in Ellsworth, De
7th, Mr. Almon Harden <d
Ellsworth ami Miss Adelia Emery of Eden.
In Broonlin, Nov, ‘..’7th, Mr. Benjamin L. Phillips
ot Somerset, Mass., and Miss Editli II. Parker ot

on

hues! Slocks of JewHry!

To

In this

Also

I l ACKKlt’S

WM, 0. POOR & SON.

....

Agent.

Establishment

our

<

Milch Cows Extra $.>‘»aOu; ordinary $ 25a.»o; Store
Cows $1Gatin per head, or much according to their
value for bed.
Sheep and Lambs Western Lambs 7a»c per lb;
Sheep from da7c jicr lb.
Swine Store Pigs
Wholesale, 7c; retail 7 l-2asc.
tat Hogs
lsOOdut market; prices, 5a5 1 ;• per lb.

mas

,t. <
llloAli’Sir
irge ! of ol

riiuiil|>soifs

ROSEWOOD DESKS

EL»N ESL) A r

-Samuel

Sleds

of

at

Boys!

BRACKET'S AND PICTURE

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

i.

«■».ii'nts

Hit' lot

I

oi

Sbukto

Belfast.

80 Main St

1

On and after

1 00

1 >ec. 11, Is..'.
W
At market tins week—217S Cattle o2hd Sheep ami
Swine
Western
Cattle
Northern
;
Lambs; 18500
Cattle and Milch « ows 525. Eastern Cuttle Is.
1’rices o' Heel (tattle per hundred lbs. Lve u eight.
25a 7 75;
Extra quality, a^UOa:?* 50; First quality,
Second quality, $d 25a $7 Ot); third quality ,$l .a.'*..'*.
Hide-—Hides o l*2r; Tallow bad l-.’c pei lb;
Country Tallow *u5 l-2e; Country fl id. o.- per i!*,
b; Sheep Skin.- £1
Cali Skins ltia20c per
Lamb Skins $1 75.
A
There were but tew Maim Cattle in market.
Ni\t week
lew Cattle wore sold at '■> 1 "o per lb.
there will be .some nice Christmas Beeves brought
into the market.
It
Working Oxen We quote sab -<1 1 p; i■ ti*
$170; 1 pr, t» It »i in, $15t»: 1 pr, ii It s In, $175 ; 1 pr,
7 It, $190; 1 pr, ii It 10 in. $1S2.
Stor» Cattle Nearly all the small cattle brought
into market are bought up to slaughter; light de-

SANTA CLAUS lias

FOL LETT’S,

Sleds for

DOD Gf UTS

Estates

LOW

feVWL-

>!<’

.,

.SamuelMaddocks, late ol Belfast, S. i. Boberl.', lat ol Stockton; Edwin W. Clifford, late of

VKR1

at

Sleds for Girls!

!V’tW InOOlls!

|‘i iTATOr.S—.Jackson White-ami Daily Itose at
per bush. Onions are tirin at s 1 <ei per hbl.
1*01 l.l'in
We quote .Northern I';.rive- and
Chickens at 20ig!c; Eastern IGalSe; \V « stern V. a tie ;
Goose 12a17c; Ducks lda20c.
A I’ll. t'.S
The market remains -lead
with ii«
at $2 50 per hbl lor N K
Baldwin- and .*da2 27
for Western.
MAY—Wo quote choice Hay it $27a2s per ton;
commou May at $20a24,
';iTl per ton.
Straw
$

A.

ones

iy u>t«i
residences.

A beautiful farm situated in 1U-1Jefeio
miles from the Po-t otli
containing about 7u acres ot highly cultivated lands,
divided into fields, wojd and pasturage.
A
lim
dwelling house, bans and out buildings, two wells
id never failing watei, and everything that goes to
make a tir.-t class farm.
A lso my dwelling house on
corner ot High street and Corbett’s Cane, with 1
aeie- of line land and an excellent orchard.
For
turther particulars call on the subscriber at th. last
named place.
JOHN WKS l.
lh lfast, Dee. 1" 187d. tl
■

VARIETY WINTER
<

BURKETTS.

ast.

made liis Headquarters

e

FINE

splendid

BOSTON, MAS.-

Independent

'Look?

bit)

i:,iU
it

Mo

Farm for Sale.

POTK <& QU1MBY.
Belfast, Dec. la.

Huh Sis.. Kr.i

u-iv<

(H.OSET

W OOANK 8T.

I HK

F.

Without Otfense d
any time.
One barrel ot
Coal ashes in dried
lasts
ei»i Ih
one
j.erson about live
months.

I\v!«
R rin public in.-titiuiuns aud in private
Invaluable in tin- sick-room.
Prices, $‘J to $•'(.'». Scud lor circular.

MAMiS

l

v

Skates! Skates!

THE

CLOSET.

r^S'r.Af

!«

BKS r, sold 1

h. BUKKKSS i- still .it
11■ old
~t:tt»ti, ami 'V i 11
burn
1! winter,
.ill «.in be aecoininodatcd with
NI.W
\\ III I K Ll.MK.
Dealers iu lime can be
furnished on snort Notiee with ns good lune ns tilth?
i in the State.
1\ <>. Address No. Appleton.
Dec. ", is;-.*. -:w".t

jfi

H. JOHNSON

ft

DOMESTIC.”

AT

New Lime S
New Lime!

TRIMMINGS

^
¥

<

Main &

<hu:.

til.,

costh as that ot human muscle,
l!,i power ivquirtd !<■ run a
may in' savt-d by using tin*

WEBBS,

4 !% II

f

i-in

llie

at

Dealei In

!

“LIGHT RUNNING”

I1-, I.',-'.

Round Hog,
t<*
Clear S’t Pork.
to
i\ to
Mutton p,r it.
Lamb per lb.,
11 to
I
I'urkey per lb., 1 to :U
Chicken pc> lb., lb Io 1;
Duck per lb.,
t- to
jo
<J. < i-e per lb.,
Into <*n
v
to l..
Hay per ton
Lime,
$!.!.» luo.oO
Washed \\ ool, ;.<» to 00
t nwa^ln d
.'5:'' to
<-<j
Pulled
bo to
ho
8 1-Jto
Hides,
Call skinx,
r; to oo
to l.bO
Sheep ''kin-.,
Wood, hard, St'..on to r.on
vV OOd, soft,
5 .4UO tO 0.00
to
on
l>ry Pollock
Straw.
SMo oo

City I*

in

17 Ivlain. Street.

LINE

FIFTY FER ('ENT. SA I ED!

i.
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«iliiclt

DRESS GOODS
Fiimiture, Crockery Ware & Room Payers.

Please

EA.5IL

selling

E
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ami

B. E.
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M*“il

uv
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so
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Shirts,

WATER

1*3

a

J. C. THOMPSON

A

i
!

jur*t received

Kor salting hoi t ami pork, which they
at the loAv***»t market price
'Uan.l.

slip-

Patterns,

PULL

may

NECESSITY !

BKi.rA.si.

FEATHERS I!

mas-

LUXURY!

Hum Si

n.

WM. B.SWAN&CC).

m

3

®
r-f

Socks, Air

DOMESTIC BLESSING!

A

at

J. C. THOMPSON'S

Knit Jackets, Gaiters

fants"

Masks and I ickets Dr sale at Woodcock's News
»•
pot, where plan ol Hall may be seen
'. w M
Per Order

A

city,

a

1?
2.

w
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Turk's Island Salt

hoc.
1

j

W. Ii. Swan ob Oo.
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their several tastes
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Hall, Now Wars' live.
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BOSTON

Fay he, late of Bel

Widows

-4-

Q.

fast.
Allowsct

fB
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pi ornpt.
The sheet and l’il!o\v-( a e i> most, especially
recommended for its ease to the dancer and comparative cheapness ol construction.
l’lain or fancy Ball Dresses may be worn under
the masquerading habit.
Music Bfl,f AS 1 I I 1.1. Bl* ASS AND STB lN(i
BAND.
Dam in..
Admission Taull
Iu kki-., $i.5u.
Si la11 \ •>!.
to floor, :.c > i*» * AToKs, to gallery,

DYE.

ok—

Emery,

Estates

v
I

ll'cekty for the

to to
s to

Baldwin, A. ’I
Veal,
Dry Cod,

Dennis, | late ol Liberty; Willard Mathews,

i’

I

jU«',

late ol ih Hast.
W

f

*

Cora

ill*-.
claims

J'uimou.ri

GH AS. BAI'GH Fl.OK

Corrected

ESTATES

i.evi

ot

cure

nd

Watson, late of Unity ; Mary A. Abbott,
minor lieir ol Sumner Abbott, late of liuox ; minor
heirs of Mary K, Karnes, late ol Lineolnville; minor
heiis >( chn tu| In >• Reynolds, late of Burnham.
Iwkmouv Filed

will

querading

«

White Administrator de bonis

Sl.l.l.

x
3
3

I he Belfast Cornel Band lakes pleasure in announcing tin* above noveli> ami respectfully invite
tin* dancing community to attend.
Dancers will be cxpi eted to appear fully masked

■<

A. F.

or

I lay lord
in sHKK I'

I bn splendd Hair Dye is the brsf in tin
Ul.
i’heonlv True; ami Perfect, Aye. Harmh- s, f Mid.
and Instantaneous; no disappoint mmt
no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. R -undies tb ill !
tacts of bad dyes and washes. Produces Im.uki.i
ATKI.V .-I superb BLACK Mi N A 1. i:\i.Btnn s, mil
i.i a\
-.>i
leaves tlie hair
am.
hi-.ai
iii r..
The genuine iem-d W. \. B.«t lelor.
dd by all

Imi.

Bussell II.

S= g

per

J3
BATCHELOR’S

--

Belfast

J

-at-

9 U4'»«i.«%, *»..*«

Sometimes medicines that will stop a rough will
often occasion the death of the patient. it b.cks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood. h< mor
rhage follows, and, in 1 act, clogging the action of
the very organs that caused the eon li.
Fiver complaint and dyspepsia arc the cans,-. ot
two-thirds ot theca-, of c >asumption.
Many art?
now coinplaiuiug wuii dull pain in the side, he
bowels sometimes co-tive aid ometinies too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, lb. ling
sometimes very restless, anil at other linn- drowsy
the food ‘hat is taken lies heavily on the -tomaeh
accompanied with acidity and belching ol wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ot the stomach ora. torpid liver. Person
so affected, it they take one or two heavy colds and
if the cough in tin -e eases be -uiddenly Hopped, tinlungs, liver and 'torn.:ch clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and befon tin patient is invar.- ol In*- situ
ation,tlie lungs ate a mass ol sores, md ulcerated
and death is the inevitable restili.
Schcnck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant u Inch
does not contain ny opium, me anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
.Sehenek’s Seaweed tonic di"olv s t lie tood, mixes
with tin gastric juice of tin stomach, dig* is easily,
nourishes the system and creates a hualthy cireula
tloii ol the blood. When tile bowels an costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is >1 a bilious habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are re.aired.
These medicine' are prenared by L)r. .1
II.
SCHFNGK Si SUN, Northeast corner ol Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for
in
GKO. C. GOODWIN & GO., >. II aion-i
11
l'
thill.
Boston, and .It HI N !• HFVRY,
,d .New York, vyiiolesale Agents,
For sah by Druggists generally.
Ivdsp

I’, burgess, late of Belfast. Elizabeth A. Bur
Administratrix, Daniel D. Carlton, late of
Bell i; i, S irah A. Carlton Administratrix; William
W. VL si, lute of Belfast, Daniel llaraden Adruiuis*
rator; Samuel 1 ngraham. late of SearsruontJdiaries
A. Mi-.tmt Administrator; James
White, iate of
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Clouds, Hoods, Breakfast

SOHHNOK'S IMJLMON1C s \ Kl F.
SCmCNCK’S SKAWFFH IONIC,
SCIIKNt k’S MANDKAKF. IMM.S,

Itegister.
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Ladies’

CONSUMPTnSNICAN Bt mm.

Lard
Bit-t

Field
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BUY

WORSTED GOODS

IwTCsj.*

EffSf*.

B. I*.

2
o
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hamlet,
every village, parish
America. We warrant il to ni*•.
dm17
L B. HOSE A CO., fO Broadway, N. ^

|\|

Court,

Judge

A

GREEN1NU3,

1 will pay the highest, market
price lor ail kinds ot
FARM PRO DECK. Potatoes, Pressed Hay, Apples.
Beaus &r. ,fcc. delivered it Lane's Wharf, In
this city.
F. A. C vLDKRWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. Ib7*.~ tily

oJc“-2.“®o

and

m

I1AS Cl RF.D
ln.AFNl.SH
g IV M "T Jt
S &A
5
DOFS Cl' RI
.n 11
WlLUCURi;
CATARRH.
For Cure $1, ivor lest Sample ior
cents,) by mail.
Hr. F. F, 1IN ATI gif’. Grand St. .New A
k

witnesses have been summoned, some of
them at the request of MeComb.
The investigation is almost the sole
topic ol conversation here, and creates
more
excitement than any event which
lias occurred for years.
It is reported that the Hon. Henry I.
Dawes will shortly come before the committee and make statements similar to
those ol Mr. Blaine.
Oliver Ames ol Baton. Mass., arrived
le-re last night
and is in consultation
with (lakes Ames and John B. Alley relative io the investigation.
A strong pressure is
brought to bear in iavor ol making
tie- investigation public, and it is quite
likely a resolution will be ottered ill the
House to that effect next week.
The com
mitten ba\ e intimated their desire to mem
bci ot the Senate who were offered stock
in the Credit Mobilier and whose names
are
likely to l.e used in connection with
I he affair are hading considerable
anxiety
concerning the matter, and if the exposures prove as
as
il
is
presumed
damaging
they will he,an investigation by the Senate
also is not improbable.

kloiou

33
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Shawls. Scarfs,

Speaker Blaine was present during the
investigation this morning. Several more

'Ii

^
■ 1
ouiii i.i tin- didn 't of Waldoboro during
.'ear In .*
ship Carroudelet, built at Newcastle,
''’s tons ; Lark Nina Sheldon, Waldoboro, 7>: ; brig

IOOQ Bushels Good BALDWINS,
COOK IN (i and CIDER APPLES.
will PAY THE MARKET PRIME.

I’. A. FOLLETT,
No. 80 Main St., Belfast.

earetulh selected stock ot

a

2
°

the
incut.

[

FANCY GOODS

SPECIAL NOTICES.

then begun, and was not finished, hut will
be continued on Monday.
It is understood that he denied many of McComli’s
statements.
While admitting that he
made the offer of stock in the Credit Mobilier to many members of Congress, he
denied that any of the stock was ever
given away to anybody.

The

Have

■

*!

W ANTED!

H.H. JOHNSON & CO Produce Wanted!

Sparks, Newcastle,-LV- schrs R E Yates, do,
Hoii-.m \ Ready, do, •>, Amos Walker, Thom
Now a the poor hor>c, lame and m
a- ou,
!.i/zio \YiIson, do, dlo : Ella Pressy, do,
With rippled kim< iimp io oui door.
I'd.
Mattie 'turner, do, d96: Marx \ Power, do.
11 G MeKarlarui, ao, 540
And beg lor » cut am I mi"*- ol
Clara G Loud,
v
doborn jSO; George D Loud, do, 175, N A Farj
| well, do, Zo Helen Thompson do, 99; Pride of the
And the docile sheen «*u
thousand hills.
j Pom, Bristol, .‘hi; Geo W Hour, do, 67; Onward, do,
Die by the million the view worm L.11
Addie Randall, do, 9 ?: Maggie Morton, do, do :
\ -v M Gaiuage, do, lit; Belle Brown, Rockland,
(All saved bv < 'entaur l.inmmiill
j
1
( harlotte Jameson, do, n .’
K ( Rankin, do. |
We hear ii honied from West to E t
I m* .ehooner If Whitney, lrom Feruandina, rej
By peaking man and neighing bea.-i,
ports on the 1 :*.th iu.-r., oil Cape A mu, fifty miles dia ;
taut, >;iw h sciioouer dismasted and abandoned, I
“Pa-s on the < 'entaur l.iuinmnt !**
; sup: o'eil her to be the Clara Norton of Bucksport,
This remarkable ti ti. L i- lor sale o> all Me. The imin was partly gone.

that man!
11 i testimony from beginto end is lalse.-’
Oakes Ames will
be examined to-morrow.
il
is
i■<■(>.ami not denied, that
Speaker Blaine yesterday told the couiiiiitt<*1* that lie had been offered some of
ins stock I»\ Oakes Ames, as a matter of
purchase, Inn that the offer was declined.
W AsniNdio.s, l)ce 14. The Credit Mohilier Investigating Committee met this
morning al the Capitol. Hon. John B.
Alley gave his testimony, and denied that
he had ever had any share in Bribing
Cotigr. ssmen, or was guilty in any way
ol corruption as an officer ol tlie Credit

Asa

HOLIDAYS!

Vi-s,., Missis.:, The schooner ArLoreer Capt
Coirk -ailtd iron, Ellsworth for Portland with a
ij
hool:-, November g>th‘.
About the time
11" stojm cd the doth ult., see was seen by vessels
Monhcg.an that have sim-e arrived in other ports.
\.
I 'mgab of that date and no word from the
iuse of anxiety respecting her

<

ning

Probate

j

m.

'entaur Inuimenl

THE

l^OlMLY.

Hichbornand others.]

<•

"I

Mohilicr
I he examination of Oakes Ames

this.

<■

.iniment.

And when Barnum*s lion Limit* Ben.
Broke hi- leg in that ttismul «lcu.
He roared foi » Vnlaur i .m

FOR THE

tract to build two more.
The steamer Cambridge on her way from Boston
to Now York Wednesday night, ran into the schoouAdeline Elwood which was passing through Hell
<i; te in tow of a tug.
The schooner had her main
shrouds carried away, and lost her anchor and
chain, the tug was cut down on tin port side to the
water's edge.
The captain of tin tug, one of the
d. ok hands and tin* eook were hurt severely.
Bark Sharpsburg, of Stockton, Me, Cap? Rogers,
from Cronstadt lor Boston, is n ported by cable a
total loss :ii the North Sea. Crew saved. 11 er cargo
waThe
eoiisdgued to Robert B Store! .1 Co.
Sharpsburg was ,i good vessel at tfor. tons register,
built at Stockton Me, in 1862. and was owned by N

What renders reptile* to,dh and-ling oil bees.
Harmless as the bite of liras.

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number of
good vest makers will be
wanted after the first of January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of .1 unuary.
We have a line assortment ol' Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
Belfast, Dec. Ill—1!24
POTE &
are now

!

slight damages.
Walker, Dunn &. Co, of Thomaston, have launched
another oi their three-masted schooners of 095tons,
called the Hattie G. McFarland.
They have tlie
keel laid for another of 600 tons and are under con-

Causes

The

Fresh G-oocLs

Foss,

Sch Sarah Buck, of and lor Ballast from Salem,
w is ran into and
<unk olf Monhegau, Wednesday
< \ from Nova Scotia, with
night, b> sell Mai
bound Wi st. Crew saved and taken to
grimlstom
Portland on Thursday morning by the Mary C.
Tin- latter vessel was obliged to put in to repair

1 hat knocks Rheumatism out of gear.
Bids gout good-by without a tear,
Why! Centaur Liniment;

1

$500,000 Worth if CIOlMlt ueStrOYEU

Bird, Bird. Baltimore Corn for

SAILED.
D> e K. Ship MeNear, (New) New Orleans,
Is.
Schs Annie L McKeen, McKeen, .Jacksonville; Lottie C, McLeod. Jamaica; S I) Hart, BurII G Bird, Bird. Rockland.
gess, I’rovidcri

And

(xRKAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

BELFAST.

H.

What is it cures out main pains.
And limbers up severest strains.
But Centaur Liniment *r—

entail

Sells 1! G
& Gorham.

j.

Pitcher

ant,

But

NEW AND

AUK I V ED.
I>eo

voluminous, interesting and importand notwithstanding the pretended What hear we now from West to East.
secrecy of the committee, the salient Confounding man, befriending beast.
But Centaur Liniment ?
points of the same have been trust worthily
was

NEWS.

l»OMT OF

master these symptoms, Whitf/s Specialty
for Dyspepsia is the only prompt, efficient,
and safe retnedv.
H.
VVhitk, proprietor,
](>7 Washington Street, Boston. Prie $ 1 per
bottle.

to-day

■
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INVESTIGA-

ascertained. The witness gave a full history ot the transaction and explicitly declared that lie had been in
nj> wise responsible for ttie*, publications made during the summer. He produced Ames’
original letter to him as published, wherein the latter represents that he had to
pay
members of Congress from certain States,
and swore that the iisLon the back ol said
letter ot Messrs. Blaine, Dawes, Boutwell, Garfield, Wilson, etc., was written
to himsell on Ames’ positive assertion
that they were the parties to whom Allies
claimed he had paid Credit Mobilier stock.
The witness submitted other corroborating original letters, and testified that
Antes said that the stock was thus
disposen ot. and
that he could not, therefore,
with
Met.'omb’s
demand
for the
comply
stock which the latter had claimed for
himsell
l’lie witness, turning to Messrs,
dolm B VIley and Ames, who were present in the committee room, said : “Gentlemen. 1 defy yon to denv the truth of
laughter.]
this.' Col. MeComb then said that he did
not know ol his own
knowledge that this
stock had been paid to the members of
Congress.
<
’ongress named, lie only produced wdiat
In the Senate Tuesday Dee. mill, severa
Mi
Ames bad written and told him to
were
petitions
presented relative j,» French that effect. The witness was then asked
M«>iiation>. A large number «d bills were preil he knew ol any other member of Con-ent- d and referred.
The bill providing for the
removal of
gress. not on that list, who had received
sunken wa-ek off Sands Hook
was passed.
Yu executive session was held.
He replied
any Credit Mobilier stock.
In i!i" I louse a long list of hilN were p ivscntcd.
that lie did.
He knew of one member
The bill reported la.-l session from the Military'
w ho bad received
fifty shares of the same,
Committee, In enable honorable discharge*.!
for which lie had not paid a cent.
The
soldier*- amt sailor* to acquire homesteads Upon
chairman >>l the committee asked for the
the public lands, with authority to assign eerlifiate*. and to locate tlieii quarter section of the
name, and <’ol. MeComb replied that it
iamb through agents or attorneys, was di*was the Hon. Mr.
who was a mem*is
al'»j was the Indian Appropriation
eiisseii,
ber (»1 the loth Congress. The witness
bill.
further answered that Ames had told him
In tie Senate, Wednesday. Dee. Ilih, a bill
a
that be lead paid some thirty odd shares to
passed placing .adored soldiers on t he >air.«
as
white
as
to
bounty
lands.
looting
Mr, Sum*
a person
claiming il for alleged newspan.
supplementary civil rights lull w in ov. r. per influence ns a
Washington corresT:ie House hill for the reduetion of officers and
In concluding his testimony
pondent.
expenses in the Internal Revenue Department
as
reported. The House hill removing the ('ol Met tomb appealed to the committee
disabilities of L. (y ('. Lamer was passed. The
in send lor all the books and
papers ot the.
Ibuise rcsolution for a holiday recess was
('redit Mobilier,for although a
adopt
large stock>1. In the House a resolution was adopted inbolder lie had never been to see these
tiueting the .1 udieiaiy Committee to inquire
I
i
e
books.
w
itness
into the power of Congress to regulate charges
again declared that
ordiserimination by common carriers on freights ibis publicity was not of his own seeking,
and passengers passing from one state lo anftut lie bad been assailed and testilied in
other.
'The Speaker tilled the committee va
bis own behalf,
lion, dolm B. Alley, a
ai: ie-.. The soldiers’ bounty bill was discussed.
< red it Mobilier
director, who had heard
T
Indian appropriation lull was passed, alter
Mi-Comb's evidence, was very wrathy.
a long discussion.
Iii tin* .senate I hursdav the bill lor the rAll.a
tming out be said, “ft. the infamy

hielion of officers mil expenses
.utcrnal
« o.
n -.1 a\.
d ai ter A
revenue vva< discussed at length, alter whieh if
!ia\ «• laid
e
The
bill
lorthe
relief
of
pus*e«l.
•■el .i
three nia't d srhottnei. fo
parties
*-11 ii-■ •
bv tie- Bo-ton lire w a discussed withi•
comman leit h\ < apt. dames
out action.
An executive session was I I.I,
In
Ltd hilt'.
the llon-r. a bill authorizing the Sccn-tan ol
hi Treasury to issue coupon bonds, provided
'io* k n >x.
that the expense ofsueh exchange shall be paid
t- v.mnp pi. .1 •,! this place intend noim?
! > the owner thereot, was passed alter debate.
ii
vv -1
mi tin
spriin*’, t*> ialvi up and The dders bounty land bill was defeated, but
a
-nbstitnte was passed, giving soldiers md
o\, n in ini
Mi
land,
liusidi a d and
iil"i
a quarter section each, under certain n
"i
e
c\
land at
iven to
m
union strietions in regard to agents. The
pension upide-i w Hu -ervcd in tin- I ale \\ at
propiiation bill wa- passed.
In
the
the
House
Senate, Friday,
bill foi
>
onnt? m an recently
hot, If* part ride*
mi a
building -ix war sloops was reported Yom the
day-, and In was not much on ,-hool- < ommitlee with an amendment increasing the
number to i. n. The bill for relict of Boston
a
it her.
sulYerer.* was referred to the Judiciary ComA
end- r «*f -<>ap m this vicinity
a siron;.:
mittee after discussion.
After an executive
-a
ad\elitist, and believe- the world will session the Senate adjourned till Mondav. In
In- I Ion-, a bill to rc-imburse William and
u
ail end in 1ST:;.
lie also enjoy- a
Mary College for property destroyed in the res
io.i I- ijUlh
wit.
A lady
aw him mmbellion was defeated. The House took up tin
■'
ti I- In r nou-e and sin* said to her friend
Senate amendments to the House bill, abolisha
'dale joke on this adventist.*’
ing offices of Assessors and Assistant Assessors
an !
II you an soap to-day. madamV" >>. of Infernal Revenue. All the mere verbal
amendments were concurred in without queso>
I. we are ail :;o]Up Up mi .-ooll We slnil!
tion, the only important one remaining, being
’•!
‘‘Madam.did you nevei read that authorizing the appointment of t wenty-dvc
pare -my."
Treasury Agents, which was reject.-d, and a
n tin- Bible that no mu lean tiling shall entei
( onferenee Committee
appointed.
the kingdom •! Heaven!- and therefore you had
The St nate was not in session Saturday, and
Petti
some,
clean
be
and
for
buy
in the House the dav was devoted to general
up.
prepared
■*.
near at hand."
It i> unneeo-sary to debate.
In the 'S-nate, Monday, resolutions were
v
a* ti tin- joke was on tin- other sidt
adopted to consider the question of cheaper
A teleyram informs Usihal the se.hooner
transportation Irom the west to the Atlantic
H
M. ai -.ol Sp»ekton, I.nil H umor via l*orlcoast, a !*o to inquire into the authority of < \>nt.’i
Io;
NeW York, still.•; .a Tliekt I llllt k giv-> t<. regulate fares and freights on railroad
between the states and to authorize the con'li
»ji o N an tin- kt I, and will be a total loss :
struction and operation ol railroads passing inre\\ '■nit'd
vessel insured.
to or through two or more states. The House
bills i >r the exchange ot registered for coupon
W IN I K 111*01'. 1
bonds, and to revise the coinage laws, were
'tv
Aiihm While, about sixteen years! presented. The French spoliation bill -va- disThe Senate receded
n.
c!
*.
\ While. received -ui in- I cussed without action.
from h
amendment to tin- inter ia! revenue hill
the head Thursday mornimr of ki-t
providing for twenty-live icvimu* agent*, in
da l from it- 'diet t on Friday evetin House, Mr. Hale presented a resolution that
no m< a*nres be taken toward* removing from
I fu it.uim man -tailed from his lather's
up
tin- arm\ register or regimental llags the names
a' n
i* ailin*:
a
horse In the halter, and driv- of
tin battles of the Union in the late war,
to wafer.
ovv
pp
Soon after the horse n
winch was adopted—llo to od. A I ill was
irn< h w ueaii
Arthur. The lather went iin- pas-e.| P»r the transportation of seed*, etc.,
through the mail* at the rate of t wo cent tor
tihieo iii pt -u.i ,:| tin boy. and found him
Bill to remove the disabilievery !o- roiim-e*.
!
ai-ed -.n hi- eibov his hcati re-tine ties of .1. L. Meit re of
H'j. n
Maryland was passed.
*
A resolution was adopted requesting the Presi1
Inin -. and tjiiile hlootly.
Il>
vv s led
dent to communicate information relative to tiea 'lie
-Min' fpiarter of a milt, where he recondition of a Hairs in Louisiana, and w hat acmained !lll h1' tleitlli. unable io /?ive any infor tion. i’ any, he has taken with
regard thereto.
mation rej?ai,dui;r In- iniuiv.
Hi- head and
A resolution was adopted instructing the ,fmlito
eian
Committee
what
enquire
f... e pit -entett the appearance of a fall, perhaps
legislation
was
to guard against the dangers
troin the horse, but i;<<l that of a Kick.
He \va- whichnecessary
threaten the liberties ot the people ot
■allied from th Mel hod i-1
hill, h Mnllda.V at- I Louisiana, Alabama and Arkansas, and to
guarantee a Republican lorm of government,
ternoon.
and to avoid the danger of civil war in tin*
Pin re have a-en blit l»ui tm-c- .it -mail pt*x
-everal States of the Union.
Ij
tin- season.
In the Senate, Tuesday, a committee was apThey are all a bold tlieirdailv
;-nu s-. tii-i our town i
pointed to consider the question of providing
11
from it.
heap, r transportation from the west to the At
Bu-ines- i- eood. flay ;■ dutoes, eats wood,
-antic -caboard. Mr. Ldmunds gave notice thu I
A
ar<- now -t llina: readily and at fail p:
-e-.
to-morrow be should move to take up Mr. Sumner's b ink-dug resolution. The French spoliaH
from ten n* seventeen dollars, potato**In the House, Mr.
tion lull was discussed.
*
.in
eiity-iive to ninety cents, oats liflv. Brook-, ol New York, rose to an explanation
•■•oo*l from live to six dollar-, beam from three
concerning the testimony «.f .Met Y>nib hat he
1 hr»'i■ and a halt ■gn- thirty-two.
(Brooks) had received Credit Mohilier stock a
the price of influencing the Democrati side
I HKI.IM »M.
the House.
Mr. Brook* utterly denied the
A Mr. Wliitaker. m\'D vimi
of uge, \v:«
t uteinenl. and demanded the most searching
Ivi ! low n uni luuiifd !*\ some Imvs on :i
investigation. He said Me.Comb was a man ot
no character, a reckless adventurer, a robber
hand sh 1, while roasting on a Will in t In- village,
and a bandit, as bad been proven, and was now
Il< i-now reroyrriiw, but
d«mda> itt* noon
on the records ol the military department.
L;i* nol It'll his room.
-.

MOBILIER
TION.

Members of Congress Anxious.

a

green customer
and
down here!
[laughter.]

CREDIT

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at
the County of Waldo, on
December, A 1). 1872.

Belfast, within and lor
he second Tuesday of

WADSWORTH .Jr,, obligee of .lames
J« W'hite, late ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that the
administrator on said deceased’s estate may be authorized to convey to said petitioner eertain leal
estate situate in Littleton, Aroostook County,agreeably to the contrac1. of said deceased.
trdered, That the said Wads worth give notice to all
persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Repub
Mean Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav up
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday <d
January next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should no., be granted.
ASA THIJRLUUOII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest B. P. Field, Register,
2-4

II..

At a Probate Court held.it Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1872.

LAM.SON, Administrator on the Estate of
• Simeon Boulter, late ol Knox, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his lirst and

JD.

final account ot Administration on said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively hi the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within aud for said County, on the second Tuesday
of January next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not he allowed.
ASA Til IJRLOU'ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. V Kiki.d, Register.
E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upou herself the trust, of Administratrix
of the estate ot Daniel D. Carlton, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, ami those who have
any demands thereon, to .exhibit the same tor settlement to her,
SARAH A. CARLTON.

rpil

GOOD

*

BARGAINS
-n

Boots,
Shoes,
Rubbers
and Trunks
Oh

KVKKY INSCRIPTION AT

M A D D O C Ii <s
No. 28 Church Streot,
(uuilcr Progressive Age office.'

CAM. AND

Hayford Block, Church S{.

SKK

KPHB4MI l iniMKHN.
ItrltH.I, Oec. 4, Is7i*.—(tc

CO-PARTNERSHIP
IMPORTANT

TO

SHIP

NOTICE
OWNERS.

I lie undersigued have this day termed a
co-partner
ship under the name of I». NV. Dyer A Son, Calkers
and \i pairers ol vessels of all kinds. Also dealers
in Ship limber, Masts, Pine Hoards, Tar, Pitch,
Itosin, Ac. We can be found at the old *taud, the
Railway, where we are always ready to attend to
business.
DAVID W. DYER.
EDWARD A. DYER.
All
H.
persons who are Indebted to D. W.
Dyer, are n quested to make immediate payment to
him, ami those who have any demands against him
can exhibit the same for settlement.
187i*.—
Belfast, Dec
.,

BEI.FAST.

■-

M

Goin’

Home

To-Day.

road puddle. "001110 here,” said a gentleman who met the reporter on his way
to the third floor.
all i" through—
"Isn’t this terrible?”
:\r watched tin lawyers, right ami left, ami
And the sight that met the reporter’s eyes
give n: v verdict true ;
was really heartrending.
On the wet
l
U
long into my chair. I thought l would
carpet in the hallway, just oft' the main
grow in;
T’*
not know myself, thevMl get me I parlor floor, lay a poor servant girl half
« r«
dad. writhing in torture and presenting
ag’in.
li
Mow tin- Court's
adjourned for good, and I the most hideous appearance. She was
iiave got my pay :
covered with burns and bruises from head
,*m
.-t last, amj, thank the Lord, I'm
to foot, and looked as
gom* home to-day.
though she had
been smeared with blood. It appears she
i'w '•midiow felt
uneasy, like, since the first had been found by the firemen in the attic
da\ ; i'oiiic down :
and was carried down and left where the
L:* an iwkward
gam*'to play the gentleman
■n town:
Some
reporter beheld her in her agony
\nt'lis **ri- Sunday suit of mine on Sunday
kind person, in the absence of"a doctor
right ly -.*t
(none could be found at the time), had
I’m win r. I wear the stuff a week, it somehow
attempted to assuage her sufferings by
gulls and frets;
I*'t ratio i- wear my homespun rig of
pouring sweet oil over her body. It was
My

rM!-isi.

—

ed t

I'li hav'• it
day.

tin jury'.- Tine—the quibblin'

on

and gray—
on in hall

pepper-

jiff, when

a

1

truly

get home to-

A

"Are you
lips of

The

And indeed it was horrible. Fancy the
picture! The body writhing on the earpet ; the busy crowd about, each one intent
only on his own safety, and no one near
but a few young men. attracted by curiosity to the horrible scene, and a little boy,
who. pale and affrighted, held a candle

nionun* that 1 came awav we had a little
bout;
.dy too), my hat and letr before the show
out.
iiai I vud

'•'a-

was

take offense;

to

suffering?”

“sn GOD. hut this is horrible!”

c

1

SIGHT.

she was asked.
the poor creature opened
slowly, the head was half raised from the
carpet, and as it fell back heavily a groan
escaped the swollen lips as she utteied
the words—

have m».Ionic my wife looked out. as well as
any one—
A- well as any woman could—to see what
filings was done;
i’er, th ugh Melinda, when I’m there, won't
set her foot out doors,
-he*> very careful, when I’m gone, fe'tend to
all i ie chores.
Hut no:hing prospers half so well, when I
go
Off to -! aV,
^ "d 1 W>!1 put things into
when
I
get
shape
home to-day.
1

I

SICKENING

naught whereat she ought

over

be

the

body,

so

that the

trampled

girl might

-he

was

always- quick

at

words, and ready

s.-ml-i--- her.

i-

iha

■ie

me. any

ESI' WE

down the hill, and kis-

way

SUFFOCATION.

The natural history editor of the Lexington (Ky.) Press tells this; “A lady residing in a city not a hundred miles from
Lexington is the possessor of two pets—a
monkey and a parrot—who are by no
means congenial
friends; in fact Mrs. C.
was m the habit of
locking up the monkey
whenever she left the house, tor fear of his
belligerent qualities. One evening, alas!
she neglected to do so, and the monkey
coming in found the parrot ready for a
tight, and a very desperate one ensued.
The monkey ruthlessly pulled every leather out of the unfortunate
parrot, and broke
the mantel ornaments and smasned things
generally. When Mrs. C. returned she
found the monkey chattering on the
mantel-piece, and out crept the parrot,
looking deeply injured, and greeted her
with: We’ve had a hell of a time.’ The
appropriateness of the remark caused a
shout of laughter.”

It was a bitter

light, and the nearer the
the top floor the louder and

way!

liremen get to
shriller became the shrieks ot the servants
go
in the attic.
It was reached finally, but
'•*
.* -:. \«• i)
♦ 11 •»\v
upon me earm, a
j when it was reached no
kn<*\v> ii when
cry issued forth
1
from tiie blinding smoke. All was still
iA .iv from homo a we«k, ami then
u*-t> l-.K-h again.
as death, the
splashing of the water from
;"!
ht o .-n above ihe rarlh, there often, the hose alone
breaking the death-like
i'll !..<• h< mid,
silence. And it was the silence ot death,
h
ii* in* »:<• k leliow m< ets bi> folks and
hugs for. as the
'<-m all around.
light of the lanterns for a mo!
e
ha tiled
the smoke, there were
my < r.-ed hr riirht or wrong, or he if a> ment
i! in a \.
descried the dead bodies ot thirteen men
a-.. a jvt ale-ad •! me—I’iu goin'Jiome
and women. The fire had done ils awtul
b'-div!
Will M. <’akleton.
j work before the cry of agony could lie
answered.
A
at two o’clock
HORRIBLE AFFAIR.
the excitement in the vicinity of the hotel
(•urnmg of Fifth Avenue Hotel, N. Y.
had somewhat subsided, but stiil a thron<r
; Min ! !o
V Herald, I >« c. llth.
irclcd the line of jiolice that stretched
A :itt ie ailer 11 o’clock last night one ot ! from the corner <il
Twenty-third street to
h-h1

iu> le-art up with her smiles, when I
ho!:.- to-.lav.

itcto ^Ibbcrtiscments.
Uanteil for Cobbin

*

ON

l UK BIBLE, FOR THE HOME CIRCLE.
The host enterprise u!
prices, ‘-'50 Engravings.
tin* year lnr
.agents. Kvcrv lamily will have it.
Nothing like it now published. Foi circulars address
11. S. (iooosi’KKi) & Co..
Park Row, New York.

li.»-c

duty

watch"
the upper hallways ot
night in •»:’•*
!
11
Avciilh* Hotel discovered smoke
mu
com
the stairway immediately
cli her. Hid on running down to see
n
..i
tlie cause wa confronted bv a
.otid .| thick, blinding -moke, that
on
up through the openings in fitful
n-i
"iicaltci another in quick ueression.
id a
the danger in an instant, she
hi
down stairs shrieking, “Fire! lire'"
tic* top o| her voice
At every step she
'loot s were opened to the right and
die!:. and tit
already frightened
u

it was to

1

■

half-dad, all clamoring
had happened. Hut the

r|i*-!i. d out

1

know

•
1

what
till

•..

'I

j'c-n-m-r

"bricking,
IKK.!

ton.-

I

and

IKK
on

!"

every hallway

Mime other "watcher." who, havIre 111 \ noticed the smoke, joined her
1
a a1-111*r
'File smoke by
up (lie guest*.
time had "prc.td itself in every part
d
lie- bote} anil had become stilling
lioMi'li to alarm e\en those who bail not
hi e11 a a aken‘-ii
by the outcries ot’ the scrnit.
\ Ib tald reporter happening to be
1
dug the hotel at the time and noticing
'b* smoke curling out into the street, in
Kile blue cloud-- under the doors, ran in
a -et-rtain
tin- cause.
Without, ns lie
‘ll tin- ear. there was nothing
going
n more Mian usual.
People were Coining
in
place.-: i,| amusement in couples,
mulling ga y Iy. and carriage* were standid tie curb and men stood on the
-ma
chatting as usual, no one's atten"M
having apparently as yet been attracti to the smoke. ( bice inside the vestibule
became evident that
something out of
He
ordinary bad occurred The clerks
>ok« d anxious and a group of men stood
"iind the marble counter pestering them
Mi <|ii"Mt*ms.
They were all

met

■

<H

Ksl’s OK

TUI.

\

|

hundred teet trom the portico. The
hose were laid through the corridors,
which were literally tlooded, and
np the
long Mights of stairs'and through the halls
which were till covered with new carpets,
ntt were nevertheless soaked with water.
In the lower vestilittle the
groups o! guests
md strangers were all assembled cornicing with one another with half grim
'tumor on the misfortunes ot the occasion,
■■nine of which were indeed
possessed of a
But there were
jibte laughable tint.
•lories of deaths which occurred in the
miothering smoke of the rooms up stairs
hat ehiiled the blood and ijuicklv extinguished the briel smiles that were excited
>\ the merriment of
light-headed “sports”
who talked of the frights and fates of
•liters with ijuestionable nonehalenee.
< hilside the extent and condition of the
ire could be ascertained, at this time, in
he street. At the southwest earner ot the
milding the flames were still crackling
lirough the root with an ominous red
glow but on this spot there were coneen-

1

lieu

coolly remarked, “Well,
all on the parlor lloor. 1 can

very

Twenty-fourth

and extended about

t

rated six

orcight streams ot water, which
•Heetually did their work of slowly

luenching the lire. The lurid light was
L'ividlv reflected^, on the empty windows
d the Nathan mansion
opposite, which
iad so long been closed to the
gleam of
lay. since the terrible episode in its hisory. On the stoop was crowded a dense
miss ot people, whose laces reflected the
flicker ot the flames. Occasionally a lady,
supported on the arm of a gentleman, and
nearing shawls, bags ami other articles
'iidely snatched trom their rooms, passed
ay the policemen, and went otf toward
►liter portions o! the city.
’Pile engines
were -till working
away with energy; but
for the time there was apparently no
prospect oi lurther damage.
[From the Chicago Tribune.(

-i

■•pk’v

1

that ot

lloILl.

ev<‘ryone the clerks made the same
‘There is nothing to be scared
id
if" »nly a little tile in the laundry."
s'range t<> say. the majority ot the men
• •'•m"d to take matters
very easy and one
•n.

!

Minority Representation.
rite first trial of the system of minority
representation, so applied to the election
id Representatives in the General Assembly. took place at our recent State elec-

\\T
TT

VTKi*--.4<ii EIT*i everywhere to canfor the History of thk Urkat Fikk

vass

Boston, by ('ol. Russell 11. Conwkli., the
graphic writer and celebrated orator. The writer
'V;1S a,! ‘'y«* witness.
This will be the only correct
and complete account, and must seli
rapidly. B. H.
RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
iN

WAITED.—We guarantee employment tor all, either sex, at $5 a day, or
$ -.ooo or more a year. New works by Mrs. II. B.
Stowe and others.
Superb premiums given away.
Money made rapidly and easily at work tor us.

\CifKXTS

Write and see.
In snx & (N*.,

Particulars tree,

Worthinoton

Haittord. ft.

Insure in the TIMA ELERN of

(££ In
IU

Harttord.Ct.

490
L. \J

I'‘ r 1,;‘y!
Agents wanted! All
classes of working people, ol
cither s. x, young or old, make more money at work
lor u- in their spare moments, or all the
time, than
it anything else.
Particulars tree.
Address <J.
STINSON N CO., Portland, Maine.

JUBILEE!

1823,

1873.

or THK

NKW YORK 0I1SERVKR
I lir 15. I ll.-ligiout. ;iml Secular
Family .News., n.er.
8Ii V. ir'.villi the .IU15JI.KK VKAK HOOK.
"in.vnv

ce

LATHES,
[FOOT
TOY STEAM
DRAWING

1S0RRENT0

ENGINES,'

oik-

an

tion.

Alter C. P. REAM.
fruit ever
AT

THE

Size

Ledger
Splendid Stories, Sketches, Tales,
Poems, Wit, Humor, Puzzles, Recipes, &c. 1 lth
$1 a year, with elegant Prang Chroino, “AuI'UMN J.kavks,” tree to all.
ONLY $1. Thy it
i»’(•{£. Satisfaction guaranteed. Agents wanted.
[>uttit FREE. Specimens, &e., for r» cents. Address
•BANNER,” Hinsdale, N. H.

Weekly

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.

1

■

OPIUM EATERS

Price, S9.

Retail

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

BY

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

GRAND OPENING

“A Penny

Saved is a

FALL & WINTER

Retail Price. $9.

Penny Earned.”

LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.
WRltlCS,

After

Size 15x24.

Retail Price. $9.

_

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Mrs.

Jas.

Gould.

’I A (. ■% l: T is <

Dry

t \ |>

at

p

distance I*v

.<*

!

BLOCK,

G.

E.

GREAT DECLINE!

17 Main

St., Bangor,

JOHNSON,

A. S.

thing

that are far below anyknown for many kinds of

prices

SIX

goods.

Size

„„

Of the

each mounted. $1.50.

HE ADS !

following subjects, from oil-paintings, and

ai. to thk

Finkst Work

in

Maukki

rm

Beatrice

Cenei—Guido,
Holy Family— Raphael,

Mater Doloroso—Guido,
Madonna Madrid Murillo,
1 iniaaeulate Concept iou
Madonna and Child

BELFAST, ME.
collecting.

Murillo
Murillo.

Retail Price of each, $1.50.
All

A liberal discount to tin
PICTURE DKA l.KKs,

ly;t:i

10 cents.

Ladies MEHINO RIBBED IIoSE
for 12 cents.
ALL WOOL PLAID DRESS
GUODS for 42 and 50 cents per
yard. Never So Low Before.
Please remember to look at our
goods and compare the quality and
price with any you may find in this
or any other
city, if you would consult your own interest.

I

P

8

H

E

H

H

TWINES &

E

It

trade,

**-Mend (or
umosL’

Soi.n

by

115

Perkins,

Washington St.,

SONS,

Boston.

PUBLISUKKS Oh' I'H K ABO\ K.

Baltimore, Sid.

wiioiksaii
REMOVAL!

ihlimh

H.H. JOHNSON & CO
opening

:i

choice Stock of Goods

lor FALL TRADE.

WINTER

I’OH C'HKO.nON

‘WIDE AWAKE"
"FAST ASLEEP."

DRESS GOODS!

WILL

BOSTON WEEKLY

and Square Woolen, and Misses

GLOBE,

in the New
the freshe-d
news ot the day, editorials upon every topic o! general interest at home or abroad, presenting a volume
ol original reading matter in evi ry number.
An
attractive and instructive visitor to the home circle.

In all its departments, as heretofore
under the superintendence <>t MRS.
lw_*l‘

A

MILLINERY.
MRS,. E. R.. JOHNSON
with the

will return next
winter styles which she will he
show her eustomers. Felt Hats in Drab,
pleased
Black, Bronze and other desirable shades. Velvets,
Itibbons, Feathers and Fancy Wiugs, .Jets and .Jet
week

to

TAN'<’\ GOODS
Handkerchiefs, Collars, 'Ties
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, Gloves,Two-Button Kids,
Kid Mittens, See., Sec,
DHESS MAKING. Miss .Jackson has selected a
winter stock ot Dress and Cloak Trimmings, such
as Buttons,
Fringes, Gimps, Tassels, See. Special
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in the
Latest Styles.

IIKUMTATIYE ALLY KMiLANII JOUIVYL.

It will contain lull and caretullv prepared review
ot all the New Books, ;i valuable ami entertaining
variety ot original Foreign Correspondence, a lull
digest of Musical, Artistic ami Dramatic Matters,
ami a tull record of the Markets, Commercial ami
Financial Allairs, ami all tin- live topics ot the day.

WINTER

I

HAYFORD BLOCK,

BELFAST.

Call and See

A

FULL LINK OF

BLEACHED&BRQWliCQTTON
'licks, Crashes, Bleached
Table Linen, TurkeRed

and

Brown

M I L L IN E R Y !
Have

choice

a

selection

of

Fall ami
HATS, VEL-

BONNETS,
VETS, RIBBONS and FLOW-

Winter

RES, which

pleased

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.

Ton
Fiffooii

milliner is
to show to all.
our

Globe

Publishing Compuny, Boston,

Mass.

I I < >T K I

<tEOIlCx KS
Tl.iiu Nt.,

Tliom;i«ton.

1 his old well known and favorite lloiia.
has been leased by the undersigned, and been renovated, retnode'ed and furnished, is now opened ter
permanent and transient boarders. It will he amply

supplied

with all that is necessary lor the comfort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected wit
the Hotel are K«nii|»l«*
.. situated in Union Block, chambers over
\V. M. (Look’s store, commodious and central, for
A«;i:nts.
the accommodation ol Commkui iai
'The uudersigne l’s old aciju lintances ami Iriends at
the Lynde House, where he has officiated as Clerk
since its opening, will please take notice ot his New
Habitation. Me will he happy to meet them.
»»-Coaches to take passengers to and from the
A good Livery Stable connected with the
cars.
House.
WM. lv. BlClvFOKD.
tf.37
Thoinaaton. Nov. I,ls71.

OTICK!

hereby give notice to the citizens ol Belfast,
that 1 will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from 2 until f> l*. M., tor tin* purpose of
receiving taxes.
DAN1K1. I,. ITI'CII KK.Cou.k.itok.
Belfast, Sept. 20. -tf Id

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,
The extensive wharf in this city known as Simpson’s Wharf, with warehouses, &e., thereon. The
water at the head admits ships ot the largest class.
The buildings are suitable lor storing hay, salt, molasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce or
merchandise, it is one ol the best business sites in
the city. The Portland steamers make daily landings at this wharf.
Also, a lot of land between said wharf and Carter
& Co’s shipyard, suitable for a yard for building vessels, for which it has been used.
The above premises will be let, either together or
separately, on a long louse, to parties desiring them.
Apply to W. H. SIMPSON.
Belfast. Sept. 16, 1872.—till

M

P.

f For Halt1 on small monthly
cash installments. Agent
for the celebrated Willis-

k!9b JLb

■*
SKA
ISLAND
m
MACHINE COTTON ami thelTuion MACHINK
SILK. The best Cotton and Silk tor Sewing Machines. All kinds of Sewing Machine attachments
amrtindings for all kinds of Sewing Machines ami
the best quality of Sewiug Machine OIL kept constant ly on hand.

Stamping for Braiding and Embroidery
tfiil

W. VL. MORISON
over

CARLE & MOKISON’S Hardware Store,

Belfast,

-----

Maine.

1

K

UO., Propr’8, Boston.

AYER’S

Cathartic Fills
For all the

directed

Central
1

a v

and

v

transportation
S

K

W

■

point-,

tor B

1

uni

:i

i;

Mr.it h.

ct

to

-we.

u

BmM'on

n

.MIX.

VN

will
stoi

.ml

,1,1,
\

tm '.ov-

on a*

ISTotice

fcspeoia.1
'■'«»

Mhip|M>r«

l- rci^ln Im *anfoiri
I imIut Id IK- Mlrtino’M.
of

«

All persons shipping freight b> ih, 1.,. ,,n
guested to have St! Hill.) ■- ivcei pL- in .jupiu ,•
name ot Colisjgnei Ml lull Dll til
mat gin.
Shippers that mr« using old
barrels
liugs, art* rt •,u«■ >t»■-1 to era-. all oi l mark-. A.
Barrel- or Hags that tiu\, mm
than
mark then on. will not be nan.ed m
d.
hij
All freight must b» j- j 4:. marked mov to t f.
I’o'ifi\ r!
n<>
(‘ou.-igm
tvi^ht
u
conformal.I. tuiulrs.i'.iUn..
ti KO.
\\ l.LI.:
Ageut.
Belfast ,Jun. la l»7g.
:.*>

RENEWER.

American

Lloyd's

Notice

rapt. L. II II A UK I M A N o! It. ,i
being appointed snrv. .-r tor the Anni
Lloyd’- U«gi*tn. tor th. -hstn.

from
L!o\ ,i
apply ti> Idni
fan

white and clean. 1; removes all eruptions and dund
rnll', and, !•> its.touic properties. prevents the hair
troni tailing out, as it stimulates and nourishes tin
hair-glands. Ify its use, the hair grows t bicker and
stronger. 1 n baldness, it restores t he capillary glands
to tlu ir normal vigor, and will create a new growth,
except in extreme old age. It is the most econoini
cal II AIK 1) K R.-s 1 N», ever Used, as it r Cipl i r<
IrWer
applications, and gives the hair a .-pb ndid, glossy
A. A. Hayes, M. IState A -aver ot
appearat.ee.
Massachusetts, sa v s, “The enn.-t it to id s are pure, and
carefully 'fleeted tor xe. llent <pialit> and I eon
sider it the If
1* i: r. i* a u
n >n tor it
ut ended

Ito k.

iid

\| -idiot

i..

wishing Hi. ir \.
Legist* r a i n(.| 1.
t..r inspecti-ut in.

:r

L

•.

|
m.

,u

w
nt
\,

,,.

Aim
:

II A K 1>11« >K.N
By * >rd«
Kl.Ni,
II\N, Surv»->or tii-n-! tl !,.I M
ti:;>
-Lun-...
I’fi-U.

Nickel
<

^ :

>

One

>•

/ n M'<fif(iui:<

ovr*

u

Plating

i i

I. xr o r

l*ur|M»«en of
Phytic,

a

Family

mh

in

%

jF* in t

hu

WHISKERS.

i

u a i; i. i

art

-«

As our Itencwer in many cases re.juirea too long
a tiiue, and too much care, tt» restore gray or tailed
in one pre
Whiskers, we have prepared this d
paration ; wliich will ijuickly and ctlcclually aceom
It i" «*:i-; 1 > applied, and prod no
plish tli is result.
Sold
a color which will neither rub nor wash olf.
by all Druggists. Price Eifty Dent s.
<

f'inol

%

I III It v

Blaine

-s

Maiiiihuiured Im SI. I*. II 11.1.. A
II
leow.hs
HIMHI t. *

<

Scientific and Popular Medical Work;;

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,
PUBLISHED

AM Kill!'AN A N1) I oi;Kl( I N 1 A I | \ |

O.

BY THE

R

H.

E D L) Y,

SOLiCITOH

j

OF

PATENTS

Fur liiv.-mi»iis. Trade Mark-,
No. 76 State

|lt>iirns.

m-

St., opposite Kilby St.,

Boston

l Lit an \tfnsivf pr act i«,-»• ol npw
d- oj 11.
t> years, contiuni'.- to -ecnre Patents m :
Lint, d State- also ,n (in .i; |;: i:iU
Other loreign countries.
<a\-..i- >p»
f *-a f i«»i
Assignments, and all paper.- t--r latent.-, \. ,-m
on reasonable term-, with
|;.
,1.-; .11. h
m i.ii' to determine 1 he
-1 1' a.
alidit> and
ot I n vent ions, ami legal and o!
1 ,„h
1
n i.
in all matters touching tin Mine. <
..1 1
-.pi.
claims id''anv patent lurni.-hed to n nutting on- -Ilai. Assignment- r* unit dm \V
N o Ag- 11c •- in t l.e l n it
-m at»
,,
,(1|
a
facility tor obtaining I’.ttt it
uniu
pat. ut ability ot ins mint.
All neecssif y nt a null m
:
W.i -1,1 u.;! 11 t -, t
cure a Patent and t he Ii-nal
nut del.c. then,

VI'

-•

n

here-avedinventors.
n>i

No.

4

Biliousness,
Liver
Complaint,
Dropsy, Tetter, Tn-

ivmmm,

Bulrinch

St., Boston,

(Opposite Kcvrre House.)
Two
Knowledge, for Everybody.
Copies SiiId.

Million

A IBoolt for I'.von Jlan.
Till- SDIKNVE OF LIFE, OK SELF-PRESERVATION.
A Medical Treatise on tin* Cause an 1 Cure of l-"\u.\r>tk!>
Vitality', Sperm.ytol;u!if.a, Seminal Weakness, l.\n
U.
TENCY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN M.YN N EllVuUS AND l’HY
Debility, Hypooiionuria, and all other disea-.'s an-; g
Ex
m r: >vfrom tin* Errors op Youth, or the Im
1 ■,». -U 1
otv
cesses of nature years
This is in !<•■• 1
man.
HHHh edition, much enlarged, illus*rated, hound in
00
beautiful French doth. Price only $1
A Ilooit for E\err U oiiuin,
Entitled SKXIA1 i'llYSloLoo'v OF WOMAN, AN 1>
HEK DISEASES, -r. Woman treatep f Physiologically
am' Pati ''Lookally, in health and disease, from Infancy
to Old A-jE, with elegant Illustrative Engravings.
35*»
pages, bound in beautiful French cloth. Price 8*2.00.
A IBook for EverjlMMli.
The Tritium' has just published a new honk, treating
exclusively of NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES.
a
150 pj). doth. Price $1.00, or all three hooks sent
receipt of $3, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published There is
nothing whatever tlnit theMvRRiED or Simile, of Either
Sex, can either require or wish to know, but what is fully
explained, and many matters of the most important and
interesting character are introduced to which no allusion
even caii he found in any other works in our language
All the New 1>is, ovkkies of the author, whose experience
is such as probably never before fell to the lotot any man,
are given
in full, especially those relating to Sperinatorrhica, Impotence, Sterility or Barrenness. No person
should be without these valuable books. The press
throughout the country the clergy, and the medical faculty
generally highly extol tho^e extraordinary and useful works.
The most, fastidious may read them.
Either hook scut by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
[I
N. B. The author of the abow named medical works is
the Chief Consulting Physician of the PEABODY !\1 EDI ('A I.
INSTITUTE, in high stand.ug in the Medical Faculty f
this country, who has successtully treated th<*usnnd.i ot the
human family alllicted with the maladies treated upon in
these books, and gives Ins wlmle attention to Ins patients
and to those who may call upon him h *r advice. The grand
secret of bis sneer J is Ins v isl Knowledge ol the causes of
these ailments and his speedily removing them from the
constitution.
Dr W. 11. PARKER, Member of the Royal <VUeg* of
S. A.,
Surgeons, London, late Medical Inspector (leueral,
Honorary Member of the American Medical Faculty, and
Assistant Physician of the Institute, may also be consulted
ou all diseases requiring skill and experience, to whom all
correspondence should bo addressed, or to the PEA1MDV
MEDH'AL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Buliiuc.h St., Boston, Mass.
Inviolable secrecy and certain reuei
«

Human
Just Published in

Frup-

eases,

norms, until.

Neuralgia, us a Dinner Pill, and
Purifying the Wood.
are the most congenial purgative yet. perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all
other Pills. They are sate and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health
and tone to the whole being. They cure not only
the * very day complaints of every body, but lormidab.e and dangerous diseases.
Most eminent clergymen, most skilful physicians, and our best citizens
send certificates of cures performe I and of great
bem tits they have derived from these Pills. They
are the satest and best physic lor children, because
mtld as well as effectual, lieing sugar-coated, they
art* easy to take; and being purely vegetable, they

entirely harmless.
PREPARED BY
Hr. X. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Hum.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
Iyre3w40

~.

utiiit;

THE GREAT CAUSE

tions, and Skin Dis-

ar

>

ii-h-s to vvliif i. \ ok. 1 PI it. ne
ipj.:,.
plaftd in tin- best manner, nndn Im. n-. i>
L-N'I'l Kl» Nit K I-. I. ( '« III 1*A
a
Mannhif tm r
ne napiest, d t
i\.,il i1
!v. s ot tin- larilitii-s wr oil. r.

ime K1 \(i II VM S I>\ I']!
THE

i

r«o\a

A Lecture

mi I Im

a

Misery.

Seated Envelope,
('ents.

/‘nee St

A ailin', Treatment ami Kailical

Cure ol Seminal Wi'akm-SH, or Sp»Tiiial«*n h.i*a, induced l»y Sell Abuse. Involuntary Kinishions, linpoteucy, Nervous Debility, ami Impediments to
Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and
Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, etc. By
ItOHKKT .1. CUbVKUWKU., M. 1>., Author ot
the “Green Hook, etc.
The world-renowned author, in tills admirable
Lecture, clearly proves trom his own experience
that the awful consequences ot Self-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicines, and without

4

l regard Mr. l-'.ddy as one <>1 tin- in .~i
ipahh •;
sucersstn | praet it KMiii
With whom I have h.i«l o
ci:il intercourse.
«'ll .V Hl.Ks MA>u.\
< ..mm.
sium-rol l’atent
"! have ui) licsiiai ion
i.
nrin
i* r«>
(It
tbe\ cannot ciiiplo\ a man m.-,
til
tup. ti nt
ami
mo
a
:
in
i;
trustworthy,
plication- in a torm '-■ svcuri troin them an eui \
ami ta\oraf
onsni.-rat ion a; tin Pat. ut «>ilie<
KliMIM' 1:1 ICK
I.atr 1 >in111ii>i11ni ,,i |*.titm
Mr. II. II. K i<i •' It:.- hi nli* tor me
.«
I 11 1 l;
applications tor Pah nt>, having In .a mi cm -1
almost cvi rv cast-, .Such unmi-tak ihle ].i-•..»1 ,.|
tsili-nt am* abilitv on his part.!« ails no t. n .omnn
All. in\ »mors In api !> t
hill! to pmcu
Inn
|
tents, as tin-\ ma\ he -lire ot lia\ iiiR tin ii.o- t tan
tul attention bestowed on Iht ir e;m
ami at
reasonable chargi ■>.
JOHN lAi.iiAIM.
Huston, Jan. 1, Is.'j. 1 v V.
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DYE HOUSE!
Insriiita.

A«anli'il Fir't I'miiiitin

Haiiit*.

ai

llaiui* Stan- Fair. IS7e

EMILE BAKBIER,

Propri.-tor.

rhis well known e-sahlishim nt \iithitInin
taeilities, is comiueti .1 In a tii -! el
l: I \
1>A l-.lv. hviiiR ami rh-ansinR dotm u
m mi
Rive I’Kim-ii r S V I IM \( | IO.N.
l.ailn -’ lires-e-, Suetjues, \ el\.
1;11.i• 11lean-etl ami Pie~-ii| e. I'll'Pi
l>yetl,
urt.o uu
aee
taking oil ti immuiRs.
■lone .(Il.ll to Ill'll
Kr stored.
/' ) A7> oii ( /,/■. .1 ,\ s/ (t
■

«

•«

«ieiit s i,anilent", t oat- Hants and \ >i < I, anor
lived. Hrown, Hlai'k, lUue Hlink or IndiRo Ith.
ami pressed ready lor wear, (ieui
i.anioui
I
pairing done at "hurt notiee.
Kid tiloves dyed Hlaek, or ( i. m-e 1, • v« in
la
AJso new Roods or In a\ \ elot In-. d> eil ami finished
the best manner, at \ KUA
I'lih T>.
loads sent
M<>M»A\.
Acini
every
•f. r. H ill IA MlIIill! IN and In.,
!
IT
Main
No.
M*
Peha.-t.
Store,
Street,
«

< 'I I 1<

'KIlKINii
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CELEBRATED

PIANO

FORTES !

NTRI'IIK^ «-1401

Costivene.ss, .I aimdiet*, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, I >ysentery.
Foul Stomach, Frvsipelas,Headache, Piles

;iuu

m < > u t-;

Dollar.

All

CURINt;

mors

done at short notice.

I > C! <) (

0_<>

SAMUKl. VVAHD &

'FLORENCES HOWE
MACHINES!

Last Oall!

W

Rheumatism,

Mrs. HUSSEY has charge ot this department, and has a full line of fall styles

All persona who have unsettled accounts with the
late firm of B, K. VOSK & CO., are requested to
settle the same, by note or otherwise, on or befere
the first day of January next. Those who fail so to
do will have their accounts left for immediate colB. K. VOSE.
lection,
A. J. BILLINGS.
Freedom, Nov. 29,1872.—3w23

lyl-1

I OH SALK IN BKLFAST BY

SEWING

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

I,

Leave Skowhegan toi r. -on
\
,[
A. M. : I .rave Fannin-:'
tor !■
A, M. ever v M. chr, a'.nl t Inr
v in
n
a
M
arriving in Boston at
morning, Returning. I.r m- Host... t,
mentioned .hove, at l.uo I* M.
These Ketrigerator < ar- ir
ntt.
aj m
id.-tss manner, aud wiBh. tullv
ij i.i m ,i. o
shippers alter trial, t in l lil- V
L. 1
LINCOLN Sup
A
II KKM-.A iien’l h reight
Ag
tu
Augusta, .May J :, >:

to One Aililreio
The last named rate makes I'll r: Boston Whkm.v
(ii.oiih:, when taken by a Club ot Fitly, the cheapest
newspaper in America.
l\rms always in advance. Send in your subscriptions at once, to commence with tie- tirot nuintn r of
tin* paper.
lw,' ;
Address,

Fifty ('o|»io«

of nil kluits, PAPER COLLARS, 10 cent, a box,
:i boxon tor as cents, in nil sizes anil all the other
better grades of Collars.
till
It. L. LORD.

DRESS & CLOAK MAKING

WANTED-DOMESTIC YARN AND HOSE.

>i

at u.AO

11.00

THE

which she is happy to show her
customers.
If If)

t...*

Bangor

MOO
*0.00

or

CALL & EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

••or

BAN.il'l.,

*•

FURNISHING GOODS

Damask,

Foreign and Domestic Quilts
of all grades, &o., &o.

\y

«-

■

I

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
munuluctured to order by first-class wouamen at us
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by tny*
sell. I have also a tine assortment ol

RATES.

as

ml after M

a

mediate

**

good an assortment of \VOOLE\%GOODS ot all
grades, usually found in a

LOW

at

.,

REFRIGERATOR CARS

OO
I..»0

**

as

all qualities, will be sold

On

Every year increases the popularity of this valuable Hair Preparation ; which is due to merit alone.
We can assure our old patrons that it is kept fully
up to its high standard; and it is the only reliable
and perfected preparation tor restoring Gi:\\ oh
Kai'KO 11 ai k to Its youthful color, making it -oh
lustrous and silken. The scalp, by it' use, becomes

Medicol

ti20

REPELLANTS

\\

w<

u A I LUO a i >.

1‘EKMS
One NiihNcriberOne Vear
Two
Tour

THK-

F.. I{. .JOHNSON .Sc CO,, just opened a line
assortment of Worsteds and Worsted l*atterns,
Slippers, Ottoman and Toilet Cushions, Bracket and
Towel Hacks. Infant’s Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubias, Higioletts
and Hose, Children’s Leggins, Sacks and Hiding
Hoods, Genii.-men’s Scarfs, .lava, Panama, Wattle
and Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Bergmann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
two, tour ami eight told, Shetland Worsteds,Crochet,
Knitting and Worsted Needles, and Paper Patterns.
Particular attention given in shading ol Worsteds.

SHAWLS.

.lu«-

Maine

>.

FOR

Tlie largest ami cheapest newspaper
Englaml States, full to overflow ing w ith

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

Long

ON

THE

Black Alpacca and Brilliantines
ot the host make. Tycoon

India, Cashmere, Fancy Stripe, Plaided

PUBLISHED

BE

Friday, January 3, 1873,

announce

N O VELTIES

Plaid and Stripe
DRESS GOODS.

will

Special Notice!

Largo Boxes at fSD cents each
tinn
as large
is t he box
represent, d
1'repared by MlSHl HA W Y Eli, and
'■]. bv L. M. ROBBINS, Wholesale
oid Retail Druggist,
Rockland, Me.
1
h>*x sent t l'ee b\ Ilia 11 oil
receipt ,,| seVullU
in-.I.) 1. M lUHUilNS. K-.- kl.m-l, M,
•'llIS V.U.l'AHr.E SALVE IS S0I.1> liY
Al.l. DEAI.1-.KS IN MEDICINES.

Price

Black Silks, Lyon's l'oplins of allColors,
Ottomans, Cretons, Colored Alpacca,

Reps,

train-

lan.i. anti all station- iv.lrnm 11»t• :it ;
p
Mixed I rain Irma Burnham emined in- wi*1. a
f ront Bangor at I:
A. M.
I lie New l.iiio lictw
1 L. n i i. a ini (‘ii nil'io :
Will thi n he open giving
pa^-enger- lor fnilai
opportunity t<. go either w.i\ without riiancr ot
Nov.
la:-.
I,. |
|.|\fo| N
<H]

.V.*

•S’.</•/ In/ ill /)r>t</</istx d'- / iri/lt

DRESS MAKING

-IN

t

IV

Bands,

FULL LINE OF

A

7 :--7

••

ON

But up in
U'.ulv three

a

AM)

AT

TL

Ft.

AM* AH I i;
*
No\ LM It KK 1 ;•
-mgrr I rani- will lea\e Belfast tor
K-tu>i
ami all place** inttrmeii it. on t 11- road a!
v
a
Mi\rd I rain at
IM e umeefire ar Hur> !um u
•Mixed Tnio for W.it rvi.'i umI'.
,i _.
t
I
Bangor and all Static!

Hi 1 It

and Views,
&c., &c.

to their
friends and patrons that they have
ju t received a choice selection ot
W I NT Kit MILLIN'JOKY, which
they
will he pleaded to exhibit at their
rooms over 11.11, Forbes’Shoe Store.

Are now

k,.,.p supplied, send seveutv dive cents
below, and receive a box hv return mail.

Stereoscopes

T

FRAKES!

Opening

,,

<«

Send for Wholesale Price List of

RICHARDS.
Belfast, Nov.-’5, KS7--'.

M

<

an

ARRAN G K M Hi N T
i

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

17U.MKR

G 00ID S!

O

W INTER

AFFLICTED.
of the Salve, and neglects

Frames,
Albums,

Miss A.F. SOUTHWORTH

Autumn

IVT

HALL’S

SMALL, M. l>.,Physician and Surgeon,
La Heitast, Me., Residence corner Miller and (’on
Press Sts. Office over Caldwell’s Bookstore, Main
Street.
(Formerly in Mitchell’s Block.) Prompt
attendance given to night calls.
3wl*tf4

respectfully

Belfast

en

w.

1

»ut

10 it

REMOV.A.L

Would

THE

Druggist is

Chromos,

As myston* is now
undergoing repairs, l have removed my business cross the street to the
Express
rooms, where 1 shall be happy to wait upon my (’ustf 15
omers, as usual.
C. 11ERVEY.

-A AD-

Of

TO

\i.i.

-k

Price-List.

undersigned giv<
running tl. «rt l*

notice that In
KoN\M
|| irfHM
I
carrying freight a ad p.i^-nger~v!
cr.w hr
in port ma\
fun ml
H rad* n
wliarl.
*- apt. Burge
will lie a
it,.
r .r,
,,| W<M»1*>,
1'
-M A I II KW'>
\ l\ I. *.' w *i
:i i.
* ’11"
kimi
•'
••I**
in
iii<I 111 in
o\
takr ii ,i f:u pn
; i« \] .\ s pi i;., \
R'Hast, o. i. 1*>
till
l-t

Jf/fl
44BSESp
■svaSDEik

ELIZABETH COOMBS, Brunsu iek.
Brunswick. April 4. 1><J7.
Miss Savvyfr
I received yoiirlettei last evening, ami was very glad you com-duded to let me
take your >alve. I think 1 can do well with it. and
it will be ijuite an accommodation to m\ husband
ash, cannot get along without •*.
lie l,as tried
ev. rv tiling else and has never found
anything that
healed his leg as that Salve of yours, and we have
both found it to be all. and m>n m„r, than
/ecornin,aid Utah,. \\
have had it in the taiuih,
live or six years, and have used it for even
thing,
and can truly .say >ce hue.
rer found its op,a!.
1 use it for a vv« ak hack, an 1 it acts like a charm.
Mr. ( oombs has had a
Se>r> on his (eg yen'
thirty y,afs. nrn\ would hr a cripple to-day. if he.
had not found a x‘m,dy ii
It keeps
yotn Salr,
it heale,:. and take- out tie* intlammation.
proud
lb-sh and swelling, and doe- for him all that he can
ask. 1 can recommend it for a good
many things
if it you have mu. for 1 u>, it fur
1
everything
consider it invaluable in a family. If von can
put
this test mony together, and it can be‘of
an> service to you, you ai'i• welcome.
Yours. Xc.. ELIZABETH COOMBS.

I f your

(Collier &

Dodge,

!

NETTING,

Manufactured by
WM. K. HOOPER &

The

C
,i>

From Mrs.

to

Bank of England, Grand Duchess
and Raven, brands of ALPACAS,
M(JIIAIKS and BRILLIANT TNES,
for 25, 30, 35, 42, 50, t!2, 75, SO, 95
and $1.00, the best goods imported.
All wool LUNG SHAWLS best
quality and full size, for only $.500.
ENGLISH PRINTS-51 inches
wide for 14 cents.
All linen, large size TOWELS for

New Market lor Proiliiee.

1.2x13 M

s

Size of each, 8x10.

LUCE,
a.t Law !

W Special Hltentlou given to
monied collected promptly paid.

Price,

Retail

at Law!

HAYPORU BLOCK,

in store to cash custom-

CHAMPNKY.

After B.

Me

iimsi-craiD Btifut,

Landscapes!

On the Saco ltiver, N. II.
Like Chocoruii and Mountain, Whit. Mountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware Kiver.
t he above are some of Champuev's best ski
tclies,
and are brilliant in coloring ami true to Nature.
Kxecuted in the best manner.

Counsellor

ever

Price, $9.

Retail

American

K^i

at

Clyde,

ARTIST.

it,,17

Attorney
)«. hi

ers

VI.

FOUR

«tml Solicitor of Patents.

.mui

■

v

lock (.I h:ur.
tC)

a

WM. FRANKLIN SEAVEY,

RINES’

are now

For further p;irtici/i..rs inquire of Ku-» x
divaut, 17'.* <\.nnm mul si.
CVKUS S ITK1>1 V AN I ij.-i., Agent.
Portland, Oct. 7, 1*r>*.

-.

11

llol.LAIi KAi111.

* T K » T

LOWEST PRICES!

and

Ihe

on

103 Centre St., BANGOR.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

We now offer a full assortment of
new
seasonable goods, selected by
ourselves and bought for cash, since
the

landings.

Jliss Satri/er, who has used it
own extensive treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The pruieipal diseases for which this salve is recommended are. < hiihlain s
Rheumatism, Piles
v. Salt Rheum.
Sero/u/a, Old l
Sprains, Bin •, •,
F< t\
Sores.
,.
Pimples. Erysipelas, S-■
Lyes, Bar’,er's Jtch Deatmsx, Boils, Ring-teorm
Corns. Bites of Ins, cts. Cane, rs. Toutha'h,. hr
ado. Sor■ Xipple.s. Bahin,
Sunil, n A’/x/c
Itch. S aid IT ad,
T.it’.r j. C'.,ri.,;
Scalds, I'ufs, Bruises, Cr",p1 Cxt \
laps, uni
S oys ou Childrt n
It never fail-* to cure Rheumatism ii
pi p- iiv
applied. Rub it on well with tin- hand thiv, times
a day.
In several cases it has cm, d palsied limbs.
For Pih
it has been discovered t be a sure r. tuedy. IVrsons that have been afflicted f,r vcaihave be- o relieved by a few application-. Fur A >,
si pdas it works wonders, allaying tie- inti.mim.,turn
and quieting the patient. Fm chayp,d ITmC v
l.et twith N
produces cure immediatedv
lih'Um "l,tain this rmlve. and applv it freeiv.and
they will tind it invaluable. It is go..,l in eas, of
Scrofula and Tumors.
Cancers have been eur< 1
with it. 'Fhe hot Salve ever invented f
S'cc’-n
Bread at id S,>,r Xi/pf, s.
N way injurious, but
sure to atlord reiiet.
Sor, ui
II, at. Em s—Kub it
on the lids gently, one or twice a
day. Cures at
ness by nutting in the ears on a
pi. ee of cotton.
Eor Fdcns tiii- is superior to anything known.
1- *r Pim.pt, s this acts like a charm. For Burns
and .scalds, applv tin S.tK- at one, and it gives
immediate relief.
For Old Sores, apply once a
dav.
N
am
g :!i,- i.>f tie* invaluald.- pi »p. :! i--i
of M is*
V\, VKUS S
t.
are its beii. tidal mb
a
■a the h in
lUlbn.
,.u th.
alp. ,, tiv. ,.i six
dob-lent parts, it preaiotes the growth of the
h.er,
prevents it turning g a\ and on bah. spots
pr.
«luces a new growth ot* hair. Xo hulv should ho
without this invaluable article as an
indispensable
e ‘smetiv for the toil- -.
It eradicates dandruff and
di-ease I rein the lira l, and blotches and
pimples
from the face.
••

FKK-ONK

CITY,

Morning
Size 15x24.

#*-Kx:imint'd trum

LARGEST STOCK IN THE
AND THE

always

severe.

prepared by

■

BY SAUK

Goods!

It is
in her

>

made on or before the lstot
any
month, will be placed upon interest every
month, (except May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Room,
from to 1 A, M.. and
to 4 P. M Saturdays from
V to 12 A.M.
JOHN H Ql' I M H V I rea s *A S A FAUNCK, Prest
Belfast, July IS. 1870.

DEPOSITS

or

ht-s,

Is

-.

SAME ARTIST

Size 15x24.

—

WALDO

a

for the many pains and
remedy at
\Vt umls ami bruises to which flesh is heir.
more easily applied than munv etln r remedies,
never producing a bad effect, but
relieving

■t

pain, however

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!

Fp

—

CIIAMPNKY.

Alter B.

Size 15x24.

Sun.

ONLY $1 A YEAR
8 PAGES.
The Best Family Paper.
The Best Agricultural Paper.
The Best Political Paper.

C'siil. DbKKINt;.
Will leave .until further notice) I %;
o.i t
Whan,
Portland, every FKIl>A\ K\ LN lN(i, --mmenring
l’ riday the 1 ltii Uot.. at 10 o'eloek, or on arrival o,
Lxpres> Traill from Boston, lor Kocklund, t H-iiio
1 ha r Isl»'» Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor Mt. In sert
Millbridge, .lorn sport ami Machiasport.
Returning will leavi Machiasport even Tue.-dav
morning, at .'» oil >ok. touching :u tin above name.>

size.

year.

Price, $12.

Retail

no

CARVING TOOI.S

TRICKS' TRAPS AMERICA

LEWISTO N
have

ril'istrateil Circular sent free.
1 urn hi II, Host on.
GOOHMOV .V W 11.11101 A \

The

22x2^.

Favorite Steamer

The

The best Chromo of

published.

salve combining soothing and
you
nERE
healing properties, with
dangerous ingredient. A
band

INSTRUMENTS,

Would you avoid being “bit" by Rogues, Swindlers
oid Humbugs! Read the “Star Sfanoi.kd Bannkk.’' A large, Illustrated k>.column m page paper,

Arrangement--Comniencing Friday, October llth.

ONE TH il> 1 'EH \V KKK,

■_

-

Fall and Winter

Finest in the Market.

to the

ROYAL DESSERT!

Belfast, Nov. 1*72.

The results arc before us. In round
'11 \ get it them." Meanwhile t he smoke numbers, the strength of the majority anti
.nne more and more dense, and down
minority parties in the State was in the
The Best Story Paper.
tail", in the neighborhood of the billiard proportion of 250,000 to 200,000.
The
The Best Fashion Reports.
m.
a
s
-ound
of rushing water whole number of Senators is 51, and of
The Best Cattle Market Reports.
•minoU' V echoed in tin* halls.
The rc- Representatives 153. Of the Senators who
The Best General Market Reports.
»ro*r a’ "ace made his way
below, and, were chosen in the old style the RepubliThe Best Paper Every Way.
’••wing H e course of a huge India rub- cans bad 33 and the Liberals IS, when,
THK WEEKLY NEW YORK SUN.
ho e-plpe that lead
from the lire had thoy been chosen under the system of
Eight
50
columns. $1 a year, or less than cents a
mu u
room
ai the loot of the stairs to
giving rite minority their proportionate pages,
number. Send Your Diu.k.ak.
a .I
of one nj the windows going to number, the Republicans would have had
Address
THE SUN, New York City.
In the election
area at
the west end of the billiard 2S and the Liberals 23.
ot Representatives, the
-m.
is -ooti between tiie two walls ot
Republicans car"■iugs ,[ tin building in the open air. ried 33 districts, and under the ordinary
would
have
Fue ;i"'M* of the rushing water as it fell system
elected 09 Representatives leaving to the Liberals 18 Senators
'in "lie <>1 ilie
upper stories was almost
a
ib ning. and the smoke was
The actual
positively and 51 Representatives.
result is 85 Republicans and i>8 Liberal
sutlbe utllig.
Ai*ove
I III. 1UN AX1 > CONFUSION
Representatives. The result is precisely
u
fair representation of the two parties,
iid In- head the screams of women and
to their proportionate votes.
he
-lying and loud weeping of others according
I he primary object of the Constitutional
ming from the direction *»1 the girls’
provision lias been attained, with almost
an ie on the top story on the
Twenty-third mathematical
accuracy. Another object
free! side.
his
the
reRetracing
steps
ot the provision was to
give the voters the AN UNFAILING REMEDY.
readied
the
ollice.
porter again
By this opportunity ot discriminaitng
against an
Pleasant to take, and cures all Lung Complaints,
lime lheiv was quite a crowd of people in
objectionable candidate by doubling their &c. Sample bottles and circulars tree by all Drug
Wir
vestibule, :ilI asking oik* another
gists.
Large bottles, 35 cents. J. W. PERKINS
votes for an opposing candidate.
The & Co., Wholesale
whether there was tin}' danger, and no
Agents. Sold by all Druggists.
voters have availed themselves of this
one
seeming to know anythin'; about
to a large extent, and the effects
privilege
where the lire was. The guests, too, had
is seen in various districts.
As a rule,
now
become tItoroughly alarmed.
The the
Senators have been chosen by the
hall leadin'; from the Twenty-third street
the largest vote lor President
entrance was darkened with trunks, boxes party polling
If you wish to be cured of the habit, address T.
in the several districts, and, as a rule, the
E. t'LAKKE,HI* !>., Mt. Vernon,Ohio,
and I luggage of 4JI description, and at
the
Senator
Ims
also electparty electing
every step one took amid the now blinding ed two of the
three Representatives. Rut
rC Sample Bottle of Adamson’s Botanic
onoke, which prevented one person at there are
nCriL< Balsam, at all Druggists.
several exceptions to this genPleasant
one end
of the hall from seeing another
and an unfailing remedy (or Asthma,
eral result.
Coughs,
at the other end, he was sure to run
Colds, Lung Complaints, &c. John W. Perkins
In the Ninth Senatorial District, com- & Co., Ag’ts, Portland, Me. Large
bottles, 35c.
against some half-frantic guest, who, carposed of Boone and Winnebago Counties,
pet-bag in hand, was making the most the
Republicans elected all three Repreviolent efforts to reach the door. The
Farm for Sale.
the only district in
sentatives, that
hallway was drenched witli water, which the State where being
there
was such a result.
The subscriber offers lor sale the
pome I down in a perfect stream Irom the In the Third Senatorial
w« ll known Cook farm, so called,
District, the Libupper floors. During all this time, he it erals elected their Senator
in Jackson.
Said larni contains 120 acres of exoela
small
maby
known, nobody had been sent out to
ant land, situated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
jority. The Republicans nominated only into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
ill VI'. AX At. A KM
one candidate for representative; but the
wood lauds. It is 1 miles from Brooks station, aud
the same from a good
to the Fire Department, and fully half an
vote shows that, had they run two Repre- 100 rods from l*. O., and
meeting every Sunday, and tin* same from Town
hour was allowed logo by without any one sentatives, and divided their vote
equally, House. It is abundantly supplied with water from
eomiected with the. hotel thinking it worth between them, they could have elected 2 wells and numerous springs; the house is a story
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
his while to call tor the firemen.
It was both.
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 53
In the Fifteenth District, the Liberals feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
now very near 12 o’clock, and a policea
man
large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
passing by noticed the confusion in elect, the Senator, while the Republicans sheep house,
to the subscriber on the place.
the office, learned its cause, rushed out elect two Representatives; and, in the Apply
EDWARD \\\ ROBERTS.
and gave the alarm, and in a minute the Thirty-seventh and Forty-fifth Districts,
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872.—tl23
engines were thundering in front ot the the Republicans elect the Senators, while
house. Hut much precious time had been the Liberals elect two Representatives in
Farm for Sale.
lost, and to till appearances the lire on the each district. In these districts the result
On
account
of ill health the sub1 wenty-third street side on the
upper on Senator was due to the personal popuscriber now offers his farm lor
stories had gained serious headway and larity o( the person elected, who got more situated in Thorndike, containing one hundredsale,
and
fifty acres of good land under a good state of cultivaeverything was confusion in every part of votes than their party.
tion. Said farm has a good orchard, raised two hunOn the parlor floors the
the building.
In the Twenty-sixth, Thirty-fifth, and dred and
fifty bushels oL grafted fruit the present
guests were all assembled in shiverin'" Forty second Districts the Liberals elect- season, plenty of wood afid water. The buildings
are very good and convenient.
Said farm will be
their
all
ed
strewn
and
the
about
in
Senators,
groups,
baggage
Republicans in sold
lowr if applied for soon. Also for sale, one
confused masses, trunks, valises, hat each district elected two Representa- yoke very
oxen, girth f* feet 10 inches, two good cows
boxes and baskets being piled up here and tives; while in the
Forty-first, Forty- and two yearling heifers.TIMOTHY HANSON.
there whichever way one turned.
Many third, and Forty-fourth Districts, the
8wl7*
P. O. address E. Thorndike.
ol the ladies were in
Republicans elected the Senators, and
TIIE WILDEST STATE OE EXCITEMENT,
the Liberals got the two members of
Sheriff’s Sale.
In these six districts the
and were crying piteously through sheer each district.
tear and horror.
The men, aL least the majority parties lost the second member,
SS.—Taken on execution in favor of
John
and against Weston W. Dow,
greater portion of them, appeared as because ot the zeal of t he friends ot canGreeley
didates
in
and
to
be
sold
at public sale on the 30th
an
division
as
the
of
making
unequal
women, and ran about
day ol Dec.
frightened
at
the
store
of
A.
B. Longfellow in Palermo,
1872,
here, there and everywhere in the halls, the votes. Had the voters of each party at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, all the right, title and
not exactly knowing what they wanted,
given to the candidates one and a halt interest said defendant basin orfo the farm or lot of
land situated in Palermo, and hounded and described
and yet afraid to leave the floor for fear votes each, the party that elected the as
follows, to wit: Bounded on the West by the
of something worse below.
The carpets Senator would have elected two Repre- Town Road; on the South by land of A. 8. Dow; on
sentatives
in
the
that district. Hut, owing to
East by land of 8. & D. Turner; on the North by
were
soaking with water, and as one
the anxiety ol one candidate to secure his land of II. Leman, Jacob Lowell and A. 8. Dow,
dashed his way through
about, thirty acres more or less, subject
containing
own election
beyond all doubt, and to the to a mortgage thereon and the widow’s dower of
THE AEERKJHTED OKOWUS
discrimination of the voters, the minority Alexander Dow, deceased.
SAMUEL NORTON, Deputy Sheriff.
the tfaler was splashed about as if from a
party (politically) in each of these six
November 13, 1872.
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upon by the passers-by.
A pillow was procured for the
l" commence.
poor
A t!i« n
h. *> first one to givt ui> when she has
thing finally by the gentleman who first
bad her say :
called the reporter's attention to the unT i 'ho will mc.-t me with a kiss when 1 go
fortunate creature’s condition, and there
home to-du\.
she was left at midnight.
'•1. little hoy—i'il give ’em leave to match him,
< )nce the firemen and
police had arrived
:t they can.
the hose was immediately dragged
up the
i!'- tun to sec him strut about, and trv to be n
stairs, and they went to resume work.
man!
Vnd serious work it was. In the neigh"‘t,■ licericsi little chap You'd ever want
11 > see 1
borhood of the attic the smoke was so
1 11 ti th- \ laugh, became I think the child dense that for a time
the}’ were unable to
t -cmb!.
me.
make their way through the halls. Meanin- m a rogut ! lie goc- for me like robbers for
while the shrieks of the servant
their prey;
girls in
;I
'urn my pockets inside out when 1 get i the uppei stories were heartrending. Cry
home to-day.
after cry of distress rent the air and the
firemen, redoubling their exertions, dragM\
ii" _dr—I can't cuinrivc how it s noil Id
ged their hose after them, bravely lighting
happen 111U!| 1: ‘o-j
old pick that sweet bopquet and their way through the dense smoke, one
•lrng h down to u- !
relieving another as fast as the foremost
v
o'- -li'
V- that b in'sonic face will some
man was overcome and had to fall back
•la\ make a stir:
to
Ciher, ] laugh i-c.-aiisc she thinks the child
Vi.

districts elected two of the three Representatives. In the Forty-ninth (St. Clair)
District, the result is peculiar. The district gives majorities for Grant, Koerner,
Black, for the Republican State ticket, and
Congressmen, and elects a Liberal Senator and two
Representatives.
Rut. alter till these exceptional results,
the next House of Representatives will be
divided politically in the proportion ot
their respective votes ol the two parties
polled throughout the State.
There are a great many persons in the
State who arc disgusted with the result of
minority representation. Nor arc these
confined to anv party. There are Republicans who refuse to understand why. in a
district with a clear republican majority,
the minority should have any representation at all. On the other hand, there are
Democrats who are disgusted with the
thought that a Democratic county should
be represented in the
Legislature by one
Democratic and two Republican members,
as is the ease in
Sangamon. There arc a
number of defeated candidates who declare minority representation a humbug,
and demand its repeal at the earliest
possible time, but. on the whole, it has
worked admirably; it has secured the
great end sought and Inis enabled the people, in many instances to defeat objectionaide candidates by the election of better
men.
The principle of minority representation has been fully vindicated
by the
results.
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Mr. Stipli.ii Oro\er is an authorised agent
Waldo < ount> for the sale <d Piano Porte- mam
taolu red by u-. and all instrument- ot our maiiui
lure purchased ot liim are subject to tin same g-.i
anteeasit purchased directly ot uClip K I It INC \ SONS

Agencies lor the saleot the « 'iii«'K i- i: m. Pi\s
Will be ton ml ill nearly all t he large .-it ies and low n
ami ii is of course desirable that retail purchashoiild be made through (hem, theretiy
iving e\
pense and trouble.
The prices printed in our Circular may be reli.
upon as our real and rived prices, trom which m
discount can be made, whatever.
('HICK Kltl NO A SONS.
II Past llth

St., New York.
:tf»I Washington si,, Host..-,,

The subscriber is now oll'ei ing superior ad\anta> >
to any one who may contcmplati purchasing one m
these valuable instruments. As a maker and w
the knowledge In has ot their niuuuluctiire lie
enabled to make in..re choice selections than i- p
sible for those who have never made Piano Portmaking a science, and are without any practic.
knowledge ot their uiaiiutiicture.
SANDS AND THOUSANDS.
To those who may tav< r him with an order,
Sent uuder seal, in a plain envelope, to any adwill insure everything as stated above, mid delm
dress, on receipt ot six cents, or two postage the instruments to their houses in
person relieving
stamps, by addressing the publishers.
them from all uuxlety and responsibility.
Also OK. (TILV KKWKLI.’S “Marriage Guide,”
Orders can be left with Mrs. II. A. CAIM P.P
price GO cents.
music teacher, No. *r_» High Street, Hellast.
Address the publishers,
Communications hv mail to my address, in carill *». J. €\ KLINE «% «'0..
ol (’hiekeriug & Sous,.tat Washington St., boston
Mass., will receive immediate attention.
Ui? Bowery, New York. Post-Office Box 4,58t>.
Iyr4l
STEPHEN GROVER.
I iiuiosl?

dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual by which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may be, may cure
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
THIS
LKOTURN WILL I'KOVK A LOON TO THOU-

